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INTRODUCTION 
 

This little book anticipates what I am convinced will be the subject of “The Little Book” 

depicted in the tenth chapter of Revelation. That subject matter is divine providence and 

how since a Bible-based theology was first systematized in the Late Antiquity period its 

magnanimity has been profoundly diminished through some erroneous doctrines that were 

incorporated. This document is a condensed, depersonalized reworking of my previous book 

“Fellowship of the Secret” (2015), now focussed on the essential doctrine and insights, some 

of which I believe to be prophetic. That is for the reader to determine but what the book 

does claim to demonstrate from Scripture and the testimony of the earliest (pre-

Augustinian) Christian writers is that the benefits of Christ’s saving work extend well beyond 

the boundaries of Israel and the Church, resulting in a providence worthy of the God 

Scripture defines as Love personified. 

This first edition will predominantly be of interest to Bible believing Christians (including 

Catholic and Orthodox), being replete with scriptural citations. For reasons that will become 

evident I am not entirely happy with any particular version of the Bible, so unless otherwise 

stated the translations from the Greek New Testament together with any highlighting are 

my own. For serious study or critiquing some knowledge of biblical Greek would be helpful, 

but my translations should be capable of verification by most people with a basic grasp of 

English grammar utilizing a Greek interlinear translation such as that provided by 

Scripture4all HERE. As for quotations from the “Early Fathers” and Church Catechisms, in 

nearly all cases these are directly linked to their source in the e-book version, a PDF version 

of which is freely available at my website. 

 

 

 

Richard L. Barker 

January 2020     

  

https://www.scripture4all.org/OnlineInterlinear/Greek_Index.htm


CHAPTER ONE 
God’s Secret Plan 

 

The chapter heading is referring to a mystery that was not revealed until the conversion of 

Saul of Tarsus, being: 

The mystery which has been hidden from ages and generations but has now been revealed 

to His saints, to whom God willed to make known the riches of the glory of this mystery 

among the Gentiles, which is Christ in you, the hope of glory1 

The apostle was referring to a dispensation of heavenly grace that was to be made available 

to Jew and Gentile rather than exclusively to Israel, God’s first-choice nation. It would be 

provided to those “predestined to become conformed to the image of God’s Son”2. As Paul 

himself affirmed (but few appear to have grasped), such privileges were not envisaged for 

members of the Gentile nations in the current epoch and resulted from the disobedience of 

the Jewish nation: 

"What I am saying is this: Was this stumbling to lead to the Jews’ final downfall? Out of the 

question! On the contrary, their failure has brought salvation for the Gentiles, in order to 

stir them to envy. And if their downfall brings great riches3 to the world, and their loss has 

brought great riches to the Gentiles – how much more will their restoration bring!"4 

And later in the same chapter: 

"For you (Gentiles) were once disobedient towards God but you have now obtained mercy 

through (the Jew’s) disobedience"5 

Paul is referring to the same mystery below, confirming that it was new revelation: 

“For this reason I, Paul, the prisoner of Christ Jesus for the sake of you Gentiles—  if indeed 

you have heard of the stewardship of God’s grace which was given to me for you; that by 

revelation there was made known to me the mystery, as I wrote before in brief. By referring 

to this, when you read you can understand my insight into the mystery of Christ,  which in 

other generations was not made known to the sons of men, as it has now been revealed to 

His holy apostles and prophets in the Spirit;  to be specific, that the Gentiles are fellow heirs 

and fellow members of the body, and fellow partakers of the promises in Christ Jesus 

 
1 Col1:26,27 
2 Rom8:29 
3 Greek: ploutos 
4 Rom11:11-12 
5 Rom11:30 



through the gospel,  of which I was made a minister, according to the gift of God’s grace 

which was given to me according to the working of His power.  To me, the very least of all 

saints, this grace was given, to preach to the Gentiles the unfathomable riches of Christ,  and 

to bring to light the fellowship6 pertaining to the secret (plan) which for ages has been 

hidden in God who created all things;  so that the manifold wisdom of God might now be 

made known through the church to the rulers and the authorities in the heavenly 

places.  This was in accordance with His purpose for the ages which He carried out in Christ 

Jesus our Lord, in whom we have boldness and confident access through faith in Him”7 

Saul of Tarsus - The thirteenth faithful apostle  

Jesus had called twelve men to the apostolate, partly for symbolic reasons: 

And Jesus said to (His disciples), “Truly I say to you who have followed Me, in the 

Regeneration when the Son of Man will sit down on His glorious throne, you also shall sit 

upon twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel8 

The symbolism pertained to the reconstitution of God’s chosen people: the twelve tribes, 

only two of which had survived at this point. Judas was replaced by Matthias who was 

added to the eleven faithful apostles9 to witness to Jesus’ life, death and resurrection. Saul 

of Tarsus on the other hand was appointed out of due time10 having been commissioned by 

the risen and ascended Christ as the thirteenth faithful apostle now that gospel salvation 

was to be made available to the Gentile nations. It becomes evident as one reads through 

Acts that in spite of the Great Commission to baptize and make disciples of all nations, it is 

not until events recorded in the eleventh chapter that any of the original twelve fully 

grasped that anyone who was not a Jew, Samaritan or proselyte could be granted the same 

gift of salvation as that intended for the Jews: 

I (Peter) realized then that God was giving (the Gentiles) the identical gift He gave to us 

when we believed in the Lord Jesus Christ; and who was I to stand in God’s way? This 

account satisfied them, and they gave glory to God, saying “God has clearly granted to the 

Gentiles also the repentance that leads to life11. 

It needs to be understood that references to “eternal life” or “life” in the New Testament 

relate to being re-united to God in Christ: 

 
6 Or “administration” (Greek: oikonomia) – textual variant utilized in some Bible versions 
7 Eph3:1-12 
8 Mt19:28 
9 Acts1:26 
10 1Cor15:8 
11 Acts11:17,18  



And this is eternal life, that they might know You the only true God and Jesus Christ whom 

You have sent12  

And: "Whoever eats My flesh and drinks My blood has (present tense) eternal life, and I will 

raise him up at the last day"13 

And: "No murderer has eternal life abiding in him"14 

Eternal life (literally age-life) is something to be experienced now; a higher form and quality 

of life than that which one can naturally know as fallen human beings. It should be noted 

that even the sinless Saviour asserted that He “lived by the Father”15 in the same way “those 

who eat Me shall live by Me16. It affirms that “life” as Jesus, Paul and others speak of it does 

not refer to avoiding perdition or “going to heaven when you die” for that was hardly an 

issue for Jesus, yet even He “lived by the Father”. It relates rather to a present empowering 

relationship with the divine; “death” being the deprivation of such. 

The mystery revealed to Paul was not apprehended even by Peter until he received a vision 

of the sheet of unclean animals that he was told to kill and eat17. Paul had to rebuke Peter 

for his reluctance to fellowship with Gentile Christians18, again affirming that the mystery 

Paul was disclosing was not something that Jesus had made clear to the twelve.   

 Why Old Testament prophecy has been subverted 

The subversion of Old Testament prophecy that is to be outlined in this chapter resulted 

from a two-stage rejection by the Jews of their Messiah, the first during His life, the second 

pertaining to their response to the apostles’ teaching after Jesus had been resurrected and 

had ascended to heaven. The first rejection may be perceived in Jesus’ lamenting of 

Jerusalem: 

"If you had known, even you, especially in this your day the things that make for your peace! 

But now they are hidden from your eyes. For the days will come upon you when your 

enemies will build an embankment around you, surround you and close you in on every side, 

and level you and your children with you, to the ground, and they will not leave in you one 

stone upon another, because you did not know the time of your visitation"19  

 
12 Jn17:3 
13 Jn6:54 
14 1Jn3:15 
15 Jn6:57a 
16 Jn6:57b 
17 Acts11:1-18 
18 Gal2:11-14 
19 Lk19:42-44 



Whilst many ordinary Jews would welcome Jesus to their city with palm leaves their leaders 

were indignant and already plotting His downfall. This was the first rejection culminating in 

the crucifixion and as Jesus stated it put paid to the hope that the coming of the Messiah 

would bring an end to Israel’s political and military problems. The promise of peace and 

security for Jerusalem, evident in much prophecy including the recent angelic annunciations 

concerning the birth of John and Jesus, would not be secured by Jesus in His earthly lifetime, 

indeed worse was to come for Israel in about a generation’s time as Jesus had warned in His 

Olivet sermon20. However, this is not what resulted in the rejection of the Jewish nation as 

sole inheritors of the Kingdom that Paul refers to in Romans 11 and Ephesians 3. Such is 

affirmed in Acts where the apostle indicates that even after Pentecost it was still the Jewish 

people’s “day of visitation” and they were still not appreciating it. Paul had warned certain 

Jews at Antioch: 

Be careful! – or what the prophets say will happen to you: “Cast your eyes around you 

mockers; be amazed and perish!  For I am doing something in your own days that you would 

never believe if you were told of it”21  

The warning was about what will or might happen to the Jewish nation, not what already 

had happened. Their day of visitation did not end when they crucified Christ: that event that 

Jesus referred to as His other baptism had been both divinely planned and prophesied22; 

what was shortly to occur was undoubtedly planned or foreknown by God and also hinted 

at in some of Jesus’ parables but it had not been foretold within the Old Testament. It 

concerned the establishment of an international messianic community, a plan hidden in God 

the Father23 even from earlier prophets. For the Jewish leaders had refused to acknowledge 

that the resurrection and the miraculous signs were the vindication of Jesus’ earlier claims. 

They still rejected His Messiahship even now that He had been raised to the highest heavens 

and empowered His disciples to work miracles in His name. The Jews had already forfeited 

the prospect of political peace and security through their rejection of Jesus in His lifetime, 

now something even more radical was at stake: Kingdom inheritance. The next Sabbath, 

these same leaders “filled with jealousy” towards the apostles, just as they had been toward 

Jesus used blasphemies to contradict everything Paul was telling them which prompted the 

apostle to add: 

 
20 Mt24 
21 Acts13:40-41 
22 Acts2:23; Is53:5 
23 Paul’s references to “God” always refer to the Father. The economy of the Godhead is a mystery but 

the Father’s monarchical status is a biblical reality that needs to be recognized in order to understand 

aspects of what is being presented in this document, in particular the fact that the timing of events is 

under the Father’s authority (Mk13:32; Acts1:7; Eph3:9; Rev1:1) 



We had to proclaim the word of God to you (Jews) first, but since you have rejected it since 

you do not think yourselves worthy of eternal life, here and now we turn to the Gentiles. For 

this is what the Lord commanded us to do when He said “I have made (Israel) a light to the 

nations, so that my salvation may reach the remotest parts of the world”24. 

The prophecy from which Paul quotes (Is49) declares Israel to be God’s servant, through 

whom He would manifest His glory and by whom He would bring saving enlightenment to 

the whole world. They as His chosen people, being the first fruits of His increase25 and heirs 

of the world26 would have come to know eternal life (as previously defined) through 

sanctification in Christ blood27; but as the same prophet foretold this had been prophetically 

linked with the restoration and liberation of their nation and holy city through the direct 

intervention of a returning Messiah, who as well as residing with his people would act as 

judge and arbitrator with opposing nations28. As a result of their rejection, the universal 

enlightenment would go ahead without them by means of a newly formed universal 

assembly founded by their Messiah and His apostles, none of whom would be drawn from 

the ranks of the Jewish sacral hierarchy. Although it is only briefly alluded to in Scripture, 

the longed-for national liberation and the re-instatement of Israel to “the Kingdom” would 

now have to wait29. Shortly afterwards at Corinth, preaching in the synagogue, more Jews 

turned against Paul and started to insult him. Paul took his cloak and shook it out in front of 

them, saying: 

“Your blood be on your own heads; I am clean; from now on I will go to the Gentiles”30. 

But why should Paul not be clean (or innocent) if he brought such a message of salvation to 

the Gentiles and the Jews had not rejected it?  Was not such salvation envisaged for all? 

Clearly not: “For as a result of the Jews’ rejection, salvation has come to the Gentiles to 

provoke them to jealousy”31. It was not a matter of protocol or order it was a transfer of 

privilege. This will make more sense once it is has been demonstrated that there is salvation 

and there is SALVATION. The latter was earmarked for the Jews alone in Old Testament 

prophecy but was to be made available to the nations through Paul’s revelation concerning 

the Gentile inheritance. “Salvation” as foretold for the Gentile nations meant one would be 

enlightened, pardoned in the name of Jesus if one acknowledged Him as Lord, leading to 

acceptance as a subject in God’s Kingdom, for all who call on the name of the Lord would be 

 
24 Acts13:46,47 
25 Jer2:3 cf. Jam1:18 
26 Rom4:13 
27 Zech13:1 
28 Is2:4; Mic4:3 
29 Acts1:6 
30 Acts18:6 
31 Rom11:11 



spared from perdition. SALVATION on the other hand was to be born again by water and 

Spirit, delivered from corruption by means of sanctification in the blood of sprinkling32 

resulting in eternal life, being an interior communion with Christ and the Spirit, participation 

in God’s royal priesthood and a joint inheritance with the Lord of Glory. 

In the early chapters of Acts, everything appeared to be following prophetic expectations: 

Messiah had come, been rejected, executed, raised and ascended. The Spirit had been 

poured out upon Jews and proselytes on Pentecost, the dead were being raised; demons 

expelled, numerous miracles being performed, not just by apostles but deacons as well33. 

Even items of the apostles’ clothing or handkerchiefs were taken to people and they were 

healed. Multitudes came to the apostles for healing, and again, all were healed. The Good 

News about Jesus was being preached as a result of which Jews, Samaritans and proselytes 

were receiving the gift of the Spirit, such that at that point Peter could say: 

All the prophets that have ever spoken from Samuel onwards have predicted these days34 

But they had not predicted what was about to follow: Gentiles were to be granted “eternal 

life” and have equal status with elect Jews as joint heirs with Christ in His Kingdom. 

The change of plan  

There are plenty of examples in the Bible of God appearing to change His mind or plan in 

response to events or regretting decisions He had made. At least, that is the way it is 

presented in Scripture35 even if from the theological standpoint God foreknew everything in 

detail. But since He never goes back on His unconditional promises of blessing, His 

assurances regarding places and people, even if re-ordered will be fulfilled. What for 

practical purposes might be referred to as Plan A (i.e. what the prophets foretold in the Old 

Testament) regarding the restoration of the world based on the Jews inheriting the Kingdom 

is set out most clearly in Isaiah:  

It will happen in the final days that the mountain of JHWE’s house will rise higher than the 

mountains and tower above the heights. Then all the nations will stream to it, many peoples 

will come to it and say, “Come let us go up to the mountain of JHWE, to the house of the God 

of Jacob that He may teach us his ways so that we might walk in his paths”. For the Law will 

issue from Zion and the word of JHWE from Jerusalem. THEN He will judge between the 

nations and arbitrate between many peoples. They will hammer their swords into 

 
32 Heb12:24 cf. Heb10:29 
33 Acts6:8 
34 Acts3:24 
35 E.g. Gen6:7; Gen18:21,26; Ex32:14; 1Sam15:11,35; Mt2:19-22 



ploughshares and their spears into sickles. Nation will not lift sword against nation, no 

longer will they learn how to make war.36  

God’s Plan according to the Old Testament was to establish a holy nation of kings and 

priests amongst whom He would personally reside, initially through His spiritual presence in 

the Ark, later through the physical presence of His Son Emmanuel (God with us). The nations 

who had oppressed His people were to be judged, but as outlined in Joel, the Spirit would 

be poured out and the Good News of the Kingdom proclaimed as a witness to all nations 

before the final judgement came. Many Gentiles would come to Israel’s light and their kings 

to the brightness of her rising37. At such a time “ten men from different nations will grasp 

the garment of a Jew, saying, ‘Let us go with you, for we have heard that God is with you.’”38 

In God’s plan as revealed in the Old Testament, the Jews were to be the world’s 

enlighteners whilst the holistic package we know of as gospel salvation was not intended for 

Gentile nations at all in the current age. As confirmed in the eleventh chapter of Paul’s letter 

to the Roman Church it is only through the disobedience of the Jews that Gentiles have any 

immediate part in it39.  

This is not so extraordinary as it may appear for internal sanctifying communion with Christ 

was not possible even to God’s chosen people before the Saviour was incarnated, shed His 

blood, was resurrected and made way for the Holy Spirit. Whilst sin could be forgiven it 

could not yet be taken away40 for a fountain had yet to be opened for sin and uncleanness41. 

Salvation in the gospel sense is healing of the soul42 resulting in life of an eternal quality43 

even whilst the soul still resides within the “body of this death”44 as the apostle aptly 

describes the earthen vessel inherited from our father’s loins corrupted through “original 

sin”. The purpose of this salvation is for a people to become “holiness to the Lord and the 

first fruits of His increase”45: the people the Jewish nation were prophesied to become for 

the enlightenment and healing of the world. Then, in the age to come, having shared in His 

suffering, such would share in His glory46, having been conformed to His image and likeness 

through spiritual gifts, cruciform service and personal discipleship.  

 
36 Is2:1-4 
37 Is60:3 
38 Zech8:23 
39 Rom11:11-13,30 
40 Heb10:4 Greek “aphairein” 
41 Zech13:1 
42 cf. 1Pet1:9 
43 Jn17:3 
44 Rom7:24 
45 Jer2:3 
46 Rom8:17 (cf. Greek); 1Pet5:10; 2Thes2:14 



 The Jew’s intended role as God’s original choice to establish His Kingdom on earth should 

be equally clear concerning how Jesus regarded His own ministry: 

And suddenly out came a Canaanite woman from the district and started shouting, “Lord, 

Son of David take pity on me. My daughter is tormented by a devil”. But He said not a word 

in answer to her. And His disciples went and pleaded with Him, saying “Give her what she 

wants, because she keeps shouting after us. He said in reply. “I was sent only to the lost 

sheep of Israel.” But the woman had come up and was bowing low before Him. “Lord”, she 

said, “Help me.” He replied, “It is not fair to take the children’s food and throw it to little 

dogs”47 . 

Jesus makes it clear that He had been sent to the Jews (the lost sheep of Israel) so that they 

might be fitted for the Kingdom role promised for them in Scripture; that is why He initially 

refused to heal this Gentile woman’s daughter. What He had spoken He had spoken and 

confirmed it with His disciples: “I was sent only to the lost sheep of Israel”. Because of His 

great compassion He was prepared to help such Gentile folk who came to Him. But it is 

obvious if one reads carefully through the gospel narratives that John the Baptist, Jesus and 

initially His disciples ministered and preached almost exclusively to the Jews48. Through their 

avoidable failure, the privileges they were to inherit are to be shared with elect individuals 

drawn from every nation through elective grace.  

The Jewish religious elite had expected to be leading the work of God’s coming Kingdom 

under their Messiah, but the Kingdom role was taken from them and given to a people “who 

would produce its fruit”49. The leadership would be handed over to His personally trained 

squad of twelve intimate followers. But these were still exclusively Jewish; it was the Jews 

who were the natural branches whereas elect Gentiles were later grafted in against 

nature50. Jesus had come “as a minister of the circumcision for the truth to confirm the 

promises of the fathers and also that the Gentiles might glorify God for His mercy”51 The 

Gentiles being the “and-also’s” were to be shown mercy under Christ’s rule with His people 

and glorify God for it, but now they could be the equals with that same people and share 

the inheritance reserved for those who were to be sanctified52. Once one grasps (i.e. takes 

literally) what Paul was saying in the eleventh chapter of Romans, particularly vv11, 15 and 

30, it explains the opaque nature of our Lord’s eschatological narrative (especially the Olivet 

discourse) in which He appeared to link the destruction of the temple within a generation to 

 
47 Mt15:22-26 
48 cf. Mt10:5-6 
49 Mt21:43 
50 Rom11:24 
51 Rom15:8-9 
52 Acts26:18 



His second coming. For the expectation had been that having carried out retribution to 

Israel’s enemies and destroyed the wicked, the Good News of Jesus Christ’s kingship 

referred to as “this gospel of the Kingdom”53 would be announced as a witness to the 

Gentile nations so that if they acknowledged Him, at His coming they could be shown mercy 

through His name and become citizens in His Kingdom. But that is not what we have come 

to understand as “gospel salvation”. It is not a restoration of the soul for immediate 

intimate divine communion54. It is not the same gift of eternal life55. Although absent from 

Old Testament Scripture, such fulness of salvation had been anticipated for the Gentile 

nations in the parables of Jesus – God’s vineyard taken from the Jews and given to another 

“nation”56 and the wedding feast to which the intended guests failed to turn up57. So whilst 

the Gentile nations’ Kingdom inheritance had been foreordained by God before the 

foundation of the world58, both Jesus and Paul inferred that the only historical reason the 

Gentiles were to be offered eternal life and a role as priests and kings in God’s Kingdom was 

because of the intended nation’s unworthiness and unbelief. Such was God’s secret plan, 

the profound providential implications of which may be beginning to filter into the reader’s 

mind, in which case congratulations are in order for it had eluded the most influential 

formulator of Western biblical theology. 

The Mystery of Augustine  

For much of the Church’s history the understanding has been that God’s benign providence 

is restricted to faithful Jews and those subsequently elected to Christian salvation; the 

prospects for the rest of humanity being worse than oblivion.  That is in stark contrast to 

what is being presented here, namely that God’s elect people are, under Christ, the agents 

of restoring and reconciling the world back to God, not the sole beneficiaries. Humanly 

speaking it was the Roman African Aurelius Augustinus (AD354-430) and his especially 

forthright and uncompromising manner in defending the catholic faith against potential 

heresies together with the extraordinary regard with which he has been held in the Western 

Church that has resulted in doctrinal errors being incorporated in their understanding of 

God’s intentions for wider creation and the nature of the human condition. Pelagius, a 

contemporary of Augustine, was understood to have taught59 that human nature had not 

 
53 Mt24:14 
54 Col1:27 
55 Acts11:17-18 
56 Mt21:43 
57 Mt22:1-10 
58 Eph1:4-5 
59 Because Pelagius came to be denounced as a heretic little of his work remains. We are largely reliant 

on Augustine’s account of his teaching and manner of life, the latter of which even Augustine 

acknowledged to be saintly. As Wikipedia affirms (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pelagius), more scholars 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pelagius


been profoundly wounded by Adam’s sin, so humans were able to fulfil the law without 

divine aid. Augustine, still more perversely came to affirm that fallen man could not so much 

as do, think or desire any good at all apart from the grace of the gospel. The heretic Manes 

had propounded a dualistic view of the cosmos impacting upon human anthropology, 

leading Augustine to insist that Paul could not possibly have been saying that human nature 

comprised opposing moral influences from flesh and spirit. The millenarians (chiliasts) of his 

day were carnally minded so the whole system should be repudiated and man’s future 

destiny be understood as fulfilled within the spiritual sphere. Though sainted by the Roman 

Church, Augustine’s insistence that God intended to damn the bulk of humanity was 

undermined fifty years ago by the Vatican Council’s pronouncements on God’s broader 

providence regarding His dealings with those outside the Church. Yet the foundational 

biblical theology underpinning the earlier narrower conceptions has largely remained intact. 

One has only to contrast Augustine’s grim eschatological montage as depicted in his “City of 

God” with the relative inclusivity of Vatican II’s “Lumen Gentium” to see how the Spirit has 

enlightened the Catholic Church through the centuries. But to attain coherence one cannot 

avoid revisiting many of the theological assumptions that led to Augustine’s treatise, 

culminating as it does in a cosmic horror story of breath-taking proportions60, albeit one 

which many Evangelical Christians have come to take for granted.  

Augustine placed fidelity to Scripture as he interpreted it above regard for the more 

philanthropic and open-minded reflections of earlier Fathers who had perceived more than 

a vestige of God’s image being retained in fallen man’s nature and perceived a role for 

natural law within a multifaceted economy of grace. “Let us reflect how free from wrath God 

is toward all His creation… He does good to all but most abundantly to us who have fled for 

refuge to His compassions through Jesus Christ”. So wrote Clement61, fellow worker with 

Paul; whilst his namesake Clement of Alexandria (2nd century) enquired “What is loveable 

that is not loved by God; and man has been proved to be loveable, consequently man is 

loved by God”62. Justin Martyr (2nd century) spoke of God’s benevolence towards those 

who walk uprightly and in accordance with right reason63; a God who accepts those who 

imitate His own qualities of temperance, fairness and philanthropy and who exercise their 

free will in choosing what is pleasing to Him64. Irenaeus, also 2nd century, recognized that 

God in His providence is present with all “who attend to moral discipline”65 paying heed to 

 

are coming to the view that this British theologian had been more faithful to the teaching of the earliest 

fathers than had previously been asserted.  
60 De Civitate Dei (The City of God) Book XXI http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/120121.htm  
61  Letter to Corinthians of Clement (c. AD30-AD100) chaps. 19 & 20 
62 “The Instructor” Book 1 chap. 3 
63  The first apology of Justin chaps. 43 & 46 
64  ibid. chap. 10 
65  Irenaeus against heresies Book III chap. 25 (para 1) 

http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/120121.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/1010.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/02091.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/0126.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/0126.htm
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/0103325.htm


the natural precepts of the law by which man can be justified66. These sentiments might be 

expressed in more biblically recognizable terms as responding positively to the light of Christ 

in the conscience so as to be justified by faith through the merits of Christ’s faithfulness67, 

for such is the esoteric undercurrent to the teaching of Paul as will shortly be demonstrated.  

Apart from being supported by the testimony of those who had been trained by the 

apostles or their immediate successors, such a benign outworking of divine providence is in 

accordance with God’s Scripture-defined nature and intentions “I act with faithful love, 

justice and uprightness on the earth, and these (qualities) are the things that please Me”68.  

It affirms JHWE to be wonderfully kind; He is a philanthropist69 who loves fellow 

philanthropists as Justin Martyr observed. He delights in those who strive to lead a good life 

utilizing the light of Christ provided to everyman, especially through the faculty of 

conscience. The Bishop of Hippo on the other hand vehemently ruled out such a benevolent 

view of the Creator or the idea that He had any positive regard for human integrity, 

perceiving all humanity to be a “massa damnata” (condemned crowd). Man, in his natural 

state, he believed, was instinctively opposed to what is good and never disposed to do what 

he knew to be right except for selfish reasons. By implication, man was neither capable of 

genuine compassionate love toward his fellow man70 nor was he in possession of any good 

unless he had or would be saved by “apprehending the grace of Christ”. He understood that 

God’s love (agape) in contrast to love as it is defined in Scripture71 would not extend to 

making allowance for ignorance or human weakness and by implication that such 

intolerance would be reflected in the Son of Man’s final judgements. He asserted that God’s 

vengeance and hatred for Adam’s offspring was such that He held each child personally 

accountable at birth for the disobedience of their first parents such that infants dying 

without baptism must endure an eternity of mild sensual pain72 to pay for Adam’s sin and 

their own innate depravity. Given humanity’s utter dependency on celestial grace, God’s 

reconciling purposes were confined to those destined to be saved through the sacraments 

of the Catholic Church. Yet such fortunate, undeserving folk would very much be in the 
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is from God and no one outside the Catholic Church could be “born of God”. Augustine’s teaching that 

man is innately incapable of love also affirmed in Anti-Pelagian writings; “On grace and free will” chap.37 
71 1Cor13:5 
72 Latin: paena sensus . (cf. New Advent: Catholic Encyclopaedia under headings “Unbaptised infants”, 

“Limbo” and the “Teaching of St Augustine”). 
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minority: “Many more are left under punishment than are delivered from it, in order that it 

may thus be shown what was due to all”73.  

This was neither the Ancient Church’s understanding nor that of his Church today: 

“Divine providence (shall not) deny the assistance necessary for salvation to those who 

without any fault of theirs have not yet arrived at an explicit knowledge of God and who, not 

without grace, strive to lead a good life” (Vatican II – Lumen Gentium 16) 

Augustine undoubtedly articulated plenty that was thoroughly orthodox and seemingly 

supremely spiritual, especially regarding the Christian’s inner life of devotion to God and the 

sanctity of the Eucharist. He had also tirelessly defended the Catholic Church from fatal 

heresy. Yet he concluded from his interpretation of Scripture that Satan’s Eden offensive 

had been such a triumph as to result in God punishing the beings He had wished to unite to 

Himself by leaving them devoid of any effectual faculties to know Him, seek Him or please 

Him. Likewise, the eschatology that resulted from it was the antithesis of “euaggelion” 

(Good News) apart from for the proportionately few favoured souls who were to be shown 

undeserved mercy and spared eternal misery. Ascribing such incomprehensible barbarity 

and unintelligible justice to the One whose kindness, philanthropy and compassionate 

nature Christian people are called to imitate74 is a travesty, especially in light of what had 

been previously understood75 and is being presented here. A diabolical origin for such 

teaching is suggested by the pleasure and satisfaction the prince of that realm is bound to 

draw from it, in particular the draconian way the Creator is portrayed with respect to His 

human creation, only a small proportion of whom are deemed to benefit from His Son’s 

saving work - a package then presented to the world as “The Good News of God” and 

subsequently promoted by its most faithful adherents76 as “biblical theology”. This has 

further exacerbated divisions within the Church as many Christians come instinctively to 

reject such derisory depictions of God’s providential care for humanity, trusting instead in 

their own or their particular tradition’s sense of God’s goodness and intelligible justice. 

What is invariably lacking on the part of more liberal Christians is a substantive delineation 

of their convictions from Scripture. Such is surely needed to provide at the personal level the 

 
73 (De Civitates Dei XXI chap. 12)  
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versions of the “Good News” are more often presented, the problem being they move still further away 

from the biblical realities of predestination and the exclusive, privileged nature of those who are to be 

glorified with Christ  
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peace and assurance that comes from a hope that is solidly grounded, and corporately the 

ability to present a clear and coherent Good News message to the world.     

The problem has been that the black and white, binary theological system that Augustine 

constructed from his understanding of Scripture and his rejection of any positive role for 

natural law does not lend itself to tempering; it must either be taken as read or busted wide 

open. It shall be the latter, for it is flawed at its theological and anthropological foundation 

(next chapter). Nor can that Father’s assertions concerning humanity’s hatefulness and 

God’s harshness towards the creatures created in His image be dismissed as the rhetoric of 

an earlier age, for as already indicated Augustine’s predecessors did not speak in such a 

way. They had by no means affirmed that man by nature could do “absolutely no good 

thing, whether in thought or will, affection or in action”77 except they “had fled to the grace 

of Christ”.  Likewise in his treatise “On Grace and Free Will” his opening phrase provides a 

false hope of orthodoxy which is soon dashed: “We have now proved by our former 

testimonies from Holy Scripture that there is in man a free determination of will for living 

rightly and acting rightly; so now, let us see what are the divine testimonies concerning the 

grace of God without which we are not able to do any good thing.”78   In other words he 

affirms as he always does that innately man has no effectual free will whatsoever, merely 

that he is able to determine what he ought to do; thus, like Satan, man can only will, think 

and practice what is evil except he receive celestial grace, for there is no other grace that he 

acknowledged, either which is innate or imparted except through the sacraments of the 

Church. 

In terms of God’s justice, Origen for one had perceived the Creator so very differently; “a 

just and good God in that He confers benefits justly and punishes with kindness; since neither 

goodness without justice nor justice without goodness can display the real dignity of the 

divine nature”79. Phrase by phrase this depiction of a genuinely adorable divinity opposes 

the later Father’s assertions concerning the Creator’s nature and its outworking, recognizing 

along with most of his peers that God is good even from a reasoned human perspective. 

Through a hyper-allegorized reading of the Old Testament Augustine had misread the role 

of the Law of Moses. He understood in the light of Paul’s teaching that when JHWE had 

frequently pleaded with His people of the Old Covenant to “learn to do good, seek justice, 

plead for widows”80 and the like, He was not directly exhorting them to obedience but 

wished them to acknowledge their dependence on God’s grace to fulfil the command81. 
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Such novelty subverts the teaching of the prophets: Isaiah made it particularly clear in one 

passage that JHWE was not impressed when His people demeaned their souls in His 

presence, hung their heads in shame and put on sackcloth to acknowledge their sins and 

moral impotence; He wished rather that they would do what was perfectly within their 

power to do: free the oppressed, share their food with the hungry, shelter the homeless: 

“Then your light will blaze out like the dawn and your wound be quickly healed; 

righteousness will go before you and JHWE’s glory come behind you”82. Personal 

righteousness and the establishment of social justice were what JHWE wished His people to 

pursue so that as His royal priesthood they could be a light to the Gentiles. Augustine was 

also palpably in error when he asserted that the righteous of the Old Testament were saved 

by “believing in the incarnation, Passion and resurrection of Christ as a future event”83. 

Whilst Jesus had confirmed that “many prophets and righteous men” had eagerly 

anticipated His coming84 and that will have included His own disciples, even they had not 

anticipated or understood the purpose of His death. In the same passage of his writing 

Augustine insisted that Moses and Abraham were Christians in all but name and had 

received equivalent gifts of grace; a concept refuted most clearly by Peter85 and the 

teaching of Hebrews. He condemned those Jews who had been obedient to God’s Law if 

their obedience were so that they might receive the earthly blessings that had been 

promised to them, rather than perceiving they related to the promise of their souls going to 

heaven when they died; moreover that people through the ages who had discerned the 

principles of God’s law through creed or conscience and endeavoured to put it into practice 

were exercising worldly pride; asserting their own righteousness rather than “submitting to 

the righteousness of God” and trusting in His mercy86.  But JHWE had made it very clear to 

the people of the Old Testament how His chosen people were to be judged and it could 

hardly be further removed from such paradoxy87. A thousand years later the Augustinian 

monk Martin Luther drew inspiration from his patriarch’s distorted concept of piety and 

many of his followers for the last five hundred years have come to regard such paradoxical 

notions as being at the heart of the gospel. In recent times many academics have come to 

discern aspects of the misreading of Paul within their various traditions but now it must be 

systematically exposed so that suitably adept believers may review and verify the matter for 

themselves both from Scripture and the witness of the Ancient Church. Such popular 

scrutiny would have been impracticable before the advent of the internet. Just as the 

Reformation was facilitated by the printing press so may a reunion be attempted utilizing 
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the technology of the current age. Regrettably, such a process cannot avoid being deeply 

perturbing as certain chickens come home to roost. For what has been said in the dark will 

be heard in the daylight; what has been whispered in hidden places will be proclaimed from 

the housetops. For whilst the outworking of Augustine’s narrow, fatalistic soteriology may 

have become abhorrent to post-Conciliar Catholic ears, the scriptural interpretations that 

lay behind it are still evident in the Bible translations utilized by Catholics and in various 

references within their Catechism, and the man himself is still highly revered. The 

interrelationship between natural law and Christ’s Passion has been obscured, the human 

spirit maligned and the Creator’s beneficence defamed, largely through this Catholic 

Doctor’s influence. Yet ironically his spectre hangs most heavily these days over those 

Christian denominations whose forebears chose to depart from the Church he had laboured 

so hard to protect from schism. For without controversy, it was Augustine’s distinctive 

teaching on grace and law that formed the catalyst for “Reformed theology”, whilst the gist 

of his reasoning regarding man’s inability to think or do anything pleasing to God apart from 

gospel grace continues to hold sway for more traditional Evangelicals who continue to keep 

faith with the medieval Reformers’ reading of Paul.  

It has all gone according to plan 

It will have been in accordance with God’s inscrutable plan that Augustine’s intellect, 

matchless rhetoric88, boundless energy and commitment to the Catholic cause combined to 

make him such a dominant figure in unifying the formation and systemizing the theology of 

the Western Church during the most formative period of her history. The erudition he 

possessed can be powerfully persuasive but sound theology being literally a study of God 

requires first and foremost a contemplative and experiential knowledge of the Subject 

whose very nature and name is Love, as those within Eastern Orthodoxy have better 

discerned. A Bible-based articulation of God’s munificent providence should taste as sweet 

as honey in the mouth of every child of God, whilst in the gut there will be a bitterness and 

an urge to be rid of what had historically been understood concerning the harshness of 

God's justice and the limited nature of His salvific intentions89. The true scope of God’s plan 

of loving goodness will redound even more to His glory, for it has been achieved in its 

entirety through the atoning death of the Son He adores, the length, breadth and height of 

whose love passes all knowledge.  

As the Church grew and heresies abounded it became essential for doctrine to be 

systematized, a task in which Augustine contributed heavily, partly in view of his effective 
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prosecution of the key heresies of the period. That is where certain principles especially 

relating to natural law became obscured as errors were imbedded; none directly affecting 

the Catholic Church’s ability to fulfil its evangelical mission, “merely” its understanding of 

the fate of those she was unable to embrace, concerning whom Christ’s saving work was 

deemed to have been ineffectual. Given the so-called Doctor of Grace’s extraordinary 

impact and esteem throughout Western Christendom it is no wonder that only in the last 

fifty years has God’s wider plan of reconciliation embracing those outside the Church been 

accepted by the Roman Church to the point of being formalized at the conciliar level. 

Various Catholic thinkers, most notably John Henry Newman were considering and actively 

debating these issues a hundred or more years earlier and no doubt many before that 

whose views the Vatican would not have permitted to see the light of day. It is necessary 

that the enlightened post-Conciliar teaching of the Church be demonstrably underpinned 

from Scripture if those to whom fidelity to the Book is paramount are to give the matter the 

consideration it requires.  

No apologia 

It should already be evident that this document is not primarily an apologia for the Roman 

Catholic Church, for she historically has much to apologize for: monolithic, tarnished yet 

enduring – and for good reason90. If these findings are valid all traditions need to review 

their doctrines and some their own heritage if the Body of Christ as a whole is to be 

restored, renewed and reunited to form the Perfect Man for which Paul so longed91. A 

universal need to acknowledge error is actually a more propitious precondition for 

reunification than if one party or the other had to eat all the humble pie. It is why a 

conventional apologist with the support of his church could never be utilized to provide 

what is needed in the leadup to the Parousia. As is written in the book of Isaiah the prophet, 

“The voice of one crying in the wilderness, prepare the way of the Lord, make His paths 

straight”92. The process must start with a broken spirit and a contrite heart as the various 

parties discern their own historical misconceptions which, resulting from spiritual 

wickedness in high places has led to a multiple severing of Christ’s Body. Repentance is 

particularly relevant to Church leaders, for most Christians have simply been serving Christ 

in the way they were brought up to believe is right. Pastors and priests who seek to 

dissemble the facts or deceive their flock regarding current obstacles to unity must 

recognize they face the wrath of Christ. His self-declared wish and prayer is that His Mystical 

Body on earth be made whole at last93, not that Christians determinedly defend the 

tradition into which they happened to have come to the faith. Such partisan apologists 
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frustrate Christ’s will and albeit inadvertently do the devil’s work, for Satan’s dread is a re-

united Church and the powerful witness such would provide to the world.  

 Apostasy foretold 

Preaching on the Mount of Olives, Jesus as a Prophet in his own right drew upon the 

prophecies of Daniel regarding a sacral atrocity which God had revealed to Him would take 

place at some point before His return. This event is expressed in terms of the Temple, but as 

a result of the restructured timeline to enable elect from every nation to be brought into 

the messianic fellowship, certain prophetic promises have been deferred, such as the 

removal of the wicked from the earth, global peace, security for the Holy Land and universal 

acknowledgement of Christ’s Kingship. These will instead be fulfilled after the Parousia. 

What was thwarted or not completed at the first coming would be repeated at the second, 

such as reconciling certain “parents and children”94 in time for the Lord to come to realize 

His Kingdom “to order it and establish it with judgement and justice”95. That is what John the 

Baptist believed he was preparing for with respect to Israel. In His sermon Jesus had drawn 

His hearer’s attention to a prophecy in Daniel96 which foretold that a man and his 

supporters would come to “profane the sanctuary, abolish the perpetual sacrifice and 

appoint the appalling abomination”97. This was directly alluding to Antiochus Epiphanes, 

outlined in more detail in 1Maccabees1. The deuterocanonical account, missing from 

Protestant Bibles, sets out how some renegade Jews collaborated with this evil prince, 

leading many others to abandon the Holy Covenant and live without the Law as Gentiles, 

effectively bringing about an apostasy. Antiochus and his men desecrated the Temple, 

removing the altar with its ornamental trimmings and libation vessels, and installed an idle 

(a statue of Zeus) in its place. But Jesus clearly had something else in mind, for Antiochus’s 

activities were some two hundred years before Jesus’ re-iteration of the prophecy 

concerning the abomination (or idol) that He said would in the future cause desolation by 

being appointed a place that was not intended for it (let the reader understand)98 and would 

supplant the daily sacrifice99.  Jesus implied it related to an occurrence preceding the 

destruction of the temple but in view of Paul’s new revelation, it would refer to an event in 

the Church, affirmed by the fact that it is contextually linked with the global distress 
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(tribulations) and the second coming. Jesus’ prophecy came very close to being realized in 

terms of the Temple in the early 40’s when self-styled deity Emperor Caligula planned to 

place statues of himself in the sanctuary and dispatched an army under Governor Petronius 

to implement his plan, but the Jewish people managed to persuade the governor to 

countermand his Emperor who was assassinated shortly afterwards. Daniel’s depiction does 

not align with any sacral issues leading up to the Temple’s destruction in the 70AD siege of 

Jerusalem; apart from which, dreadful though the Jewish-Roman war was, it was eclipsed as 

recently as the last century by the Great War and Jewish Holocaust, and certainly did not 

threaten the continued existence of mankind100. So, most commentators recognize that the 

Daniel 12 prophecy was not fulfilled in AD70. It is said to be a sealed prophecy, the meaning 

of which would be hidden until the time of the end (v4). What we are also told in Daniel is 

this: “From the time of the turning aside of the perpetual sacrifice101 and appointing the 

desolating abomination”102 up to the time when the “fragmentation of the authority of the 

holy people is over”103 will be a period of 1290 days (3.5 years or “times”).  Blessed will be 

those who persevere and attain a further 45 “days”104 up to the resurrection105. Let those 

with wisdom seek to interpret this in light of Church history, Paul’s teaching concerning the 

mystery of lawlessness106, the unveiling of the Lawless One107 and the popular defection108 

from the Church that must have occurred before the Day of Christ arrives. 

Jesus’ references in His Olivet sermon to God’s people being ensnared and deceived by false 

prophets, resulting in mutual betrayal and hatred109 also refers to a religious hiatus or 

apostasy as distinct from the earthquakes and famines that are immediately to proceed the 

Parousia. In terms of the timing of the latter, Jesus provided a general guideline in form of a 

parable: 

Take the fig tree as a parable: as soon as its twigs grow supple and its leaves come out you 

know that summer is near. So, with you when you see all these things, know that He is near 
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right at the gates. In truth I tell you before this generation has passed away, all these things 

will have taken place110.  

By “these things”, Jesus is referring to the tribulation events He had outlined. By “this 

generation” He can only be referring to the ones observing and experiencing these events, 

which He will at that point have understood111 to be the generation being addressed, 

particularly in view of His statement112 that some in the crowd would not taste death before 

they see the kingdom of God established. This is also indicated by His expectation that His 

followers in the last days “will be handed over to the synagogues”113 and that His own 

disciples “would not have finished going through the towns of Israel” before the Son of Man 

returned in glory114;  also that some of  the people who will be rejected for Kingdom 

inheritance would be able to plead “but we ate and drank in your presence and You taught 

in our streets”115. Jesus also intended to despatch prophets and scribes to the synagogues116 

before His return. He had earlier instructed His listeners to “keep Torah”117 until heaven and 

earth disappear, and those who failed to teach it in full would be least in the kingdom of the 

heavens. Likewise, He had instructed his followers to continue to obey the Scribes and 

Pharisees that taught the Torah because they “occupied the seat of Moses”118. Caveat: Jesus 

effectively confirmed the Scribes and Pharisees to be leaders within the true religion, but He 

was by no means enamoured with them or their institution; He would go on to replace it 

and them.  

Jesus evidently did not regard Himself at this point as founding a new religion; rather He 

was encouraging a renewed and spiritual approach to being Jewish in preparation for the 

coming Kingdom. It should also be noted He was not saying the Jewish leaders were 

teaching a distorted works-orientated religion; for He said they were to be obeyed. His 

complaint against these leaders was their legalism regarding the externals of the Law, parts 

of which were mere human traditions whilst they neglected the heart of the Law which was 

devotion to God and love for neighbour119 leading to social justice and enlightenment for 

the Gentiles. Jesus also knew them to be hypocrites, hence: do what they say, not what they 

do120. Finally, He said that those in Judaea should be ready to flee to the mountains to be 
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delivered from the indignation to come121. All this together with the various verdicts to be 

awarded to the cities that had not responded to His call to repentance122 must have been in 

the expectation of a reasonably imminent Judgement. It did not pan out in that way or in 

that sequence for the reason provided most clearly in Romans11:11 concerning those from 

the Gentile nations being elected to the royal priesthood “to stir God’s chosen race to 

envy”, re-affirmed by the same apostle in the third chapter of Ephesians through the 

fellowship or administration pertaining to God’s secret plan hidden from the previous age. 

Preaching the gospel of the Kingdom to all nations as a witness to the coming Christ could 

have been undertaken within a generation; then the rest of the world would be sorted out 

(i.e. judged) at His coming in accordance with all Old Testament prophecy. The revised plan 

that had been hidden in the Father would take much longer, for now chosen members from 

every nation and each future generation would be drawn into God’s Household to be fitted 

for Kingdom service now and in the ages to come. Of course, the current age does not exist 

merely to recruit Gentiles to the Kingdom, it has been the age of discovery for the whole 

human race, hence its longevity. It is the period when she would engage in the pursuit of 

knowledge, gain an understanding of science and the universe, discover new medicines and 

develop ever more sophisticated means of transport and communication; knowledge and 

innovation that has progressed exponentially in the last century. This has all been working 

towards an end, which is not to prepare for global annihilation and a spiritualized eternity 

but for renaissance and resurrection. In the meantime, the Initiator of that regeneration has 

become the “long expected Jesus”, currently located where He needs to be to make 

intercession at the right hand of God for a people who are not only located in the holy city 

but throughout the world; for - 

He is able to save to the uttermost those who come to God through Him, because He always 

lives to make intercession for them. For such a High Priest was fitting for us, who is holy, 

harmless, undefiled, separate from sinners, and has become higher than the heavens123.  

Just as a universal gospel mission was prophesied to prepare those outside the Holy Land 

who were living at the time of the expected Jewish Messianic Kingdom, so would a unified 

witness be needed for the billions outside the Church in the generation that lives to 

experience Christ’s second coming; for which reason something radical must happen within 

Christendom, for a unified gospel message from the churches is currently an impossibility. 

The Second Coming   
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Jesus describes His future return to earth as the renaissance or re-birth124, Luke as the 

universal restoration125 and the liberation126, John as the millennium of Christ’s rule with His 

saints127 and Paul as the restoration of the physical creation128. Whilst Christ has already 

been raised far above all earthly and celestial authority, at His coming the world will be 

shown whose authority they are really under. Christ has defeated the devil and will one day 

subdue all earthly authority. But that cannot occur until He comes with His angels and 

saints. In the meantime, the darnel grows alongside the wheat. The earthly authorities will 

never universally take a lead from the Church in the current age: historical religious and 

cultural formation has seen to that.  

A united witness to the world 

And this gospel of the Kingdom shall be proclaimed in all the world for a witness to all 

nations and then the end shall come129 

The focus of such a proclamation would be the Kingdom to be realized at Christ’s coming 

and how to be prepared for it. It is to be noted that whenever the disciples were sent out by 

Jesus to preach “the gospel of the kingdom” during His earthly lifetime, they will not have 

made reference to their Lord’s impending death, not least because they were not expecting 

it nor had they any understanding of its purpose. That of course is not the case for the 

Church, yet it should be noted that in terms of Jesus’ own preaching, the only passage of 

substance in which He refers to His Passion and its purpose is in John chapter six. Here the 

Lord bemuses His Jewish hearers by speaking of Himself as the “bread that came down from 

heaven”, telling them that His flesh is in some sense food that is to be given for the life of 

the world (v51) and that only those who eat His flesh and drink His blood can experience 

spiritual life (v53), know His interior presence (v56) or attain to the first resurrection (v54). 

In other words, the entire focus of Christ’s teaching regarding His death, as was the case at 

the last supper with His disciples, was in the context of the Eucharist. So must a unified 

gospel witness to the world affirm the Eucharist to be central to the life of the Church and 

vital to the lives of Christ’s would-be disciples if they are “to be accounted worthy of that 

age”130, being the realization of the Kingdom of Christ within a re-united heaven and earth.  

The “Elijah” to come 
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Behold I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day of 

the Lord: And he shall turn the heart of the fathers to the children and the heart of the 

children to the fathers, lest I come and smite the earth with a curse131 

What has already been disclosed impacts upon prophesies concerning the “Elijah” who was 

to prepare the people of God for final judgement as Malachi affirms above. Many today are 

confused about the matter, as were Jesus’ first disciples: 

And the disciples put this question to (Jesus), “Why then do the scribes say that Elijah must 

come first? He replied: “Elijah is indeed coming, and he will set everything right again. 

However, I tell you that Elijah has come already and they did not recognize him but treated 

him as they pleased, and the Son of Man will suffer similarly at their hands. Then the 

disciples understood He was referring to John the Baptist132 

Old Testament prophecy envisaged a prophet coming with the authority of Elijah to restore 

everything so that Israel might be ready to receive their promised Christ, who would 

exercise judgement, eradicate wickedness from the world and initiate the Kingdom of God 

within it. Through the prophetically unexpected turn of events, various aspects of these 

prophecies have been deferred. Although Jesus has already done everything necessary to 

accomplish it, creation will not be restored until the conclusion of the current age133. The 

same terminology (apokatastasis panta) is utilized to describe Jesus’ universal mission and 

Elijah’s ecclesiological mission: Jesus affirms that “Elijah” will restore all things 

(apokatastesai -future verb) and Luke affirms that Jesus will appear at the time of the 

restoration of all things (apokatastaseos - genitive noun). Clearly their respective tasks differ 

vastly in scope and majesty: the one is to prepare a people, the other has provided in 

Himself the means for the salvation of all true humanity. Both missions were expected to be 

fully restorative within their respective spheres of operation. But in what sense did John the 

Baptist sort everything out or set everything right again? Jesus’ assurances concerning 

restoration through a coming Elijah was made after John had been beheaded. In responding 

to the query from His disciples He had said “Elijah is indeed coming to restore everything but 

if you are willing to receive, then (John) is the ‘Elijah to come’”134. But the Jewish nation was 

not willing to receive either ‘Elijah’ or Jesus; the bride was not ready for her Husband. The 

friend of the Bridegroom was unable to prepare the way of the Lord and a make a path 

straight for Him. The Lord’s path proved to be anything but straight, more especially in His 

dealings with the religious establishment. Through no fault of the prophet who received the 

greatest commendation from the One he heralded, John had been unable to get very far 
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with the comprehensive commission that had been outlined for him in the subsidiary 

annunciation; for even the messenger was intended to be a cause of joy to many135. The 

Jewish religious authorities who humanly speaking were the nub of the problem wouldn’t 

accept John’s baptism; the Temple establishment rejected his teaching; then he was 

decapitated by order of the king of the Jews. Would anyone seriously believe Jesus’ 

assessment to be that the Jewish race and its state of religion had been “restored” and “put 

to rights” through the truncated ministry of John the Baptist? If the answer is in the 

negative, then according to Matthew chapter seventeen and verse eleven, Elijah had yet to 

come; particularly as world judgement, the restoration of creation and full realization of 

God’s Kingdom has still to be implemented. 

In terms of how the prophet himself regarded the matter: 

They asked (John): “Then are you Elijah?” He replied, “I am not.” “Are you the prophet?” He 

answered “No”.136  

But whether he had regarded himself as Elijah or not, John had come with his authority 

because Jesus had affirmed as much, although he never got around to invoking Elijah’s 

awesome powers. Part of such a mission was to prepare God’s people for judgement but 

that didn’t prove to be necessary in any literal or final sense in John’s day. Yet in Matthew 

11:10, Jesus quoted from Malachi confirming that John was sent with the intention of 

clearing the path for the One who was coming to sit as a refiner’s fire and a fuller’s soap to 

purge the sons of Levi137. By now it should be evident why such prophecies have been 

subverted. Referring back to the testimonies of the very earliest Fathers, Clement (AD30-

100) who had been personally acquainted with Paul138 understood the Malachi prophecy to 

be relating to Christ’s second advent139; likewise, Justin Martyr confirmed that he envisaged 

another Elijah would herald it140. 

Preparing the world 

In preparing the World for such events, the Church calls people to repentance and 

allegiance to the coming King through incorporation into the assembly that already 

acknowledges Him as such. But many in the churches themselves need to be “brought to 
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the good sense of the upright”141 as prescribed in the gospels by the Baptist, the Messiah 

and JHWE before them: “Learn to do good, seek justice, defend the fatherless, plead for the 

widow: ‘come now and let us reason together’, says JHWE; though your sins be as scarlet 

they shall become as white as snow"142. Likewise, the Baptist prophet, believing the 

Kingdom and final judgement to be at hand, whilst calling people to receive forgiveness 

through baptism insisted they must then go on to pursue righteousness, the fruit of 

repentance: share their food and raiment with the needy; be honest in business and be 

content with their wages143. Clearly, Jesus had been more than content with John’s 

preaching144 and was later delighted with tax collector Zacchaeus when he declared he 

would pay back those he had swindled: “Today salvation has come to this house”145. Should 

anyone remain in doubt, such is the nature of repentance. 

The ingenious heresy 

Taking the teaching of Jesus and John the Baptist at face value will appear facile to many 

who believe the Saviour’s teaching was primarily to show His listeners the impossibility of 

meeting God’s requirements for righteousness. In the Reformers’ case it resulted from a 

misunderstanding of Pauline polemics to be outlined shortly. The ingenuity of such heresy 

and the reason it has so long persisted is that any attempt to challenge it appears to be an 

act of human pride: the elevation of man and the diminishment of God’s grace. But that is a 

misconception, for anything that is good about man is thanks to His Creator’s benevolence, 

whether it be through a response to the Gospel or via natural precepts and the fact that 

man’s spirit is created in God’s image before being planted into a morally disordered 

procreated intellectual vessel at the commencement of life. Whilst that earthen vessel’s 

control centre or brain is procreated, the faculties pertaining to man’s spiritual component 

being the part of us that survives physical death are from God, resulting in opposing laws 

governing flesh and spirit within the human psyche (cf. Rom7:23; Eccles12:7). Rejecting such 

a hypothesis implies either that the human testicles/ovaries are capable of producing what 

is spiritual and eternal or that God through Christ directly creates and plants within man a 

spiritual entity polluted by sin, hateful towards its Creator and deserving of eternal torment 

from its conception. Paul’s “body of this death” resolves the matter, indicating man’s moral 
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and spiritual predicament to be temporal146, as more explicitly does Peter147. A sinful nature 

cannot and does not derive from what God has directly provided to man but from the 

intellectual vessel procreated from our first parents that the God-given soul/spirit currently 

inhabits. Whilst the devil’s desire is to darken man’s mind, the Creator’s wish has always 

been to enlighten man - for the benefit of human society, the creative order set under man 

and the wellbeing of his own soul, and such He does through the Christ-enlightened human 

spirit148. 

Building on the theological distinctives of Augustine, the Reformers believed that Adam’s 

disobedience resulted in such a triumph for Satan at Eden that what was intended to be the 

pinnacle of God’s creation instantly mutated to the point of becoming innately incapable of 

escaping eternal punishment at its Creator’s hands. On the contrary, the Godhead shall 

ultimately be worshipped and adored even by the vast majority who are not the saints of 

God when the One who obtained their pardon comes to be glorified in those who are149. 

That will demonstrate the multifarious yet equitable way the God of grace exercises His 

favour and shows kindness to all who are willing to receive it. 

The context of the gospel 

Within the apostolic writings the gospel is hardly ever expressed in terms of being the 

means to get to heaven for that it is not what the gospel, church or sacraments are for. They 

pertain respectively to the calling, assembling and sanctifying of a people that the Bible 

makes clear is a relatively small minority, elected through unmerited grace to become kith, 

kin and consort to the Lord of Glory150. Matthew’s reference to the Kingdom of heaven is 

synonymous with the Kingdom of God and is not referring to the place spirits go after death. 

Whilst the soul/spirit when separated from the body by death does go to heaven and some 

elsewhere, avoiding perdition is not a matter that has ever required special revelation or 

religious practice but pertains to natural law being intuitive for those having been made in 

God’s own image. For God is and always has been concerned for the eternal wellbeing of all 

true humanity, not just the men and women He has chosen to partner His Son151. Christians 

have been called out from the world to be a special blessing to the world. The fact that 

many who remain outside the Church or have no religious faith at all are not doomed to 

eternal misery is something the Catholic Church has only clearly articulated since the mid-
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twentieth century152, whilst Evangelicals’ primary concern when presenting the gospel has 

consistently been to affirm that all human salvation is dependent upon Jesus Christ and His 

atoning death. That incontrovertible truth shall now be re-affirmed, albeit within the 

context of the broader benign providence being outlined. 

All human salvation achieved through Christ’s Passion 

Whilst it would be perverse to regard an instrument of torture as a theological end in itself, 

the cross is a vital means to an end; that end being glory153. The Atonement is central to 

Christian soteriology, not just for the benefit of specific individuals but “for the life of the 

world”154. Yet it is only those who in some meaningful sense partake of the Victim’s flesh 

and blood that experience its full benefits in the present: “Most assuredly, I say to you, 

unless you eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink His blood, you have no Life in 

you.  Whoever eats My flesh and drinks My blood has Life of an eternal quality, and I will 

raise him up at the last day.  For My flesh is food indeed, and My blood is drink indeed. He 

who eats My flesh and drinks My blood abides in Me, and I in him.  As the living Father sent 

Me, and I live because of the Father, so he who eats Me will live because of Me”. God’s 

plan to restore the world and its inhabitants from the damage of the Fall is entirely 

dependent upon the Passion of Christ. But as will be shown in chapter seven, those who 

partake of His body and blood and daily take up their own cross are not merely to be 

restored to a state of Adamic innocence but  perfected for future service and glory in a way 

that could not have occurred had the events that led to the cross not come to pass. That 

had been the introduction of evil to the world through the permission granted to Satan to 

test humankind in her primeval infancy. And having failed that test God’s seemingly 

inscrutable decision to utilize our disobedient first parents as the sin-polluted procreative 

fountain source for future humanity. As will be shown, the resultant suffering, division and 

ongoing struggle with Evil is no accident but a providential necessity. Christ as human 

creation’s firstborn, in the sense of her representative/leader155, epitomized such suffering 

and He did so on the cross; hence Paul’s emphasis: 

God forbid that I should glory except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world 

has been crucified to me and I to the world156 

Paul could have gloried in his own labour and suffering for the gospel – but he knew it was 

nothing compared to the munificent sacrifice and undeserved suffering on the part of the 

Word Incarnate, needed to remedy Satan’s treachery and our first parents’ disobedience. 
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For as Eastern Orthodox Christians are keen to emphasize, the cross defeated the devil and 

his hold over death. In fact, that is the sacred Victim’s most direct reference to the 

matter157; but in view of Paul’s revelations the full fruits of that aspect of God’s victory at 

Calvary have been deferred.  

The historical reality is that much of human creation has not had the opportunity to hear 

the Good News of Jesus Christ and His Kingdom faithfully rendered, particularly as for the 

last 500 years about a third of the Church has had a substantially different rendering 

concerning what is required for Christian salvation than the rest. Given that God our Saviour 

“will have all men to be saved and come to a knowledge of the truth”158, it is inconceivable 

He would permit such a situation if avoiding perdition were dependent on a particular 

understanding of “justification by faith” or whether one has the understanding or more 

likely the cultural background to receive the sacraments of the Roman or Greek Church. 

That is not how the perfect justice of God operates, being impartial yet merciful and 

generous towards all. The next chapter will examine in more detail the biblical account of 

the incident at Eden that demanded such a drastic remedy, its effect upon the human 

condition, and how and to whom the fruits of the Passion are applied. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
The Lost Covenant 

 

Christians and the Jewish nation before them are members of exclusive covenants 

evidenced at their inauguration when Abraham’s own beloved circumcised son Ishmael was 

excluded together with his offspring159. Yet Paul will have been aware of an inclusive 

covenant to which God was being faithful by which the likes of Ishmael and the righteous 

before him had been accepted on the basis of their “faith” through the merits of Christ’s 

faithfulness. This Universal Covenant of life is more explicitly referred to in the fourth 

chapter of Genesis to be considered in more detail in chapter six in the context of those who 

default from it; for it is a key to understanding the mystery of evil. Prior to “the Fall”, a 

short-lived implicit covenant was in place relating to God’s instruction to our first parents to 

make free use of all that had been provided for them in the Garden of Eden but not to eat 

from the tree of knowledge of good and evil. It is referred to by some as the “Covenant of 

Works” but really it is also a Covenant of Faith, for acceptance with God has never been on 

the basis of attaining a standard of worked merit but of the obedience of faith and 

remaining faithful. Justification will be dealt with in more detail in the next chapter but 

basically it consists of demonstrating that one is a valid participating member of a 

covenantal community such as the Church, or indeed the redeemable human race that 

benefits from the Atonement in the context of the eluded covenant being considered.  

Covenantal Membership  

Everyone in God’s covenants enters them by grace alone, i.e. divine favour and generosity 

not dependant on merit. Unmerited grace clearly applied to a Jewish baby born within the 

Abrahamic Covenant; equally to the Christian baby baptized by the Church and incorporated 

within the Covenant of Christ’s blood; likewise to the adult convert given faith to apprehend 

Christ160 and receive Christian baptism; and the human baby, starting with Cain as the 

world’s first infant, freely incorporated within the Universal Covenant of life through the 

two-way age-enduring merits of Christ’s righteous act that universally nullifies Adam’s act of 

disobedience161. The issue then becomes how one retains the benefits of that covenant as 

opposed to defaulting. The answer is faith or faithfulness [same word in biblical Greek] 

evidenced by fruit. The Jew who turned from JHWE to idolatry defaults his covenantal 

privileges; those in Christ who fail to produce fruit may remain in the Church but will not 

participate in the marriage of the Lamb, for every branch in Christ that fails to bear fruit will 
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be removed162; members of the human race who fail to produce any fruit in the form of 

compassionate love (agape) like Cain and the Matthew 25 “goats” remain on earth but 

become alienated from God’s loving care; they have a new master to look after their 

interests, and at least as far ahead as Scripture permits us to foresee will not be 

incorporated within God’s eternal Kingdom but will receive post-mortem punishment163. 

Cain, Abel and what God required of them 

The following verse from Genesis is unquestionably covenantal in form, though most 

theologians for the last two thousand years have chosen not to regard it as such: 

If thou (Cain) doest well, shalt thou not be accepted?  And if thou doest not well, Sin lieth at 

the door. And unto thee shall be his desire, and thou shalt rule over him164  

“Will you not be accepted?” could equally be translated “will your countenance not be 

lifted?” which is utilized by some versions of the Bible. The King James Version quoted 

above rightly understands “sin” to be referring to a person (the Sinful One), for he is lying or 

crouching (Hebrew: rabats) at the door and has a desire to control Cain. Sin per se could 

hardly be at the door in Cain’s case, it’s already in Cain’s heart and about to wreak havoc. 

Cain is described elsewhere as “of the evil one”, confirming that the Sinful One was indeed 

at the portal of his soul and was able to master Cain and thereby control him, in fact own 

him165. From the human perspective, that would not have been so if Cain had responded 

differently to the challenge JHWE presented to him in Gen4:7, so the verse effectively 

reflects a Universal Covenant for fallen humanity; for Abel was fallen but he was accepted. 

The focus of the Cain and Abel story which is drawn upon in the New Testament is not 

concerning Abel’s salvation but Cain’s reprobation (rejection), indicated by the vital yet 

typically glossed references to “this day” and “now” regarding the elder brother’s fate. The 

day he killed his brother he was cursed and entirely alienated from God and not before that 

day. When God told Cain to “do well”, He was not seeking perfection but to do what the 

young man intuitively knew to be right: offer like Abel the first fruits of his crop and 

certainly not go on to slaughter his innocent brother in cold blood. For no one is born devoid 

of at least one “talent” (the light of reason and a sense of justice) but some choose to bury it 

in the ground and they will be condemned166.  Cain, an agricultural farmer was not expected 

to steal from his livestock farmer brother Abel to sacrifice an animal in offering for his sin, as 

some translations imply (e.g. Young’s Literal). Comparing Scripture with Scripture we see 

that Cain and his sacrifice were not accepted because his works were evil whilst his 
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brother’s works were righteous167. That was because the one exercised faith and the other 

didn’t, for one was a child of God, the other as confirmed in later Scripture was or had 

become satanic. As second century Irenaeus had expressed the matter in this context: “It is 

the conscience of the offeror that sanctifies the sacrifice when (the conscience) is pure and 

thus moves God to accept the sacrifice as from a friend”168. Abel showed by his works and a 

good conscience that he had “faith” so was justified by that faith with reference to works 

(offering the best of his flock). Through the faithfulness of Christ (ek pisteos christou)169, 

which some more recent theologians and Bible translators recognize needs to be 

distinguished from cognisant faith in Christ (pisteos en Christo)170, expiation has been 

provided for the faults arising from human weakness for those who themselves seek to be 

faithful to God171. The understanding of some that Cain and Abel were expected to 

anticipate a future Sacrifice for sin by killing an animal is unsustainable; cultic sacrifices were 

not clearly established as a religious system until the Law of Moses.  Paul, James and the 

writer to the Hebrews make it clear why Abraham had been counted as righteous, being a 

belief in the God he had encountered evidenced by obedience, in his case that he would be 

rewarded with a great family172. No one in the Old Testament is declared to be justified on 

the basis of offering an animal sacrifice, so Abel cannot be an exception. Abel exercised faith 

and produced fruit in the form of good works. Abel didn’t “get saved”, he remained 

accepted (justified) and was acknowledged as righteous within the Universal Covenant; Cain 

reprobated (became rejected) and was brand-marked for Satan, and as a warning to those 

who would cross him, but that was not at the point he failed to offer his first-fruit in 

sacrifice, for although God was not pleased with his offering, He still held out an olive 

branch. Rather he was called to account immediately he had killed his brother. The issue 

was never the brothers’ religious observance per se for as always God delights in 

compassion more than religious offerings as Jesus Himself affirmed173.  

The Fall and the Flood 

Along with what occurred at Eden, account needs to be taken of a related cosmic drama 

cryptically referred to in Genesis 6:1-2 which impacted upon humanity, but as with the 

elusive Universal Covenant, in accordance with God’s stratagem of progressive revelation it 

has not been taught or generally understood by the churches, even though the earliest 
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Fathers refer to it174.  Once clarified, our loving God’s decision to flood the earth, obliterate 

Sodom and Gomorrah and annihilate the men, women and children of the Canaanite 

territories will be better understood, indeed perceived to be essential. It is necessary to 

refer to the extra-biblical Book of Enoch as it throws considerable light on Gen6:1-2 and 

matters concerning judgement and the age to come. In recent times fragments of copies 

were found amongst the Dead Sea Scrolls. This is literature that was regarded as inspired 

and a genuine work of the patriarch by early Church Fathers such as Clement, Irenaeus, 

Origen, Augustine and Tertullian since it is directly quoted in the New Testament175. 

Tertullian specifically regarded Enoch as falling within the remit of 2Tim3:16 concerning “all 

Scripture” being inspired and useful. He believed the book had been rejected from the 

Jewish canon because it contained this prophecy pertaining to Christ: 

And there was great joy amongst them and they blessed and glorified and extolled because 

the name of that Son of Man had been revealed to them. And He sat on the throne of His 

glory and the sum of judgement was given to the Son of Man and He caused the sinners to 

pass away and be destroyed from off the face of the earth, and those who have led the 

world astray176 

But the more salient reason Enoch was excluded from the Old Testament canon, apart from 

that formulated by the Coptic Orthodox Church, was because of an unacceptable degree of 

variation in the manuscript copies available to the early Church councils that determined 

the composition of the biblical canon. Apart from being directly quoted in the Bible, this 

Scripture clarifies some otherwise obscure verses which themselves are quite important and 

cannot be properly understood by comparing canonical Scripture with Scripture. None more 

so than the opening of Genesis 6, vital to a rounded understanding of God’s nature and 

modus operandi, together with the respective culpability of the human and celestial 

agencies that contributed to the Fall and the Flood. The latter was another reason it was 

more conclusively rejected by the later Fathers who believed it did not place sufficient 

emphasis on man’s culpability for those cosmic disasters especially having endorsed 

Augustine’s austere take on the matter. It also contains certain prophecies regarding the 

Mystery of God177 being outlined in this document that would not have remained such a 

mystery had the book been received within the canon and historically focused upon within 

the Church.  
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Enoch’s exclusion from the biblical canon will have been in accordance with God’s will, for if 

we do not accept that the early Church councils were infallibly guided in determining which 

of the alleged “gospels”, “epistles” and “revelations” were genuine then we cannot trust the 

Holy Scriptures at all. Researchers into the matter will note that an agreed canon was not 

properly settled until the late fourth century, and for some time thereafter very few 

Christians would possess a Bible, for before the invention of the printing press the complete 

manuscripts would have been rare and extortionately expensive. Much later the Protestant 

Reformers relegated seven books classified as deuterocanonical having been included in the 

Septuagint but not the Hebrew Bible; these have subsequently disappeared from most 

Protestant Bibles. Yet some of these books are referenced in New Testament Scripture and 

many were utilized as proof-texts in the writings of the Early Fathers.  

There is another reason to believe Enoch was not intended for the Church throughout its 

history yet is Scripture intended for the final generation of Christians – that is the very 

opening verse: 

The words of the blessing of Enoch, wherewith he blessed the elect and the righteous who 

will be living in the day of tribulation when all the wicked and godless are to be removed178 

And at the end of Enoch there is a prophecy concerning the book itself and other books: 

But when they write down truthfully all my words in their languages, and do not change or 

remove anything from my words but write them all down truthfully – all that I first testified 

concerning them; then I know another mystery, that books will be given to the righteous and 

the wise to become a cause of joy and uprightness and much wisdom. And to them shall the 

books be given, and they shall believe in them and rejoice over them, and then shall all the 

righteous who have learnt from them the ways of uprightness be recompensed179  

The idea of books or scrolls being made widely available for distribution is a concept 

nowhere to be found in the canon of Scripture and was beyond human envisaging before 

the invention of the printing press. It cannot be referring to the propagation of the 

Protestant Bible in the Middle Ages, for the Reformers like the Catholic Church did not 

regard Enoch as canonical, apart from which Enoch’s prophecy pertains to the generation 

living at the time “when the wicked are  to be removed from the earth” (opening verse). For 

there will be something quite unique about that final generation: unlike all Christians who 

have gone before them, they will not have visited Headquarters before the Lord comes to 

realize His Kingdom. As Peter indicates in his epistle180, those who have died will have had 
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the opportunity to be acquainted and prepared for the next age whilst in heaven; not so 

those alive at His coming.  

In terms of the Genesis story, the ultra-metaphorical reading employed by Augustine and 

many others has resulted in some essential principles and events being glossed. Clearly, he 

and his contemporaries were right to recognize that the creation story as presented in the 

Pentateuch was not intended to be a scientific account of the various creative processes, 

but when the Lord tells Cain “Now you are cursed” and Cain replies “from this day I will be 

hidden from your face”181, that has a theological significance which has been quite eluded. 

Christians affirm that human history has been tainted by the disobedience committed as an 

act of free will by Cain and Abel’s parents against their Creator; but there has been a 

tendency to understate the influence of the third player in this catastrophe, for Satan (the 

serpent) was its instigator rather than Eve182 and this is reflected in the punishments. These 

are radically different in degree once the prepared remedy is applied, for it benefits the one 

guilty party at the expense of the other. The eternal Word’s incarnation as a man and His 

death on the cross would bring about the ultimate destruction of the one guilty party, whilst 

for the other it would result in forgiveness, salvation and ultimate theosis183.  

Having created what we now know to be a staggeringly immense universe, the Lord through 

His Spirit prepared this pinprick within space we call earth to receive life. But not just any 

life; for He had determined to initiate within this perfectly suited physical environment a 

relationship with beings created to be both physical and spiritual in makeup; made 

according to His nature so that they themselves could come to share in His divinity184 and 

support His activity by subduing the earth. From the outset, man was to act as God’s vice-

regent, overseeing and caring for all that had been created on earth.   Provided with an 

equal yet complementing helpmate, Adam was placed in the Garden of Eden to tend and 

care for it. The garden is presented as containing all the trees required for this first couple’s 

eternal sustenance. It also contained a tree with the ability to give them knowledge of good 

and evil, intended for their future participation in the divine life185. Meanwhile they were 

forbidden to touch it; but having been tempted by the devil to do so, these two children of 

God who were created innocent yet pliant disobeyed their Father and immediately lost their 

original state of righteousness. At that very moment they “died” just as foretold186. That 

death pertained to their relationship with God, whilst what had been a perfectly 

complementing union between man and woman became subject to tensions and marked by 
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lust and domination.  In terms of their morality, their demise had the effect of weakening 

the soul’s ability to master the latent tendencies of the body, for through a modification of 

the brain, the latter became subjugated to the pleasures of the senses, covetousness for 

material goods and ostentatious pride. This is a triple concupiscence pertaining to 

“worldliness” as summed up by John: 

All that is in the world: the desire of the flesh, the desire of the eyes, the ostentation of life is 

not of the Father but of the world187 

Through Satan’s treachery and our first parents’ disobedience, man together with the whole 

visible creation became subject to physical decay and death, and by procreation the human 

body became a corrupting influence on the spirit that temporarily inhabits it; what Paul and 

Peter refer to as our earthly tent188 or vessel189. However, just a few chapters into Genesis 

and already some traditional theological assumptions need to be challenged. Firstly, it is 

erroneous to intimate that the Fall led to “death of the human soul”, for that implies that 

the whole person including the human’s spirit had become alienated from God and no 

longer has any effectual enlightenment or spiritual capacity. The historical error of 

mainstream Christian theology since its systemization in Late Antiquity has been a failure to 

distinguish between disobedient Adam and his psychopathic eldest son. That was not the 

case amongst the earliest Fathers such as Irenaeus190 and Origen191 who classified fallen 

Adam with righteous Abel not Cain. Adam was the first man to be created; Cain the first to 

be born of woman; the one was the federal head of humanity and the progenitor of “the 

body of this death”, the other was the type of the damned, being those who through an act 

of free will leave the intuitive path of sound reason and deference to God’s still small voice 

speaking through the conscience “to walk in the way of darkness, and rejoice in evil and 

delight in the waywardness of the wicked, whose ways are perverse and devious”192.  Sound 

reason, even the spiritual faculty of conscience will not instruct a man how to be a disciple 

of Christ - His demands go well beyond such faculties and require special revelation, spiritual 

empowerment and the means of sanctifying grace. But innate human reason, informed by 

conscience is effectual and normative regarding what is to be pursued and what is to be 

avoided in the cause of being humane, and that is the basis upon which everyman is judged, 

being without excuse if he has opposed and rejected the light that he has received193. Cain 

did just that, killing his innocent brother in cold blood and so was cursed, whilst Adam had 
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never received such a curse. Cain became alienated from such light, Adam did not; Cain 

came under Satan’s mastery, Adam did not; Cain was a plant of the devil, Adam a lost child 

of God; Adam was dead in trespasses and sins, Cain twice dead and pulled up by the 

roots194. Adam experienced a moral dichotomy between the impulses of spirit and flesh195; 

Cain did not - both components being “dead” in his case. Adam typified those on a long and 

arduous path to theosis; Cain to those who become the children of hell196. The 

understanding has been that Abel was the first man to be saved; the reality is his brother 

was the first man to be damned, the latter also acknowledged by the earliest Christian 

writers. Nor would such an affirmation of man’s innate ability to walk uprightly, attend to 

morals or observe sound reason have appeared heretical to them, for they recognized that 

such is quite distinguishable from being soul-healed and raised to eternal life through an 

interior communion with Christ197, which is what the Bible actually means by “being saved”. 

Why the Universal Covenant has been eluded 

Theologians cannot rely on a single passage in Genesis but must compare Scripture with 

Scripture, and the concept of a Universal Covenant for fallen humanity implicit in the Cain 

and Abel story (explicit utilizing the Masoretic text) does not fit well with much else as it has 

been historically and universally interpreted ever since Christian doctrine was systematized. 

Moreover, the Greek Septuagint (LXX) renders the key verse about God’s warning to Cain 

differently and that is the version to which most of the apostles and the early Church 

referred. The Hebrew (Masoretic Text) is no less reliable but it was not utilized by the 

apostolic Church, the Greek language being lingua franca for the Roman Empire and 

therefore the Greco-Roman Church.  It is therefore no surprise that the apostles do not 

make direct reference to Gen4:7 in this context whilst the early Fathers always quote from 

the LXX, which refers to Cain’s incorrect division of his offering and that he should “be at 

peace and rule over him”; the “him” presumably referring to the devil. Such obscurity will 

have been an intentional veiling on God’s part regarding an understanding of a Universal 

Covenant, yet it is not dependant on this verse alone but can be deduced from Cain’s 

punishment and curse in which he became excluded from the nature of the relationship 

with God that his brother, his fallen parents and Cain himself experienced before the 

fratricide198. But the principle reason for what in a dual sense199 might be termed the Lost 

Covenant concerns the nature of the Bible itself. This divinely inspired library of books was 
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never intended to be a comprehensive account of God’s creation, for example relatively 

little is disclosed about the angelic realm from which evil had sprung and with which 

mankind will one day participate; rather Scripture’s focus is the salvation history for the 

world centred on Christ and His peculiar peoples (the Jewish nation and the Church). Hence 

Abraham is a vastly more significant figure than Abel; both were representatives within 

covenants, but Abraham initiated the exclusive covenant by which God would work from 

within through an elect people to enlighten and reconcile the world to Himself. The inclusive 

covenant in which Abel was declared to be righteous and Cain defaulted does not have a 

direct role in that salvation story, firstly because it pertains to that which is intuitive, so is 

not dependant on special revelation, and secondly because individuals are not “saved” 

through it, i.e. they are not cleansed from sin and spiritually empowered to maintain in life 

the integrity of the intellectual vessel the soul currently inhabits200. The Universal Covenant 

determines a person’s post-mortem fate, but also prior to that his involvement or otherwise 

with Satan as an agent within God’s mysterious providential role for evil (chapter six). That 

is why the type of those rejected from it being Cain was brand-marked and protected rather 

than destroyed. These issues are, as it were, the unilluminated side of the revelation globe, 

pertaining to the final Mystery of God.  

As a consequence, biblical theologians have for ever been attempting to fit three square 

pegs (soteriological categories) into two round holes (soteriological outcomes); hence the 

numerous, seemingly intractable tensions in Scripture typified by the “narrow way” leading 

to life that few will attain on the one hand and frequent intimations, not least by Paul, of 

God’s broader scale intentions to reconcile all redeemable humanity to Himself on the 

other. It is also to be observed that Adam had three sons as did our postdiluvian Patriarch 

Noah, and from these have sprung all humanity: Adam’s son Seth and Noah’s son Shem 

represent the elect line; Adam’s son Abel and Noah’s son Japheth the “righteous” within the 

Universal Covenant whilst Adam’s son Cain and Noah’s son Ham were the accursed 

defaulters albeit that only one of Ham’s sons was cursed (Canaan) as Ham had already 

received a blessing201. Once we arrive at the Abrahamic Covenant, Isaac represents the elect 

line resulting in Israel whilst Abraham’s other son Ishmael who was also blessed by God202 

and remained in His favour and care203 was not elected to the exclusive Covenant of 

Promise. Yet such as he, representing the vast majority of humanity, remain within the 

inclusive Covenant of life from which Cain defaulted provided they do not follow in his 

way204. Such multi-dimensional effectual grace (innate and celestial) can only be 
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distinguished and systemized within a sacramental and synergetic soteriological framework 

so it is no wonder that such a schema has yet to be established, for on the one hand it 

undermines some early (fourth/fifth century) Catholic biblical theological groundwork whilst 

on the other is incompatible with the Protestant conviction of total depravity, sola fide and 

sola gratia. The Reformed concept of “common grace” is not linked to the Atonement, does 

not pertain to the individual and is deemed ineffectual for forgiveness or the avoidance of 

perdition. Since Vatican II through the Spirit’s prompting the Catholic Church has effectively 

acknowledged a third soteriological category being the “people of good will” who do not 

find their way into the Church but will ultimately be accepted into God’s eternal Kingdom. 

What has been lacking for the last fifty years from the Catholic side is a workable biblical 

underpinning for such a proposition, for that cannot be provided without substantial 

doctrinal deconstruction involving contradicting earlier conciliar pronouncements that the 

Church deems to be immutable. 

Even if the Genesis account of the Fall is taken allegorically one must take stock of the 

events and what they are intended to symbolize given that all the key players in the saga are 

often referred to in New Testament writing. Augustine’s analysis of our first parent’s 

disobedience and its consequences failed to distinguish between Adam and Cain’s 

transgression and their respective punishments, nor did it take on board the extenuations 

indicated in the Book of Enoch (expanding on Gen6:1,2) in spite of the fact that along with 

many of his contemporaries he had regarded it as genuine and inspired writing.  

The origin of the soul 

A creationist understanding of the soul’s origin205 maintains that each person’s soul/spirit, 

i.e. that which is separated from the body at death, is created immediately by God and 

planted into the embryo procreated by the parents. Such has been the prevalent view 

within Eastern Orthodoxy and is also the official teaching of the Roman Church206 albeit 

Augustine had wavered from it. Through original sin, the divinely created spirit finds itself 

within a morally sickly environment, or expressed another way is required to operate 

through an impure medium - the procreated body of death. Physiologically the physical and 

spiritual entities (body and soul/spirit) are in union, yet they have opposing moral impulses. 

Augustine, considered to be the first Christian anthropologist had started well, aptly 

applying the analogy “your body is your wife”: the couple were once in perfect harmony but 

following the Fall are in combat with one another. Paul however goes further: these two 

entities are influenced by separate and distinct laws or engrained principles; the body, being 
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the corrupted medium through which the soul/spirit (Paul’s “inner man”) functions, has 

impulses of its own:  

For I am gratified by the law of God in my inner man, but I perceive a different law in my 

bodily members warring with the law in my mind and bringing me into captivity to the sinful 

law that is in my bodily members207 

The “law in one’s members” refers to the senses perceived through the members of the 

body processed by the brain, an organ that, it must be remembered, is part of the 

procreated vessel through which the divinely planted soul/spirit must operate. Like the rest 

of the body it ultimately derives from fallen Adam’s loins and is heading for the grave. The 

human psyche, emotions and motivations cannot be contained within that vital organ or 

entirely derived from it, for when the soul leaves the body it is conscious and memory-

retaining as Scripture affirms; the rich man wondering why he must experience suffering in 

Hades was told by Abraham to “remember that in your lifetime you received good things 

and likewise Lazarus evil things, so now he is comforted and you are tormented”208. Paul’s 

reference in this context to the “law of God” is referring to a moral sense of right and 

wrong, in particular the need to exercise love and consideration for others, which the 

apostle confirms was always the law’s (and the Torah’s) heart and purpose209. It is intuitive, 

being the outworking of the human conscience210 which is clear or “clean” when one obeys 

that principle, guilty when one does not. 

The tripartite nature of man 

Primarily through Augustine’s influence and his prosecution of the Pelagian controversy, the 

post-Nicene Church defected from the orthodox  tripartite understanding of most earlier 

Fathers who believed man to be comprised of body, soul and spirit211; the latter being 

provided directly from God and the means by which one receives sound reason and a pure 

conscience, the Light of Christ by which little children cannot but “believe” in Jesus the 

Word212. This has exacerbated difficulties when interpreting Paul’s epistles; the “spirit” not 

being conceived by most readers to be a separate entity (a component of human nature) 

distinct from the Holy Spirit. Paul refers more frequently than others to the human spirit 

because of his substantial handling of the inner struggle concept. On one occasion he refers 

to body, spirit and soul together213  in terms of them being sanctified as a whole. Likewise, 
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the writer to the Hebrews speaks of the word of God penetrating between soul and spirit as 

it does between the joints and marrow214. The latter two materials of the body are closely 

related yet distinct, as are the soul and spirit. Justin Martyr spoke of the soul housing the 

spirit just as the body houses the soul215 the latter being a kind of ethereal interface formed 

in the outline of the body enclosing the spirit - invisible when it leaves the body at death yet 

clearly visible in the realm it inhabits prior to resurrection216. Irenaeus concurred: the soul 

possessing the figure of the body in which it dwells217 whilst “the complete man is composed 

of flesh, soul and spirit. One of these does indeed preserve and fashion the man – this is the 

spirit; whilst as to another it is united and formed – that is the flesh; then comes that which 

is between the two – that is the soul which sometimes when it follows the spirit is raised up 

by it but sometimes it sympathises with the flesh and falls into carnal lust"218. In the New 

Testament the Greek word for soul (psuche) is often translated as “life” for it more often 

relates to the physical: “Take no thought for your “psuche” what you shall eat or what you 

shall drink”219.  

 The nature of “original sin”  

Paul in particular affirms that human flesh and spirit have opposing moral inclinations as a 

result of which the human mind becomes a battleground, receiving conflicting advice or 

motivations from each: the selfish creaturely inclinations derived from the bodily members 

processed through the brain on the one hand; the more idealistic sometimes altruistic 

impulses arising from the conscience that governs the God-planted spirit on the other. It is 

not that the immaterial part of man (the soul and spirit) is in any Platonic sense generically 

superior or purer than the material housing or “vessel” (the body) because the former 

happens to be immaterial. The dualism in the form of moral antagonism arises from the 

immediate source of the component parts; the spiritual components are pure not because 

they are immaterial but because they are from God; the body is impure not because it is 

material but because it originates from the loins of fallen Adam and carries the contagion of 

sin. Paul explains how precisely that affects human morality and how for Christians the 

matter is partially remedied by gospel salvation, yet not wholly so for anybody until 

resurrection220. Such anthropological duality was recognized by the very early Christian 

writers. In the epistle to Diognetus (c. AD130), Mathetes, the anonymous disciple likens the 

soul’s relationship to the body to that of the Church to the world: the latter (equating to the 
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flesh) wars against the former (the soul) and hates it because it is perceived to restrict its 

worldly enjoyment, whereas the Church (the soul) loves the body (the world) and seeks to 

preserve and sanctify it221. Likewise, Cyprian (A.D.200-258) recognized the body to be of the 

earth and the human’s spirit to be from heaven and that through the Fall they have 

opposing natures. He affirms that Paul’s references to the spirit being opposed to the 

flesh222 are not referring to the Holy Spirit but the human’s spirit; similarly, the fruits of the 

spirit223.   

There has been such a spiritual and physical dimension to man since his creation: Adam was 

formed from the dust of the earth; the Creator breathed into his nostrils and he became a 

living soul created after God’s own nature224. Dust however reconstituted or developed 

could never relate to God; man as a whole can for he is body and soul/spirit. Having a body 

is an essential aspect to being human: the problem is this body and from whom it has been 

procreated. Paul distinguishes between the different inclinations acting upon the mind in 

view of the different law or principle acting within the material and immaterial constituents 

of human nature, particularly in Romans chapter seven. He affirms that the disposition of 

the flesh is death whilst the disposition of the spirit is life and peace225. The soul is rather 

like Adam and Eve at creation: pure and innocent but pliant, i.e. liable to corruption, except 

that in the soul’s case it is certain to experience corruption through the intrinsic unrighteous 

bias of fallen human nature as a whole. God never creates what is evil or impure of itself, so 

that must apply to the human soul/spirit but fallen man can and does procreate what is 

impure, and then they are combined in the human embryo. Yet it is not like pouring wine 

into a bottle: the body, soul and spirit are so closely inter-related that the material soon 

compromises the integrity of the immaterial, yet they remain separable identities, being 

parted at death. What was derived from the dust of the ground returns to the ground to 

await a radical transformation (resurrection) whilst that which was given by God returns to 

God226. But the soul will inevitably have been tainted by its association with mortal flesh 

unless a person has been “saved” (soul-healed) through the gospel. For as a consequence of 

original sin the physical component’s latent instincts as they are processed within the brain 

are intrinsically corrupting, tending to concupiscence (disordered desire), and will inevitably 

gain the upper hand over the divinely planted spirit unless aided by divine grace. The inner 

struggle is not between human nature in its entirety and the Holy Spirit as most have come 

to understand Paul, for it applies equally to those who do not possess the Spirit. Rather it is 

a conflict between the inclination of the bodily members (Paul and Peter’s temporary vessel 
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or tent) and the influence of the human’s spirit; the one governed by concupiscence, the 

other by conscience; the one having been created after God’s own nature, the other created 

originally from God’s good earth but degenerated through the Fall and procreated 

therefrom. “O wretched man that I am; who can deliver me from the body of this death? I 

thank God it is through Jesus Christ our Lord”. Truly, this is the essence of Christian salvation, 

for in the believer that battle is aided and can be turned into victory by becoming one spirit 

with Christ227.  

Anthropological dualism in the Gospels and non-Pauline epistles 

Anthropological dualism is not exclusive to the writings of Paul. Jesus uses the terminology 

of the “heart” when referring to what Paul’s describes as the “inner man” or “spirit”: 

A good man out of the good treasure of his heart brings forth that which is good228 

Jesus is obviously referring to the man’s heart not God’s in which the treasure resides; 

similarly it is the human spirit not the Holy Spirit that directly produces good fruit, for 

contrary to the wishful thinking of the devil and the doctrines of some who have been 

deluded by him, those who do not possess the Holy Spirit can still exercise genuine love, 

kindness and patience which are fruits of the spirit. That is nothing for anyone to boast 

about for these virtues come from God as the human’s soul/spirit comes from Him and is 

created in His image regardless of whether it becomes empowered by the Holy Spirit. But 

then there is “the flesh”, hence the need for gospel salvation for those who are to serve God 

in the current age and be fitted to reign with His Son in the next229. 

In the gospels Jesus utilizes metaphorical language to describe the would-be disciple’s inner 

struggle with the spiritual and physical components of his nature, and it is a good deal 

starker than Paul’s but is teaching the same principle. The self-mutilation passages recorded 

in Matthew5:28-30 and Mark9:43-48 are referring to the need to control the bodily 

members so that the soul or “heart” is not polluted. It is clearly allegorical for it is obvious 

that cutting off an arm does not make someone a better person: they will still find a way to 

steal if that is their inclination. Jesus is highlighting the need for a disciple to keep his bodily 

members under tight control otherwise the whole person will be damaged. Note the 

reflexives: “If your eye offends you pluck it out; if your arm ensnares you hack it off” etc. As 

with the apostle’s teaching, this pertains to the disparate moral dispositions of spirit/heart 

and body. The “you” that is offended, ensnared or led into sin is the spirit/soul/heart, being 

that which is from God and survives physical death; the offenders or ensnarers are your 

bodily members driven by the physical senses processed through the brain pertaining to the 
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temporary earthly tent.  If the latter is not controlled, it pollutes the former and the soul 

may need to be purged or salted in fire230. Only Jesus specifically alludes to this post-

mortem aspect (next chapter) but otherwise Peter teaches the same principle albeit less 

dramatically than Jesus and with less proneness to being misunderstood than Paul since he 

refers more inclusively to the “soul” rather than “spirit”, such that there is no ambiguity in 

translation to confuse spirit with Spirit. 

 “Abstain from fleshly lusts which war against the soul”231  

Peter’s “fleshly lusts” equate to Paul’s “flesh”. His “soul” incorporates Paul’s “spirit”, but in 

Peter’s case it is unambiguous for Bible translators cannot lexically equate “soul” with “Holy 

Spirit”, yet to be consistent with the way Paul is normally understood in this area Peter 

might have been expected to write “Abstain from fleshly lusts that war against the Holy 

Spirit”. In fact, the various apostles’ teachings are consistent throughout: the spirit (or soul 

or “heart” or inner man) is constantly at war with the earthly tabernacle (or vessel or body 

or flesh) into which the spiritual essence is diffused and the battleground is the mind that 

determines the will.  

Only sin disables the soul 

Apart from resolving a multitude of historical doctrinal contradictions, such an 

understanding provides reassurance concerning the nature of human disability, especially 

that affecting the brain or mind. Even in cases of severe dementia or brain damage there is 

no fear that the real person i.e. their eternal soul/spirit is changed or damaged even though 

they may cease to recognize their own loved ones or no longer be able to articulate any 

faith they may possess. The people they truly are is retained and imprinted within the 

immaterial spirit that returns to God when the body dies. Sickness, aging and accident may 

damage the body and brain but only sin can corrupt the soul and so it will to an extent for 

those who are not “saved” through the gospel unless they die in early infancy. Some within 

the faith who have discerned such a dualism have used it as an excuse for sin, believing it is 

not they who are sinning, citing Rom7:20.  They fail to realize that in so doing they place 

themselves in a state of bondage232 and in continually sinning against the light they fatally 

disrupt their relationship with God – in Paul’s language they “die”.  

 Human nature: inclined to sinfulness  

Just as Paul has been misunderstood so has the human condition been misdiagnosed, 

especially within Western Christianity.  Eastern Orthodoxy has more fittingly presented the 
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matter, being less enamoured with Augustine and careful to adhere to the corpus of Faith as 

it had been handed down by the apostles. Orthodoxy believes that human nature cannot be 

intrinsically sinful being created in God’s image, but through the Fall has become open to 

evil intents and actions and so is ever “inclined to sin”. More strictly it is the soul or spirit 

that cannot be sinful in itself; it becomes “inclined to sin” through infusion with that with 

which it is associated, so human nature as a whole is sinful in itself, for the mortal body 

(flesh) is very much a part, albeit a temporary part of human nature. That is why man has 

been deprived of the quality of Life and divine communion that God ultimately intends for 

him whilst he remains in mortal flesh unless he encounters the grace of the gospel. But 

fallen man is not morally rotten at heart for the core (the spirit/inner man) is directly 

supplied and enlightened by God. He does not look at the outward appearance of man but 

observes the heart and finds it to be quite variable233, or even in accordance with His 

own234. Yet neither is mankind morally neutral but has an unrighteous bias, always tending 

to err unless aided by divine grace. For whilst our Heavenly Father does not create or assign 

what is rotten and morally degenerate (which many Christians unwittingly insinuate), our 

human father unavoidably does, and it becomes the spirit’s earthly home.  The human spirit 

having been enlightened by Christ235 has discernible impulses of its own, directed by a body 

of law236 referenced by the conscience, which unless it has been rendered inoperable 

genuinely guides and restrains. In taking heed to his conscience, even an otherwise 

irreligious man exercises a form of godly fear and does or at least tries to do what God 

would have him do in any situation. By means of this commonly provided divine enabling a 

person made in God’s image even without the spiritual provision available through 

obedience to the gospel may live a decent, upright and worthwhile life, leaving the world a 

better place than he or she found it; even contributing to the building of God’s Kingdom on 

earth, just as the Gentile Cornelius had done before his conversion237. However, the 

unconverted have yet to fulfil the purpose of life itself which is to be united and in a 

meaningful relationship with one’s Creator. Through original sin and the inherited “body of 

death”, they cannot live a victorious, spiritually fulfilled life, or be "free indeed" from the 

enslavement of sinful concupiscence which requires not merely the common grace of 

enlightenment and sound reason but “the exceedingly abundant grace which is in Christ 

Jesus”238. Those receiving such a “supreme gift of grace”239 not only aim for what is right but 

having been spiritually renewed are provided with the ongoing spiritual resources to 
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practice it240. The rest of humanity in Pauline language is described as “dead”. Yet those 

who have been blessed to experience Life with a capital “L” will know why he uses such 

language and proclaim with the apostle - “For me to live is Christ; to die is gain”.  Meaningful 

communion with God is life; anything short of it, whilst fine for the animal kingdom, is not 

worthy of the name for those who have been fashioned in the Creator's image for an 

eternal relationship with Himself. Those who are not in Christ are currently alienated from 

the life of God; they are dead in that sense. Yet every human life is valued by the One who 

gave it and each person’s experience within the corrupted intellectual vessel inherited 

through the fault of their first parents provides a test and preparation for the eventual 

fulfilment of their eternal purpose: to be reconciled to God through an introduction and 

willing submission to Jesus Christ. In a certain sense they already know Him241 and serve 

Him242 whenever they show compassion to anyone in need. Yet such virtue as they do 

possess is a result of the grace they have received, albeit the universally provided 

enlightenment provided by conscience with which, unlike Cain, they have co-operated. 

Original sin and baptism 

Whilst Scripture calls the Christian convert to be baptized to wash away past sins243 and be 

given a clean slate, baptism does not re-orientate what Paul refers to as the “law of the 

members” operating within the human body244. This body by nature and inclination remains 

“dead because of sin” even in the baptized245; that will not be fully resolved until the 

resurrection. Yet when the soul is spiritually renewed through the grace of the gospel, the 

mortal body may be presented as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God246 so that the 

life of Jesus might be manifested even whilst in mortal flesh. Adult baptism is “the response 

of a good conscience towards God”247; a conscience and spirit that inclines to moral truth 

and through elective grace understands such to have been perfected in the teaching of 

Christ. It opens the way to that supreme gift of grace by which the spirit of man is united to 

Christ’s and empowered to over-ride the instincts of his bodily members so that in Paul’s 

words he may “possess his own vessel in sanctity and honour”248. Through baptism the 

Christian convert is cleansed and pardoned from past sins, but the ongoing cleansing is 

provided through Christ’s blood (chapter three).  In the context of infant baptism, the issues 
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of conscience, personal co-operation and pardon for personal sin do not apply; rather it 

replaces circumcision as the sign and instrument by which newly born infants are united to 

the Body of Christ and incorporated into the care of the Church. It should be evident from a 

reading of the gospels that unbaptized or uncircumcised infants were never abhorrent in 

Jesus’ eyes, and He alone determines where they are to spend eternity249. Such innocent 

souls have not broken a law and where there is no law sin is not imputed250; where there is 

no personal knowledge of evil God does not assign guilt251; sons may be afflicted for the 

sake of their father’s sins (as we are for Adam’s) but are only held accountable for their 

own252. Apart from which, Adam’s act of disobedience has been universally expiated by 

Christ’s Act of righteousness253 within the Universal Covenant under which all infants fall, 

being at that stage incapable of defaulting. As for the comparison with circumcision, under 

the Old Law Abraham was justified in God’s sight before he was circumcised254. However, 

babies do inherit the physical and moral consequences of Adam’s sin in the form of 

corruptible and corrupting bodies, which apart from gospel grace are anything but benign; 

so entirely irrespective of whether infants are baptized they will demonstrate the 

concupiscent impulses of the “flesh” as their parents soon discover. For many years, the 

Roman Catholic Church went along with Augustine regarding our Lord’s perceived contempt 

for the souls of little children who die unbaptized. The Church now entrusts such souls to 

the mercy of God, whilst this document delineates why such God-maligning speculation in 

this area has long been the devil’s ruse255. The Eastern Orthodox Church largely rejected 

Augustine’s theological approach, not a few within her regarding him as a major factor in 

the East/West schism, indeed “the fount of every distortion and alteration of Christian truth 

in the West”256; one who in the process of prosecuting the heresies of his day subverted the 

teaching and tenor of the ante-Nicene Fathers.  

Manichaeism – misplaced dualism 

One such heresy had been propagated by Manes (third century) who had developed a 

sophisticated form of Gnosticism, the central tenet being a metaphysical dualism resulting 

in the cosmos and consequently human nature being divided through the influence of two 

opposing deities; one good the other evil, neither being sovereign. Before his conversion to 

the catholic faith, Augustine had been a follower of Manes and like him believed mankind’s 
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sinful inclinations could be explained and partly excused by an alien nature within him. Like 

many heretical perversions of the faith, an element of truth may sometimes be present, and 

the danger is a polemical over-reaction, resulting in this case in Augustine’s unwillingness to 

discern the anthropological substance dualism in the writings of Paul. For Manes had been 

right to affirm that there are two opposing moralising agents within man and that Paul had 

asserted as such in his epistle to the Romans, but was in error concerning its origins, nature 

and the ethical implications. For the apostle had taught that the components making up 

human nature derive from the one God, but, the immaterial components (soul and spirit) 

are directly planted by Him whilst the material component is transmitted in a degenerative 

state ultimately from fallen Adam’s loins. This is a form of dualism nevertheless being the 

consequence of original sin.  

Bodies are to be loved  

Paul is nevertheless insistent that this disordered human body is to be loved and cherished 

by its owner, satisfied by its sexual partner if it has one257 and for the Christian acts as a 

temple for the Holy Spirit. Even this carnal version is a wonder of science, fearfully and 

wonderfully made and potentially beautiful to behold, whilst what remains of it will 

eventually be utilized to create a glorious new body. In a real sense the body one currently 

inhabits will always remain a part of one’s identity. Physical and spiritual have become one 

but will be later separated and the physical component redeemed and ennobled before 

being reunited with its eternal spiritual partner such that body, soul and spirit become a 

holy and inseparable unity. In the meantime, the Christian must pummel the temporary 

vessel and bring it under subjection258 for the disciple of Christ has been set a course to run; 

he is like an athlete straining for a prize, which is the high calling of God259. 

  The body of this death 

Paul describes this temporary vessel as “the body of this death”. Regrettably, “Somatos tou 

thanatou toutou260 is often inadequately translated, such as in the New Jerusalem Bible 

utilized by Catholics where it is “the body doomed to death”. That is not what the Greek 

relays and entirely misses the point. The apostle is not referring to the human body’s fate 

but its current condition, for it is the degenerative procreated intellectual vessel that leads 

the divinely planted soul into death (i.e. disruption in divine communion). Such deprivation 

is what the apostle means by “this death”, i.e. the death the person he was illustrating was 

currently experiencing: it is not damnation or total depravity, which would pertain to the 

soul or whole person. The mortal body is indeed “doomed to die”; an obvious fact but not 
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the point Paul was making; for that issue can and will be resolved at resurrection. The body 

of this death on the other hand requires a more immediate remedy for those who are to 

relate to God whilst still in it so that their soul may be fashioned for a still greater destiny. 

That remedy is participation with Christ261. 

It all stems from the Garden of Eden incident and God’s previous warning to Adam: 

You shall not eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil; for in the day you eat of it 

you shall surely die262 

These children of God would “die” the very day they ate the forbidden fruit, and so they did; 

their relationship with God was disrupted from that moment. That is the cessation of the 

Life God has intended for the pinnacle of His creation: intimate communion of the human 

soul with the Source of its eternal life. This is recoverable only by being “born again” and 

coming to know the sacred interior presence of Christ who restores life to those who feed 

on Him263.  

The sting of death is sin? 

One needs to observe carefully what the apostle writes concerning spiritual death264: “The 

sting of death is sin and the strength of sin is the law”. The converse idea, namely that the 

sting of sin is death is better understood and Paul quotes as much from Hosea. But once 

again the apostle intends exactly what he writes. It confirms among other things that when 

Paul speaks of death it is not a reference to a state of damnation for in this case sin results 

from death, not leads to it. Something being spiritually dead has resulted in sin, that 

something being the mortal body and brain. In responding to the body’s natural inclinations, 

the soul rebels against the divine light of conscience and so disrupts the relationship with 

the Source of its spiritual life. For what had been conceived in sin265 has “died” leading in 

turn to sin that destroys Life once the “law” (a sense of right and wrong) is perceived and 

invariably breached266. Hence the need for heavenly grace by which one can be spiritually 

purified, receiving ongoing cleansing of the soul so that those predestined to it may serve 

God whilst in mortal flesh. The apostle had further asserted that “death will be swallowed 

up in victory”, yet even celestial grace does not fully resolve the problem of mortal 

embodiment. God intends to save our soul and body, but He does not do so simultaneously. 

So even the Christian is tempted to sin whilst in mortal flesh which is why it is his body that 
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is to be offered as a living sacrifice “so that the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in 

us who do not walk after the flesh but after the spirit”267; for it is the spirit that having been 

supplied by God loves His law and wishes to serve righteousness. Not until “this corruptible” 

(body) has been transformed at resurrection will death (physical and spiritual) finally be 

swallowed up in victory when the body itself is redeemed268. The soul’s vessel in its current 

degenerative state is the cause of the human problem being the outworking of original sin; 

the final solution will not be for the soul to lose a body altogether and be eternally at rest in 

the spiritual realm (a spurious dualism), but to be re-clothed in a new body which is from 

heaven269 and to be united to the Man who is God and actively participate within His realm; 

that will be joy unspeakable and full of glory.  

Corruption of the mind 

Adam and Eve in their state of original righteousness could not have had a problem with 

concupiscence for their bodies were created directly by God, not procreated from sinful 

parents. The pure but pliable souls of these children of God were nevertheless corrupted by 

a direct assault on their minds through the deception of Satan, as a result of which their 

perception of the Creator became distorted, leading to their disobedience and punishment. 

Unlike Adam and Eve in their original state, procreated infants starting with Cain and Abel 

have an innate tendency to be disobedient, greedy, selfish and the like through 

concupiscence. Unlike our first parents they do not need to be persuaded by the devil or 

anyone else to be concupiscent, it is entirely natural to them in view of “the flesh”. 

The mystery of holiness 

Yet Jesus affirms that the soul needs to be restored to the purity of that of a little child in 

order to enter the Kingdom of God270. Holiness is purity of soul, guarded and preserved by 

wisdom; not the inviolable perfection which God alone possesses271. He does not expect it 

or require it as is evident if one carefully analyses Jesus’ dealings with His disciples and 

JHWE’s earlier interactions with His intimate servants such as Abraham, David, Job, Moses 

and the prophets who each related to their God as a child to a father. The features of a 

young child which the Lord would have His disciples emulate are an awareness of one’s 

need for guidance and provision from Father God and Mother Church, a sweet and intuitive 

simplicity, credulity, a sense of wonder and a keenness to please. What a young child does 

not possess is a sense of self-loathing or conviction of moral impotency. And nor should he, 

for looking intently into the eyes of a young child one is observing the windows of a soul 
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newly supplied by God and enlightened by Christ; not one “formed after the mind and will 

of Satan” as Augustine and others have asserted272. Yet still there is the flesh, so to maintain 

a purity of spirit one has to be enabled to control the concupiscent inclinations of the body, 

requiring both self-discipline and heavenly grace. Only then can one hope to become worthy 

to inherit the promises of Christ. Such is the mystery of holiness; it is not one-sided grace 

but sanctification of the spirit “by personal obedience and the sprinkling of the blood of 

Jesus Christ”273. Such a symbiosis is affirmed in Paul’s exhortation to believers to work out 

their own salvation with fear and trembling274. Thereby may a Christian be united to God 

whilst still in mortal flesh and prepared for Kingdom service. Such privileges are for those 

who have been born again by water and the Spirit; not “all people of good will” but children 

of the Church, walking in her light and receiving cleansing from Christ’s blood for those 

venial sins that beset even the most devout275. For there are not two but three that bear an 

ongoing witness to Christ’s saving work on earth: the Spirit, the water and the blood276. No 

one can be “saved to the uttermost” apart from the Apostolic Church where alone are 

dispensed the mysteries of heavenly grace. Yet there is a broader, communal context to 

holiness, for those individuals and communities that practice it are as a witness to the 

world, living and behaving in the present as God would have all humanity to live in the age 

to come. That is what the world was meant to see in Old Testament times when they 

observed the nation of Israel living in accordance with God’s Law in righteousness and peace 

and exclaim “Surely no other people is as wise and prudent as this great nation"277. It was 

not to be. Now wider society is meant to look at the Church and discern such a model of 

loving fellowship, sanctity and charity. It is one reason Jesus prayed for her to be - 

 “…perfected in unity so that the world may believe it was You who sent Me and that You 

have loved them as You have loved Me”278. 

Truly, the world will be inclined to believe it when they see the Body of Christ united and at 

peace with itself. 

Paul and “original sin” 

The apostle undoubtedly affirms the concept of original sin. In Romans 5 he states that 

“death reigned from Adam to Moses even upon those who did not sin in the manner of our 

first parents” (v14). But whilst Adam’s degenerative body we inherit, his guilt we do not; for 
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sin is imputed to the degree that the law known to the transgressor has been transgressed 

and where there is no known law to defy, sin is not imputed279. So up till the time of Moses 

and beyond for those outside the Law (the Gentile nations), the law and standard by which 

people were judged can only be that known to them innately through the conscience once 

they are of an age to discern it, by which faculty they became a law for themselves280.  

Flesh, soul, spirit and Spirit in the language of Paul 

In Romans chapter seven, Paul’s references to the spirit are usually taken as referring to the 

Holy Spirit rather than an immaterial component within man. Yet in the opening chapter of 

Romans he affirms: “I serve God in my spirit in the gospel”; he writes that as Christians we 

experience the witness of the Spirit with our spirit that we are already the children of 

God281; that ideally women should remain single so that they can focus on being holy in 

body and spirit282, whilst in 1Cor6:20 he exhorted Christians to “glorify God in your body and 

in your spirit which is283 of God”. The writer to the Hebrews employs pneuma (spirit) to refer 

to individual purified souls in heaven - the spirits of the righteous having been perfected, 

and likewise Jesus on the cross gave up His spirit after which His body was lifeless. In her 

Magnificat, Mary magnified the Lord in her soul whilst her spirit rejoiced in God her 

Saviour284. Central to Paul’s thought is the fact that as a result of original sin, man has 

become a psychologically disordered union between the flesh (the sensual bodily desires) 

and spirit or inner man285. Aptly the apostle closes his letter with the benediction: “May the 

grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit286. The Christian is to follow the dictates of 

his spirit (walk in the spirit) “since the disposition of the flesh is death but the disposition of 

the spirit is life and peace”287. When the “flesh” is crucified (denied) one can then follow the 

dictates of the spirit which is guided by the conscience and, in the Christian, aided by the 

Spirit. Peter writes that only those who “escape the corruption that is in the world through 

lust” may partake of the divine nature288. Paul likewise exhorts us to “present our bodies as 

a living sacrifice holy and acceptable to God”, which is our reasonable service289. Those who 

continue to live according to the impulses of the flesh rather than the spirit cannot please 
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God. Yet in those like Cain who have given in to evil and the Evil One290, the flesh like 

everyone else’s is dead (in the Pauline sense) but the spirit is also dead or non-functional291 

such that material and spiritual are no longer in tension. Dead (flesh) versus dead (spirit) 

results in a chilling serenity in which the soul is unhindered in its response to the instincts of 

the flesh; it may satisfy its worldly and carnal appetite by any means. Unlike all who are to 

be liberated as the children of God292, these desolate ones have no Pauline “inner struggle” 

for what is dead cannot struggle. They therefore may be cool, calm and at peace with 

themselves as they pursue evil. This is death of the soul; this is total depravity, and these are 

the children of hell293. They are the wicked and godless who must be despatched at the 

renaissance, for they were not planted by God294 but by His enemy295. This pertains to the 

mystery of providential evil, considered more fully in chapters six and seven. 

After the few decades of human life, what the apostles describe as our tent or vessel is 

discarded: “Then the dust will return to the earth as it was and the spirit will return to God 

who gave it”296. Later that vessel will be mysteriously located, decoded and glorified. But in 

terms of mankind’s guilt and condemnation arising from their association with the sin of 

their federal head, it is pardoned regardless of individual cognisance or cooperation:  

As through one transgression there resulted condemnation to all men, even so through one 

act of righteousness, there resulted justification of life to all men297 

That “justification of life” pertains to the inclusive covenant delineated in this chapter. The 

doctrine of justification will now be examined in the context of both this and the exclusive 

Covenant of Promise298 together with the nature of “faith” required to benefit from the 

blessings of each.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
Faith and Justification 

 

Since the Fall, justification in the sense of being accepted by God as opposed to being under 

His condemnation has been by faith as a result of grace through the merits of Christ’s 

faithfulness [ek pisteos Christou]. The meritorious cause of human salvation is not a 

believer’s faith but Christ’s own faithfulness even to death. Cognisant faith in Christ [pisteos 

en Christo] is required to be saved from the ravages of the earthen vessel that the soul 

currently inhabits299 so as to be sanctified for divine service within the Covenant of Promise.  

Effectual common grace and faith 

Faith is man’s positive response to God as He is in various ways revealed to the individual. At 

the universal level it is most definitively a positive response to conscience. Given that the 

human’s spirit is planted by God and will one day return to Him it would be surprising if it 

did not include a blueprint for human behaviour and so it does: the law of God written on 

the “heart”300 which is also described (but sometimes mistranslated) as the light of Christ 

that enlightens every man coming into the world301. In terms of the translation, it is hardly 

likely that John writing in the late first century would be informing his readers that the Light 

(Christ) “is coming into the world” (some translations). The atheist and agnostic, whenever 

they perform an action they know to be right because it is right, not merely for the praise of 

others or to be accepted within society are effectively exercising faith, responding positively 

to God (actually to the will of Christ as Logos) as He has revealed Himself and His law (the 

principles of sound reason and humane living) in their conscience. In that instant, they are 

choosing to do a good, for in their innermost being they sense it is good and should be 

practiced302. It is not entirely altruistic for they receive inner gratification by performing it, 

for in their inner being they are concurring with a natural precept, ultimately an eternal law. 

It is no different from a Christian receiving a measure of peace when he knows he is being 

obedient to Christ’s will; it is how conscience functions.  In the language of second century 

Christianity it is that common faith which lies beneath as a foundation that is built upon and 

consummated in those who come to faith in Christ303. The law is spiritual and so is the 

human spirit for it is spirit. But infused within a degenerative vessel which is ever inclined to 

concupiscence (worldly lust), the instincts of that earthly tent look to override the inner light 
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of conscience. Having planted human souls in such a disordered vessel it is no surprise given 

God’s compassionate nature that He has made both provision and allowance for the 

resultant human weakness. In terms of provision, at the greatest personal cost God has 

provided a means by which our inevitable failures and misconduct might be pardoned 

through reference to an atoning Sacrifice; and in terms of allowance He is prepared to 

accept someone as justified on the basis of their exercising faith by responding positively or 

“faithfully” to the divine light that He has provided to them. A common faith or faithfulness 

(same word in Biblical Greek) is shown to be present when love (agape) is exercised, being a 

genuine concern and care for another person, which is the heart of God’s law304. Since love 

is the efflux of faith305, faith must be present for that love to flow out from it; love and faith 

being quite inseparable, faith being the agent of love and love being the product of faith. A 

person is justified within the Universal Covenant by responding positively to God’s witness 

to them through creed or conscience regardless of the degree of accomplishment. Providing 

the person demonstrates agape they are accepted by God, for He knows that agape was 

derived from Him, being His Own nature306. This aligns with Jesus’ teaching in Matthew 25 

concerning the sheep and goats. In serving the weakest of humanity through any act of 

compassion, the “sheep” are regarded as serving Christ Himself even though they have no 

personal knowledge of Him: 

“In truth I tell you in so far as you did this (act of kindness) to one of the least of these 

brothers of mine, you did it to Me” 

It will appear to some that Jesus is here teaching justification by works. But Matthew25:31-

45 is demonstrating justification through faith with reference to works. No mention is made 

of how consistently or perfectly the “sheep” showed compassion, they just demonstrated 

they possessed it and were justified by exercising it regardless of measure. They therefore 

demonstrated they possessed the quality called faith whose product is agape, being the 

essence of true humanity. On the other hand, faith alone if it be merely a passive belief, 

trust or reliance on someone or something is dead if it does not result in positive action. The 

“sheep” had not been passive; they showed compassion because they had responded 

positively to their “heart” motivating them to act in such a way out of sympathy, empathy 

and to be at peace with themselves. Jesus was thereby affirming that final salvation is not all 

of grace for fruit must be produced, yet it is entirely dependent on grace since the “sheep” 

are accepted by exercising the quality called faith, being an innate faculty provided through 

common grace, rather than having perfectly fulfilled God’s law or lived a sinless life. Thus at 

the universal level justification is granted on the basis of such common faith, being a 

positive response to conscience (the light of Christ in the spirit) evinced by compassion, 
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through the kindly favour (grace) by which pardon for sin has been granted to all producing 

the fruit of faith through the all-sufficient merits of Christ’s atonement. 

Some Christians will regard such a testimony to God’s loving kindness towards wider 

humanity as disturbing and heretical; others will have sensed in their bones that it could 

never really have been the case that many of their relatives, friends and work colleagues 

who did not share their particular version of the Christian belief were destined for eternal 

punishment but couldn’t have supported such a hope from Scripture. What is affirmed here 

should provide such people with much joy, without detracting at all from the purpose and 

urgency of the gospel message. Indeed, if the stupendous nature and benefits of service in 

God’s Kingdom also come to be appreciated, all and sundry may wish to force their way into 

it once again307. That is why certain inessential mysteries of the Kingdom have been veiled 

through much of the gospel age even from the Church: so that the rich, the mighty, the 

proud and the glory-hunters might be detracted by the shame of the cross of Christ and 

humble cruciform service as His disciples; whilst the humble, the gentle, the poor in spirit 

and in material possessions who are rich in faith will be the true inheritors of the Kingdom 

and the earth. Such is the wisdom of God.  

The two-fold benefits of the Atonement 

The “faithfulness of Christ” in the centre of history is indispensable to both the Old and New 

Testament periods; it avails for two ages and, since its occurrence within history, at two 

levels: the forensic and participatory. 

For the love of Christ constrains us; because we judge that if One died for all then all were 

dead. And He died for all that those which live should no longer live for themselves but unto 

Him which died for them and rose again308  

The Bible does not teach a limited atonement in which pardon for the sin of falling short of 

God’s glory is exclusively provided to those He elects to suffer and reign with the Atoner. It 

is insistent and consistent: all were dead so the One died for all and atoned for all309. 

However, “He died for all… that those which live…”. He died for all but not all shall “live”. For 

what is limited is those who will be saved by His life by coming to participate in it310. Note 

also from these verses that “those that live should no longer live for themselves but for 

Christ”; it is and always has been the small minority who no longer live for themselves and 

their families but are truly devoted to the Saviour. However, peace, pardon and universal 
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reconciliation has been made available for all by the blood of His cross311 where Christ 

became sin312. If He became sin, it must be human sin in its totality, not an act of 

substitutionary atonement for select individuals or groupings. That is simply not how 

Scripture presents the matter. Jesus had come in the likeness of sinful flesh so that sin in the 

flesh should be condemned313. Yet through His resurrection His chosen people can also be 

set free from the domination and bondage of sin by sharing in Christ’s life. “If the Son shall 

make you free then you shall be free indeed”314. So for the many, including those living 

before its historical occurrence315 the benefit of the atonement is expiatory, annulling the 

penalty of universal sin; for the few (proportionately speaking) it is both expiatory and 

cathartic through sacramental participation316. For the latter it cleanses from sin’s guilt and 

power by being able to purify the soul and unite it with the life of Christ.  For Jesus came to 

save His own people from their sins, not merely from the punishment for sinning317, i.e. they 

are to be cleansed from sin, not just the guilt of sin. Christ had offered Himself “in order to 

ransom us from all our faults and to purify a people to be His very own, eager to do good 

works”318. Through such good works, the Church as God’s instrument of salvation declares 

His saving intentions for the whole world through its message as well as by the lives of her 

individual members: “abounding in love towards each other and all men319. Thereby the 

Church fulfils its commission to “announce the Good News to every creature under 

heaven”320; for when men and women acknowledge the rule of Christ (i.e. obey the gospel) 

they themselves become faithful stewards caring for the welfare of all that is set under 

them, being (for the moment) the natural world.  

God’s royal priesthood: elected through unmerited grace  

In terms of those who have been ordained to receive eternal life321 and brought into a living 

relationship with God in the present, fulfilling the role intended according to earlier 

prophecy exclusively for the Jewish nation, it is a matter of elective grace at the individual 

level just as it had been for Israel at the racial level. Those predestined to Christian salvation 

were chosen to perform good works and become holy, not because they had performed 
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good works or were foreseen to be holy322. Their calling to participate in the royal 

priesthood of God for the salvation of the world does not pertain to personal merit; 

justification being a gift. God gives to some the ears to hear and the eyes to see Jesus and 

proclaim with Peter “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God”. If that has had happened 

to you then “Blessed are you, for flesh and blood has not revealed this to you, but the Father 

who is in heaven”323. There can therefore be no cause for boasting; and any who do boast 

show themselves to be profoundly unholy, as well as ignorant of the fact that:  

(God) has saved us and called us to a holy calling, not on the basis of our works but 

according to His own purpose and grace that was given to us in Christ Jesus before the 

times of the ages324. 

Paul is adamant here and elsewhere that election to the Christian faith is unconditional – 

the predestination he speaks of is not a matter of God foreknowing who would respond to 

the gospel, for there is no greater work under the sun than to deny oneself and choose to 

serve Jesus Christ. Election is a matter of sovereign choice and an abundance of grace - yet 

those who are called must provide fruit in the form of good works; that is why they were 

called, to bring light, healing and truth to the world and become conformed to the image of 

Christ. Just as JHWE had chosen Isaac’s physical descendants to form the nation with whom 

He would especially relate and prepare for Kingdom service, so it was later disclosed that He 

had also foreknown and predestined individuals to be drawn from all nations to be set apart 

for sacral service in that same priesthood325.  

Justification under the Old Covenant 

In terms of the Jews, their covenantal requirements were entirely do-able, for moral 

perfection was not expected; provision being made for human weakness through the 

system of animal sacrifices. Such sacrifices were a figure of the Eucharist to be established 

under the Covenant of Christ’s Blood, but contrary to the understanding of many, the blood 

of bulls and goats did expiate the day to day inadvertent sin of God’s chosen people326, 

which is why JHWE commanded them to be performed:   

If through inadvertence you fail in any of the orders which JHWE has given to Moses… this is 

what must be done: If it is an advertence on the part of the community, the community as a 

whole will offer a young bull as a burnt offering as a smell pleasing to JHWE with the 

prescribed accompanying cereal offering and libation and a he-goat as a sacrifice for sin. 
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The priest will perform the rite of expiation for the entire community of Israelites and they 

will be forgiven for it is an inadvertence327 

On the other hand, those who sinned wilfully would be treated as aliens and bear the 

consequences of their guilt, whereas under the New Covenant, “everyone who believes is 

justified from things from which you could not be justified by the law of Moses”328. But in 

terms of that Old Covenant, moving forward in time to some of Paul’s polemics it was not 

the case that Jews believed they had perfectly to keep Torah in order to be accepted by 

God; forgiveness for sin was provided. Neither was it their own initiative or sinful pride to 

endeavour to keep the Law but a response to divine teaching; indeed, JHWE wished they 

had tried all the harder to honour their side of the Covenant329. 

The teaching of Hebrews 

The writer to the Hebrews taught that although bulls’ and goats’ blood could purify the 

flesh330, and as we have just shown, provide pardon for inadvertent sins, it could not 

sanctify the soul by taking away331 sin so as to cleanse the conscience from dead works332. 

The shedding of an animal’s blood under the Old Covenant therefore could do nothing to 

progress the partaker towards moral rectitude333.  The Old Law made no one perfect334; only 

the divine blood of sprinkling can save to the uttermost by “purging the conscience of dead 

works in order to serve the living God”335. Again, note how the faculty of conscience directly 

impacts upon one’s relationship with God, i.e. with spiritual life.  

The nation of Israel had been JHWE’s vineyard; He had looked for a good crop but was 

receiving only bad. He had looked for justice and righteousness amongst His people but 

observed only bloodshed and distress336. What He assuredly did not observe were people 

“desperately seeking to keep the Law in order to justify themselves in His sight”. That is a 

delusion as even a cursory reading of the Old Testament affirms. God’s complaint was their 

lack of effort to keep His Laws and be faithful to Him and the prophets and kings he had 

appointed over them. As with our first parents, privileged individuals had been given their 

opportunity for a glorious inheritance but wilfully defaulted. Yet this was in accordance with 
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God’s foreknowledge, and an alternative arrangement was set in place. His Son was always 

going to be at the centre of His salvific plans; the supporting cast may have to be changed. 

God’s intentions remained the same: the long-term salvation of the world through the 

redeeming action of His Son, the Saviour of the world, supported by a people God would 

give to Him337 cleansed from their sinfulness through His blood. These were no longer to be 

restricted to the Jewish race:    

And with Your blood you bought people for God of every race, language, people and nation 

and made them a line of kings and priests for God, to rule the World338 

So, in the fullness of time the Son of God takes on our humanity, teaches whomsoever will 

listen about the Good News of the Kingdom, and disciples a group of twelve men to lead His 

work after Him, knowing He was shortly to die, be resurrected and ascend to heaven. He 

shed His blood, acting out within history the righteous act by which Adam’s sin had been 

nullified throughout history339. As Scripture also testified:  

He himself is the propitiation for our sins, and not for ours only, but also for the whole 

world340 

Propitiation has been provided for humanity as a whole. Christ’s sacrificial act of love at the 

Place of the Skull acts as a perpetual sweet-smelling savour341 as from the rising of the sun 

to its setting it is re-presented to the glory of His name through the sacrifices offered by His 

assemblies in East and West who have remained faithful to His will. Expiation, by which 

Christ’s death alleviates man’s guilt through the payment of a penalty, applies to all those 

remaining justified within the inclusive Universal Covenant of life by demonstrating they are 

of God (i.e. truly human) and not the seed of Satan342. Purging or taking way sin was not 

possible before the historical act of love enacted at Calvary343. Now it has been granted to 

both Jews and Gentiles who are baptized into Christ and partake of His body and blood, by 

which they can experience eternal life. That misunderstood quality is something which was 

“with the Father” (i.e. hidden in God) and has now “been manifested to us”344. Jesus speaks 

of it as a “well of water springing up inside us”345; rarely if ever is the term used to specify 

those who will go to heaven. So infrequently is that concept mentioned that some groups 
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who claim to believe the Bible have rejected the idea of the soul going to heaven altogether, 

believing that people have no consciousness after death until the resurrection. But Jesus 

confirmed that the thief next to Him on the cross would that day be with Him in paradise, 

and Paul wrote that he would sooner be absent from the body and present with the Lord346. 

Not that he wished to be naked, that is in the spirit, but what he most desired was to be 

clothed upon with his “house” which is from heaven347; not his “heavenly home” but his 

resurrection body. 

Divine theology 

It is possible that the very servants of Satan may be transformed into ministers of 

righteousness and become greatly revered amongst the good348. But there is a benchmark 

that can be applied if such people happen to be theologians or spiritual teachers in the 

Church and it is JHWE’s own assessment of Himself: 

 “I AM who I am: the God of tenderness and compassion, slow to anger, rich in faithful love 

and constancy, maintaining his faithful love to thousands, forgiving fault crime and sin, yet 

letting nothing go unchecked, punishing the parent’s fault in the children and in the 

grandchildren unto the third and fourth generation349  

That is God’s nature; these are His judgements which are evidently right and just and in 

accordance with human reason. That is, they are exactly how one would expect a loving and 

just God to behave in judgement. There surely can be no better theologian than God 

Himself, so if anyone presents a markedly different picture, he is no theologian at all 

however revered he may have become. We may be mystified by God’s ways at times, but 

this is a Being that we as human beings can truly love and adore as well as fear; not just for 

His grace and mercy towards us but because He is genuinely good from the perspective of 

those created after His own likeness. JHWE is forgiving, tender and compassionate just as a 

saintly human is consistently tender and compassionate, only more so. Like a good parent 

He will have a special affection for His own (or His Son’s) immediate family but will show 

magnanimity towards all, for that is His nature. As such He makes full allowance for the 

human weakness unavoidably inherited at birth; toleration being a vital ingredient of love as 

any parent will know. At the same time He will take vengeance on behalf of His people350, 

being all who fear Him and seek to do justice in accordance with the revelation they have 
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received from Him. Truly, we shall praise God with uprightness of heart when we have 

learnt of His righteous judgements. 

Who may approach God?  

Many have come to understand that a godlike perfection in righteousness is the 

prerequisite for a relationship with God or to enter His courts in eternity. Since such cannot 

be humanly achieved, they believe such perfection must be credited to a person’s moral 

account through an act of grace. It is linked to the illogical notion just considered that 

because God who is love personified is also holy, He will not relate in any positive way to 

anyone less holy than Himself. If that were true it would be the antithesis of love and 

holiness as Scripture has defined those qualities, as well as opposing what we know from 

our own human and Christian experience. It also challenges historical and scriptural reality 

in terms of the relationship JHWE had with His prophets and kings. The holier a person is the 

more acceptable and forgiving he is of other’s faults and shortcomings, especially those of 

weaker humans; he also tolerates the foibles and is tender hearted towards those lower 

order creatures over which he has care and oversight, as is the case in man’s stewardship of 

the animal kingdom. This is not sentimentality but a reflection of the divine quality of love, 

holiness and noble condescension that God Himself possesses and has imparted in measure 

to those made in His image; and in the Christian these qualities are being perfected through 

association with His Son. Such is the imparted love of the Father, which far from being 

sentimental incorporates a measure of holy hatred. That takes the form of a heightened 

sensitivity towards the cruelty, deceit and wickedness of others, especially towards those 

weaker than themselves. God and those who partake of His holiness are well able to 

differentiate between pure evil on the one hand and the imperfection of human weakness 

on the other. Such are tolerant and compassionate towards the one yet invariably incensed 

by the other. Examine the Scriptures carefully - this is the reality of God’s relationship with 

His people. JHWE had shown incredible patience towards the human weaknesses of His 

servants yet does become angry when they wilfully disobey Him or particularly test His 

patience. Likewise, Jesus with His disciples: review His dealings with Peter on the one hand 

and Judas on the other. This has nothing to do with “imputed righteousness”, it is our God 

and the outworking of His holiness. The true Christian who already partakes of the divine 

nature develops an instinctive and intuitive theology which senses the very nature of God. 

Such thereby discern the quality and outworking of divine love and holiness for they are in 

measure already partaking of it351. Be it human or divine, Love is love; Holiness is holiness; it 

is a question of measure, not nature. 

Adding to such misconceptions, Christianity has imported a Hellenistic perspective 

concerning how man is to relate to His Creator through eternity. Albeit unintentionally, it 
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can demean the comprehensive divinity of Jesus as Son of God and Son of Man. At least one 

of His disciples fell into the trap: “Show us the Father and it will suffice us”, pleaded Philip. 

“Have I been with you so long and yet you have not known Me, Philip? He who has seen Me 

has seen the Father”352. Note here that Jesus is referring to His person and nature as 

revealed during His earthly ministry. The incarnated Jesus and His Father have the same 

nature. Jesus had never been the “compassionate face of God”, He was the very image 

(eikon) of God: the incarnate Word. Of course, the Father dwells in a “light that no man can 

approach, whom no man has seen nor can see”353. Yet man can know communion with the 

Godhead even now through the Son and the Spirit who are equally holy yet communicable; 

apart from which man’s destiny is not to be “lost in God” but to resume his existence as a 

physical entity in union with the Man who is God’s true Son. “For in Him dwells the fullness 

of the Godhead bodily and (man) is complete in Him - the Head of all principality and 

power”354. The Christ (anointed King) is also the Judge of humanity; God the Father judges 

nobody but has committed the matter to His Son355. It follows that the kind of people who 

were accepted, albeit sometimes rebuked yet clearly loved by Jesus during His earthly 

ministry will be accepted by Him at that judgement and rewarded according to their 

works356, the difference being that when He appears in His unveiled glory those in whom 

Jesus was profoundly offended357 will be “consumed with the breath of His mouth and 

destroyed with the brightness of His coming”358. These are the children of the devil (chapter 

six). 

Yet it is certainly the case that only the pure in heart may see God359 but that is not a 

requirement to possess the triple holiness of the Divine Glory. Solomon was told by JHWE 

he would be blessed provided he walked in “innocence of heart and in honesty” as had his 

father David360. It is that childlike purity required for those who are to enter the Kingdom, 

not the inviolable perfection of God Himself, for He is superior to His creatures in every way 

and will continue to be so. A measure of holiness is required even now to be in a living 

relationship with His glorious Son through internal communion, for He does become 

spatially intimate with the Christian361. Such is not possible within a sin-prone mortal body 

without the forgiveness and cleansing of sin through baptism, without which one cannot be 
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raised to eternal life. But nor can such be sustained without the ongoing cleansing of the 

blood. For in shedding that blood Christ had provided a purification through Himself (Heb1:3 

Greek: di heautou katharismon poiesamenos)362. Once again, this verse deceives through 

mistranslation in many versions, implying that the sins of the believer were purged at 

Calvary. They were not, they were pardoned. “Katharismon (purification or cleansing) is a 

noun, not a verb. The New International Version more accurately translates the verse as 

“(Christ) provided purification for sins”: we have to avail ourselves of it - the blood must be 

applied. The writer to the Hebrews refers to the blood of the New Covenant as “the blood of 

sprinkling”363 referring back to the act of sprinkling the blood of bulls on the people of Israel 

to seal God’s covenant with them. Peter refers to the same concept in the context of 

something that, like the believer’s obedience, would be ongoing:  

(To the) elect according to the foreknowledge of God the Father through a hallowing of the 

spirit364 leading to obedience and the sprinkling of the blood of Jesus365 

whereas the once-for-all shedding of Christ’s blood on the cross is referred to by Paul in the 

context of universal reconciliation: 

Having made peace through the blood of His cross, God would reconcile all things to 

Himself by Christ, whether they be things on earth or things in heaven366 

Whilst all true humanity (cf. chapter six) are reconciled to God by Christ’s death, the 

Christian goes on to be “saved” by participating in His life367. And that salvation pertains to a 

healing of the soul through sanctification of the spirit, requiring the body, soul and divinity 

of Jesus to be received into the believer so that Christ’s spirit is united to his own368. Such 

purification was not available until the shedding of His blood369 and as God well knew and 

intended, although the Good News of Jesus’ Lordship was to be announced to all, relatively 

few would rise to the challenge of discipleship and so come to benefit from it. Yet Jesus had 

said: “If I am lifted up, I will draw all people to myself” and Paul was later to confirm that it 

was God’s intention to reconcile the whole world to Himself, not holding their faults against 

them. All is resolved once the three soteriological categories are acknowledged and it is 
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understood that those who are called to be Christ’s little flock370 are those whom He 

sanctifies, disciples and spiritually empowers to play a priestly role within a vastly broader 

healing and reconciling process:  

It is all God’s work; He reconciled (Christians) to Himself through Christ, and he gave us the 

ministry of reconciliation. I mean God was in Christ reconciling the world to Himself, not 

holding anyone’s faults against them, and entrusting to us the message of reconciliation371 

God’s reconciliatory strategy for the world has been to work from within; firstly, reconciling 

a particular grouping to Himself (the seed of Isaac) to act as a bridgehead to the rest, who in 

turn would come to admire their wisdom and their laws372. Through Israel’s failure that 

preparatory stage has itself been sub-divided and therefore extended by a realignment of 

personnel. Consequently, we are still in the process of assembling the priestly enlighteners 

that are replacing the race of Israel, not in the process of fulfilling Old Testament prophesies 

in a “spiritualized form”. So shall the secret of God be brought to pass in accordance with 

the Good News He has brought to His servants the prophets.   

Peter drops a further clue to the mystery when he refers to the Church both as a peculiar 

people and as a “nation” (Greek: ethnos). He is drawing on an Old Testament prophecy to 

summarize the nature and purpose of the Church; a purpose the prophets had expected to 

be fulfilled by others who were a nation in the more usual sense of the word:  

But you (the Church) are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, His own 

special people that you may proclaim the praises of Him who called you out of darkness into 

His marvellous light373 

But this time there is no conditional clause as there was with the previous participants374. 

Christ and His Spirit have promised to see this one through to its completion: individuals 

may default for sure, but not the entire people – not the whole Church. 

The scope of God’s salvific plans 

"(I pray that you) may be able to comprehend with all the saints what is the width and 

length and depth and height – to know the love of Christ which passes knowledge"375 

For most of the gospel era it has passed knowledge that Christ’s love and sacrificial death 

have made it possible for all who fear God and endeavour to walk in accordance with the 
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light they have received to be accepted by God and in due time be received into His eternal 

Kingdom. Only a third of the world’s population is nominally Christian; about the same 

proportion as a century ago. There are now more Muslims than Catholic Christians and 

nearly as many Hindus. It is an historical fact that a very small percentage of people 

inhabiting the largest Continent on the planet have been Christian, but we can be assured 

God loves Asians as much as anyone else; He is no respecter of persons but is preparing 

them to serve His Son and ultimately be united to Himself in His own way. Those who 

through elective grace are offered the challenge to suffer and serve with Christ as part of His 

mystical Body on behalf of their human family are called to a life of self-discipline and self-

denial. Those prepared to sacrifice much in this life gain much in the next376. That is intuitive 

to all with religious faith. Christ’s disciples must “lose their own life that they might save it”. 

For them “to live is Christ and to die is gain”. The pros and cons need to be weighed up 

before making the commitment to Christian discipleship377. Those who by the help of the 

Spirit and applying all the means of grace rise to such a challenge will be greatly 

compensated as the sons of the resurrection378, i.e. those who are to be raised up at Christ’s 

coming379.  In terms of who will be raised, Polycarp an immediate disciple of John 

understood that we will obtain the first resurrection “if we do His will and walk in His 

commandments and love what He loved, keeping ourselves from all unrighteousness, 

covetousness, love of money, evil speaking and false witness380.  Achieving such a role in the 

Kingdom of God is not easy “for many I say to you will seek to enter and will not be able”381. 

Disciples of Christ act as the advance guard; those who have fore-trusted382 in advance of 

His coming to the praise of His glory. They are the first fruit of His creation383 chosen to 

show forth the praises of Him who has called them out of darkness into His marvellous 

light384. Christians are Christ’s own purchased possession; not the totality of those who will 

be liberated as the children of God385 but the firstborn of those children386, set apart to act 

as intercessors on behalf of the whole human family, for such is the role of the firstborn. 

The firstborn almost by definition are likely to be the minority; the rest are on the broad 

road to “apoleian”387, often translated as “destruction” whereas the Greek actually conveys 
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the meaning of being severed or cut off from something vital, or being “lost” as per “the Son 

of Man came to seek out and save those who were lost”. What they have been severed from 

is “zoen” (life), that is the Life for which they were created, being a two-way relationship 

with God that only those on the narrow road can experience whilst in mortal flesh. 

There was no fountain provided for sin and uncleanness for the people of the Old 

Testament388.  The forensic benefits of the atoning Sacrifice are trans-historical; the 

participatory benefits cannot be. Old Testament saints could be pardoned on account of the 

later shedding of the blood of Christ as represented by the offering of bread and wine by the 

mysterious timeless priest of JHWE, Melchizedec389. He offered for the world what the 

Church now offers as God’s priesthood at the Eucharist, but unlike the latter those under 

the Old Covenant could not themselves be spiritually nourished by His body and blood for 

they could not partake of it. Those who think otherwise do not comprehend the letter to the 

Hebrews390 and are denying the teaching of Christ: 

Whoever eats my flesh and drinks my blood lives in Me and I live in that person… This is the 

bread that came down from heaven; it is not like the bread our ancestors ate: they are 

dead, but anyone who eats this bread will live forever391  

The spiritual food and drink in question “came down from heaven” when the Son of God 

was incarnated. Internal healing and spiritual empowerment was not available for the 

faithful Jew until Christ physically shed His blood on the cross so that the Gift may be 

engrafted and “the whole spirit, soul and body may be preserved blameless at the coming of 

our Lord”392. This is what it is to be “saved to the uttermost”393, requiring access to the 

sacrament by which Christ and the participant become one spirit394 and a partaker of the 

divine nature395.  

The Church as priesthood for the world 

Through the sacramental mystery, the Sacrifice at Calvary is actualized and re-presented in 

pure form for the benefit of the participants and for the glory of the Father who continues 

to delight in his Son’s faithful act of obedience to death through His love for humanity. For 

every chief priest is appointed to offer gifts and sacrifices, so it is necessary that this One also 
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has something to offer396 which is Himself as Victim; an offering in which the whole Church 

participates. “It is finished” - the Passion itself has been accomplished, and the Church 

implements its achievement to advance the salvation of the world and for the sanctity of 

the faithful. Savours are not inclined to linger yet that historical sacrifice is perpetuated 

through the offering of the Church, propitiating God’s displeasure at the world’s sinfulness 

and justifying all those who fear God and seek to do what is right. Each participant acts as a 

priest joining in the offering of the Eucharist, receiving the sacrament in prayer and 

thanksgiving, offered in the hands of the celebrant, who in persona Christi acts as a high 

priest of the New Covenant, approaching the holy altar to offer the pure gift with incense397.  

The Church as a spiritual house and a holy priesthood offers up spiritual sacrifices 

acceptable to God by Jesus Christ398.  

Yet if the Church be a priesthood it cannot be offering sacrifices exclusively for itself. It also 

exists for the benefit of those “who are ignorant and have gone astray”399. The Church 

shares in the sacrificial offering with her Head. Those outside her therefore must potentially 

benefit; not just from her enlightenment and good works within wider society but through 

her priestly intercession and sacrifice. Once understood, this resolves many biblical tensions 

and explains the broader reconciliatory picture painted particularly by Paul. 

Justification within the Universal Covenant is not directly linked to association with the 

Church but through an association with the cross of Jesus Christ (cognisant or otherwise) 

who has atoned for the sin of the world. That leads to an indirect association with the 

Church for she is God’s royal priesthood making present that historical Sacrifice. Thereby all 

people of good will benefit in an expiatory (guilt removing) and propitiatory (God appeasing) 

sense from the sacrifice that the Christian faithful as God’s nation of priests offers on the 

world’s as well as its own behalf at the Eucharist. But only those partaking of the body and 

blood may benefit in a salvific or soul-healing sense, for which reason they say, “Lord I am 

not worthy that you should enter under my roof but only say the word and my soul shall be 

healed”. Likewise, as Jesus offered His body for the good of the Church so the believer 

having been spiritually nourished by partaking of that body may in turn offer his mortal 

body as a living sacrifice400, primarily to God but also to benefit the world. Though already 

raised to heavenly places in Christ401, like His Master before Him the Christian disciple is to 

offer his life in the body in humble service for the good of humanity. Just as Christ came not 

to be served but to serve, so the Church is currently serving with Him. As His future partner 
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she is destined for the Monarchy but for now, far from “ruling with Christ” she is His 

suffering Body, Servant to the world. 

All doctrinal and biblical tensions become resolved once the historical misunderstanding 

concerning the outworking of original sin and the bi-fold nature of the benefits of the 

atonement are acknowledged. The Catholic Church’s reluctance to acknowledge doctrinal 

error pertains to her ecclesiology and the scope of her self-perceived infallibility. Yet that 

Church’s ability to have fulfilled her historical and universal primary obligations is not 

compromised, for the Lord has never ceased to gather a people to Himself so that from the 

rising of the sun until its setting a pure sacrifice is offered to His name. As universal 

sacrament for the world, the Catholic/Orthodox Church (West and East) has ensured that 

the fullness of sacramental provision necessary for gospel salvation has been provided, such 

that the ones called out to be the people of God may be supplied for divine service now and 

in the ages to come. 

The Eucharist – our sanctification 

 Those who respond positively to conscience demonstrate they are “of God” as opposed to 

being like Cain “of the Wicked One”402. However, agnostics and those of other faiths cannot 

be presented “faultless before the presence of His glory with exceeding joy”403. That requires 

one to become a disciple of Jesus Christ and a partaker of Jesus Christ so as to become 

conformed to His image. One must draw on His spiritual life-force by eating His flesh and 

drinking His blood, for “whoever eats Me will draw life from Me404. Receiving this Sacrament 

might be likened to the body’s blood flowing through the heart and being renewed and 

cleansed by it: spiritual life is renewed and refreshed by participation in the Eucharist. Yet it 

is no mechanical process even for those regularly attending this means of grace: faith is 

required just as it was when Jesus was physically present on earth by those who would be 

healed by Him. The pupil of the apostle John (Ignatius) affirms this Sacrament is the 

medicine of immortality; yet it is more than a salve it is a Saviour (i.e. a Person). The 

Eucharistic meal possesses the body, blood, soul and divinity of Christ, not through the 

magic of a priest but by the Holy Spirit imprecated by him. One must have faith to regard it 

as such if one is fully to benefit from its transforming power for one is not merely receiving 

medicine for the soul but a Person to relate to it.  The analogy within the liturgy recited 

communally by the participants refers to the idea of Christ “coming under our roof”, 

drawing on the Roman Centurion’s words to Jesus in Luke 7:6. That Gentile soldier 

sponsored by his Jewish friends (v3) did not feel worthy that the Saviour should enter His 

home “but only say the word and my servant shall be healed” (v7).  In the Eucharist, 
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unworthy though we are, the Lord enters our eternal spirit’s earthly home and wishes to 

engage in meaningful communion with His host: “Behold I stand at the door and knock. If 

any man hears my voice I will come into him and will sup with him, and he with Me”405. The 

context of that invitation is not evangelistic, it was addressed to Christians in Laodicea. So 

“supping” in this context is not just eating but communing together and reasoning together.  

Such communion is challenging, intimate and potentially transformative: Jesus Christ wishes 

to unite His spirit with ours and thereby empower us and remain with us to direct the life-

changes that are needed for our inner sanctity. For in Paul’s words: “He that is joined to the 

Lord is one spirit”406.  Hence priest and people exchange the greeting: “God be with you” - 

“And with your spirit”. He is received not by faith but with faith: it is not faith alone for He 

must be received. Indeed, Christ is received at the Eucharist regardless of the faith of the 

priest or the recipient407, yet the fruits of the sacrament depend on the disposition of the 

one receiving it, remembering its purpose is not to deliver the many from hell but to sanctify 

those being prepared for glory - not a place or realm but the unspeakable privilege of 

partnering Christ, the head of all principalities and powers408. But many again will ask “How 

can this man possibly give us His flesh to eat?”409 The answer pertains to a profound mystery 

which is not scientifically explainable, which is what can happen when the Holy Spirit is at 

work; for not many rationalists can explain creation from nothing or the feeding of the five 

thousand either. Its heart is an interior union with Christ: “He who eats My flesh and drinks 

My blood abides in Me and I in him”410. Such are the participatory benefits of the 

Atonement for those incorporated into the Body of Christ – our Holy Church from which are 

dispensed the mysteries of heavenly grace.  

Yet all people of good will shall be subjects of God’s eternal Kingdom: 

The sun will be turned into darkness and the moon into blood before the Day comes, that 

great and terrible Day. All who call on the name of JHWE will be saved for on Mt Zion will be 

those who have escaped, as JHWE has said, and in Jerusalem a remnant whom JHWE is 

calling411 

Under Plan B412 the location and logistics will have changed: the secure Jerusalem remnant 

will be the called, chosen and faithful gathered to Christ; those escaping on the mountain 

equate to those calling on the name of the Lord for mercy. Only the former shall through 
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rapture escape the mayhem of the Day of Wrath413 and only they will have been prepared 

to receive an immediate inheritance and intimate association with their Bridegroom at His 

coming414, whereas in view of the corrupting nature of original sin the unsaved soul will be 

tarnished for it cannot be made whole except Christ had first been admitted to the vessel. 

Even disembodied and re-clothed in an incorruptible body, a soul will not by nature be 

disposed, disciplined or formed in the ways of righteousness to serve in intimate 

communion with the Lord of Glory, for everyone must enter eternity as themselves or else it 

is not their life. Nevertheless, all are to be subjects of God’s eternal Kingdom providing they 

have evinced “faith” through love415 and will be forever re-united with those they have 

loved and lost. 

Special grace and faith 

Common grace has been provided to all, and those who are of God co-operate with it, 

endeavouring to live uprightly and in accordance with sound reason, taking heed to 

conscience and producing the saving fruit of compassion. The “exceedingly abundant grace 

which is in Christ Jesus” is a gift freely provided for the last two thousand years to those 

whom God has called to form the sacred assembly of the firstborn ones (the Church) as part 

of His adapted strategic plan to reconcile the scattered seed of God. Coming to share His 

nature and being called to suffer with Him in the present so that they may reign with Him in 

the future416, the elect are meant to be a blessing for the whole human family, for that is 

the privilege and responsibility of the firstborn, just as their Master and Saviour is in turn 

the Firstborn amongst them: 

For whom He did foreknow, He did predestine to be conformed to the image of His Son that 

He might be the Firstborn among many brethren417  

The Creator’s methodology is undoubtedly inscrutable, but in terms of His nature, God is 

good, desires the long-term wellbeing of humanity and acts with fairness and generosity 

towards everyone. So, in the religious sphere, individuals who are being prepared for a 

glorious future inheritance with Christ by being associated with Him in the present, are 

called in the meantime to self-sacrifice and divine chastening418. They are to offer their 

bodies as a living sacrifice with all the discipline and self-restraint that requires. Others 

order their lives as they see fit: disciples of Christ will not have had that luxury, having 
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travelled the way of the cross419. Not many wise, not many mighty or noble are called, for 

God has chosen the foolish of the world to confound the wise so that no flesh should glory 

in His presence420. Christians are drawn by the Father to Jesus Christ; go on to love Him; 

wishing to serve Him and enjoy close communion with Him for ever. To that end they are 

willing to forsake everything that detracts from that goal for they have discovered the pearl 

of greatest price, have sold all to buy it and will go on to demonstrate their love for Him by 

keeping His commandments. They are “justified”, that is marked out in the present as 

accepted members of the redeemed community of Christ by exercising faith in Him and 

staying faithful to Him; there was no need, as some of Paul’s detractors in the Galatian 

churches were insisting, for fulfilling the works (deeds) of the Jewish Law such as 

circumcision and fasting. 

Special Covenants in the context of universal enlightenment 

Abraham is the father of faith as it pertains to an elective or exclusive covenant, but Abel, 

Enoch and others had earlier been justified, effectively within a Universal Covenant for 

there was no other in operation at the time. For given that Abel was “reckoned to be 

righteous” there must have been a covenant in operation for justification is always in the 

context of a covenant. God had spoken to Abraham directly; he believed God concerning His 

promise of a son in old age, and this was credited to him as righteousness. But as is made 

clearer in Hebrews 11421 it was Abraham’s earlier obedience to God’s call to leave his home 

country that first evinced his faith. This undeniably virtuous quality is also described in 

Scripture as “godly fear”. Peter concluded on the matter once he had grasped that Gentiles 

were eligible for gospel salvation: 

“I have come to understand that God has no favourites but that anybody of any nationality 

who fears Him and does what is right is acceptable to Him”422. 

For “faith is that which of itself and from its own resources chooses at once what is best”423. 

It is a positive response to God’s will for humane living, truthfulness and integrity as it is 

perceived through a religious creed if one has one or the dictates of one’s conscience. 

Through such common yet effectual grace, many will instinctively go on to perform acts of 

charitable love (agape) towards their fellow man. In so doing they confirm they are of God, 

since: 
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 “Love (agape) is from God and everyone who loves is a child of God and knows God”424. 

Referring back to Abraham, it was not how positively he responded to God, it was that he 

responded positively that led to him being counted as righteous. Faith is a quality which is 

either present or absent whereas works pertain to achieving a standard or complying with 

statutes. Unlike faith, such a measure is “analogue” and worryingly uncertain. Faith is a 

virtue for sure, but it has not been worked for or earned but simply possessed and utilized. 

Justifying faith always pertains to evincing the continued presence of a divinely provided 

quality by producing fruit. One who is of God evinces the fruit of love to some measure; he 

can be justified, i.e. marked out in the present as a valid member of the human race, one 

who has retained his Creator’s image, for God is love and man reflects His image and a 

measure of His glory425. The children of the devil on the other hand are “trees whose fruit 

had withered, now devoid of fruit, twice dead and plucked up at the roots”426. Such may 

give a fortune to charity and the like, but it will be for the praise of their fellows, never 

genuine philanthropy, divine duty or faithful reparation427. 

No case for human boasting 

The “natural faith” which those who are of God exercise is a formed faith; it results in 

action.  Love or the lack of it is what separates the sheep from the goats. But unlike the 

perfect completion of a divine law of which man has become incapable, it can be no cause 

for boasting, being merely the exercise, however feeble, of an innate God-given quality, 

which God counts as righteousness: 

What have you got that was not given to you? And if it was given to you, why would you 

boast as though it were your own?428 

The fact that a person is justified in the present does not mean they will not be subject to 

judgement in the future. Final judgement may involve chastisement or purifying but most 

especially rewarding. Justification is a gift, not a wage or reward429; final judgement does 

involve reward for it pertains to how that which has been freely provided has been utilized. 

In Paul’s chronology the Christian has been reconciled and was justified by Christ’s death 

but will be saved to fulfil his eternal destiny through participation in Christ’s resurrected 
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life430. The apostle’s perspective on final judgement as distinct from justification is 

summarized in the second chapter of Romans:  

God will repay everyone as their deeds deserve. For those who aimed for glory, honour and 

immortality by persevering in good works, there will be eternal life, but for those who out of 

jealousy have taken for their guide not truth but injustice, there will be the fury of 

retribution. Trouble and distress will come to every human being who does evil - Jews first 

but Greeks as well; glory and honour and peace will come to everyone who does good – 

Jews first but Greeks as well. There is no favouritism with God431   

The potential need for final purification  

The soul possessed at physical death is the soul which will be resurrected or if alive at the 

time, face Jesus at His coming. Paul’s vessel, tent or body of death is replaceable by a 

glorious new body; the soul/spirit cannot be replaced for it pertains to one’s identity. No 

one is to be “clothed in righteousness divine”: the Father already relates to His Son; both 

now wish to relate to human beings – the real us. All Christians must stand before the 

tribunal of Christ “so that each person can be paid back for the things that were done whilst 

in the body whether they were good or bad”432.  Christians who after being baptized into the 

faith wilfully continue to do wrong will be repaid accordingly. Every human being is to be 

judged impartially and rewarded according to their works433, potentially placing the 

Christian at a great advantage if he has taken heed to divine teaching, walked in the light 

and received ongoing cleansing in the blood of Christ. Yet the writer to the Hebrews warns 

even more starkly of the fallacy that Christians who continue to live sinful lives will escape 

condemnation; Christ’s blood will not avail for them434.  

There is only ever one foundation the Christian can build his life on, which is Christ. 

However, one may build with gold, silver precious stones, wood, hay or straw, and the 

“Day” will reveal which it is because it will be tested by fire435. God is described as a 

consuming fire; the Holy Spirit appeared as fire at Pentecost, so biblical fire is not always 

hurtful or destructive, but it purges and consumes the dross: that which is worthless. Every 

positive contribution a Christian makes to the building of God’s Kingdom on earth will be of 

lasting value for that is the nature of gold, silver and precious stones; but the rubbish will be 
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burnt and the builder, having built on the right foundation but with the wrong materials will 

be saved, but as through fire. 

Assurance of salvation 

As Scripture makes clear, perseverance in the faith is not guaranteed, yet personal 

assurance of salvation is attainable – ultimately communicated by the Holy Spirit witnessing 

with our spirit436; the Holy Spirit being given to us to enable our hearts to become filled with 

love for God, and others437.  Paul’s reference to the “love of God poured out in the heart” is 

a genitive of origin. It refers not so much to God’s love for us or ours for Him but to the 

impartation of the divine quality of love438 engrafted by the Spirit such that we come to love 

others more as God loves them439. It is in the context of partaking of the divine nature by 

which we come to possess more of what God possesses: especially holiness aligned with 

love; God being love and thrice holy. Loving the Lord in our hearts, thrilled by His goodness 

and coming ourselves to possess the love of the Father towards the rest of humanity, we 

may be confident we are being saved and heading for victory.  Yet even this is subjective; 

assurance of salvation in Scripture is more often expressed in terms of actions rather than 

feelings:  

Now by this we know that we know Him, if we keep His commandments. He who says, “I 

know Him” and does not keep His commandments is a liar, and the truth is not in him. But 

whoever keeps His word, truly the love of God is perfected in him. By this we know we are in 

(Christ)440 

We know we have passed from death unto life because we love the brethren. He who does 

not love his brother remains in death441  

Little children let no one deceive you: he who practices righteousness is righteous, just as He 

is righteous442 

Truly, personal righteousness must wholeheartedly be pursued and practiced. As for the 

reality of one’s faith, anyone may extol the Being whom they believe is going to bless them 

eternally. John confirms that all who claim to love God will demonstrate it by their love for 
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humanity443 and by keeping God’s commandments, the heart of which is love for neighbour. 

That is Christ’s commandment and it is not burdensome444.  

Salvific synergy 

The process of salvation requires human effort and cooperation; Grace replacing grace as 

the Christian works out his own salvation with fear and trembling. In Paul’s words: 

If you live according to the flesh you shall die, but if by the spirit you put to death the deeds 

of the body you shall live445  

It is the human’s spirit or “inner man” that is in action in this context, not the Holy Spirit as 

many infer from this verse. For we do not operate the Holy Spirit; He cannot be a faculty. 

The spirit is a part of us; the Holy Spirit is with us; the One witnesses to the other446. The 

Spirit is the God who guides instructing us to control our fleshly inclinations by responding 

to the inclinations of the inner man rather than the desires of its temporary housing. That is 

how we “crucify the old man” to preserve the soul447. Paul’s “old man” and “new man” is 

the before and after of the soul. The old man was being “corrupted according to the 

deceitful lusts” arising from the concupiscence of the “body of this death” or flesh. Now 

through the means of grace and with the mind renewed both by the Spirit and divine 

teaching, the Christian is to “put on the new man”. He himself has to do it: “Therefore 

putting away lying, speak every man truth with his neighbour; be angry and sin not.”  Now 

the “new man” the heart, soul and spirit of the Christian can be recreated in righteousness 

and true holiness. It is a virtuous circle: Charin anti charitos (Grace for grace). “Assuredly the 

same spiritual grace that is equally received in baptism by believers is subsequently either 

increased or diminished according to our conversation and conduct”448. And all for one 

purpose: 

For this is the will of God, your sanctification: that you should abstain from sexual 

immorality; that each of you should know how to possess his own vessel in sanctity and 

honour449 

Peter’s teaching is in the same vein: the Christian has died to sin and now lives for 

righteousness450. In the current age it is the soul that is healed through the sacraments, not 
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the body, either physically (as a norm) or in terms of its moral inclination: For if Christ be in 

you the body is dead because of sin but the spirit is alive because of righteousness451. Paul 

would hardly be asserting that the Holy Spirit is alive because of righteousness (dia 

dikaiosunen); He could never be other than alive or righteous. The Christian’s spirit is alive 

because it is intrinsically sound and enlightened, unlike the body which remains disordered 

and inclined to sin. The Christian is no longer under obligation to his degenerative vessel to 

satisfy its whims and desires but needs to deny them by his spirit which has been united to 

Christ. For, says the apostle, to be bodily-minded is death but to be spiritually minded is life 

and peace: 

Therefore, do not let sin reign in your mortal body so that you obey its lusts452 

If the Spirit were the Operator and salvation all of grace, such an exhortation would be 

superfluous. Rather He is the Comforter and Facilitator – the spirit/will/inner man must 

apply itself, then the Spirit will provide aid. The evidence for such a symbiosis is our fellow 

Christian: each believer does not achieve the same degree of sanctification in his lifetime 

and it is clearly not perfected in all. For the believer is required to purify himself:  

Having therefore these promises dearly beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all 

defilements of the flesh and of the spirit, perfecting sanctification in the fear of God453 

The Christian is to become perfected or complete through personal effort and endurance 

aided by grace, perfected that is in love such that we become “like God in the world”454. 

Salvific synergy in the language of Jesus 

Jesus is equally clear that those who are to enter the Kingdom of God do not rely on grace 

alone:   

If your foot should be your downfall, cut it off; it is better for you to enter into life crippled 

than to have two feet and be thrown into hell. And if your eye should be your downfall, tear 

it out; it is better for you to enter into the Kingdom of God with one eye than to have two 

eyes and be thrown into hell, in which their worm will never die nor their fire be put out. For 

everyone will be salted with fire - salt being a good thing but if salt has become insipid, 

how can you make it salty again. Have salt in yourselves and be at peace with one another455 
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Jesus’ teaching has a timeless quality and value, yet one must remember it was addressed 

to the fellow Jews of His day. Just as we saw Paul speaking of the necessity to put to death 

the deeds of the body by “crucifying the flesh with its passions and desires”456 so Jesus was 

referring to the need to control those bodily members relating to sight and action which 

might result in mortal sin457. But in the language of Jesus, there is no confusion about who is 

to exercise the control. For those who physically die in a state of mortal sin would have to 

be “salted in fire”. Purgatory is indistinguishable in Scripture from Gehenna; something that, 

for example, someone who seriously insults his fellow believer may be required to 

experience458.  The burning away of dross necessary for purification cannot be measured in 

earthly time or degree; such concepts have led to deformed practices packaged as 

indulgences, something which helped trigger Luther’s revolt and were rightly condemned. In 

reality, the process of purgation can commence during one’s earthly life and be completed 

within it; the need for such arising from the fact that even freed from the mortal body, a 

soul may be polluted with sins of the mind such as pride, resentment, jealousy, prejudice or 

an unwillingness to forgive. Such dispositions have no place either in heaven, where only 

the pure in heart may see God, or in a glorified body; they must be dealt with if the soul is to 

be redeemed and play a part in a “new heaven and earth where righteousness dwells”459. 

That is why it is better to keep one’s body and mind in check and “have salt in oneself”460. 

Jesus and Scripture are unambiguous that all mortal sins apart from that against the Holy 

Spirit can be forgiven in this age and the next461. Confusion has arisen here from the fact 

that those who continually practice mortal sin will not inherit the Kingdom of God: 

Do you not know that wrongdoers will not inherit the Kingdom of God? Do not be deceived; 

fornicators, idolaters, adulterers, male prostitutes, sodomites, thieves, the greedy, 

drunkards, revilers, robbers – none of these will inherit the Kingdom of God462 

Inheriting the Kingdom of God is not referring to the spirit going to heaven after separation 

from the body but to inheriting everything Christ is to inherit within a new body. Those who 

continue to practice the above will not be amongst the latter, even if currently incorporated 

in the Church. The one mortal sin that will not be forgiven as can be discerned from its 

context463 relates to knowing or sensing in one’s conscience that something is of God 

working through His Holy Spirit yet asserting it to be wicked or satanic as certain Pharisees 
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did regarding Jesus’ miracle which they maligned for their own ends in order to preserve 

their own status and traditions. One may well have challenged the working of the Spirit in 

ignorance, but what is done in ignorance cannot be the unforgivable sin which is why even 

blasphemy against Christ can be forgiven but not what is said against the direct working of 

the Spirit where that is perceived within the conscience. Final purification is an act of love, 

enabling morally damaged souls to become fitted for the eternal glory of God’s Kingdom, 

but clearly it is best avoided by having salt in oneself464.  

“The fury of God’s vengeance is profitable for the purgation of souls. That the punishment 

also which is said to be by fire is understood to be applied with the object of healing is 

taught by Isaiah: “The Lord will wash away the filth of the sons or daughters of Zion and 

shall purge away the blood from the midst of them by the spirit of judgement and the spirit 

of burning…The Lord will sanctify in a burning fire”.  [Origen - 3rd century]465   

It should be evident from another passage in which Jesus refers to hell that he could hardly 

be referring to eternal torment:     

But I say unto you that whosoever is angry with their brother without a cause will be liable to 

judgement; and whosoever shall say to his brother Raca!466 shall be in danger of the 

Sanhedrin; but whoever shall say Moros!467 shall be in danger of hell fire468    

The idea that calling one’s brother vain, a Jew may still go on to enjoy eternal bliss after a 

hearing with the Sanhedrin, whereas calling one’s brother stupid or foolish may result in 

eternal torment is clearly absurd. Given the gradation of insults outlined in the passage and 

the fact that Jesus is adamant about the reality of punitive fire, it is indicating the need for 

final purification for those who grossly insult and belittle a fellow Jew. Even where hell or 

punishment is specified to be eternal in the Latin Vulgate or English translations, the Greek 

text reads “aionian”, referring to an age – and there are to be numerous ages. Such 

linguistic issues may be studied in more detail on the internet.  

Redistributive Justice 

The one reference to an individual’s experience of the afterlife in the New Testament 

concerns the rich man and Lazarus, the text of which requires careful attention. The one 

stated criterion distinguishing these two men was that one had had a life of ease and 
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comfort whilst the other had been poor and wretched469. It can be deduced470 that the rich 

man was suffering partly because of the way he had utilized his wealth; failing to show care 

and compassion to the likes of Lazarus. Yet no reason is provided as to why Lazarus should 

be comforted after his death other than that he had experienced a life of poverty and 

sickness; so had he been salted. The redistributive and compensatory aspects of judgement 

at death are also emphasized in the letter of James who exhorts the oppressive rich to weep 

for the miseries that are to come upon them471, and by Jesus, particularly as recorded by 

Luke: 

How blessed are you who are poor; the Kingdom of God is yours. Blessed are you who are 

hungry now: you shall have your fill. Blessed are you who are weeping now; you shall 

laugh472         

Whereas - 

Alas for you who are rich: you are having your consolation now. Alas for you who have 

plenty to eat now: you shall go hungry.  Alas for you who are laughing now: you shall mourn 

and weep473   

As well as redistributive justice this also relates to the role and necessity of human suffering 

outlined in chapter seven. Luke’s interpretation of Jesus’ teaching needs to be taken 

alongside Matthew’s emphasis on more spiritual and moral qualities: poverty of spirit, 

hunger for righteousness, kindness, compassion and purity. 

The nature of eternal privileges 

Life experience, moral and spiritual integrity and especially how one has treated the poor 

with whom Christ as Son of Man personally identifies will determine how one fares once 

Christ’s Kingdom is consummated. It will be a Kingdom in which the status of many will have 

altered474. As for the called, chosen and faithful disciples of Christ: 

He who overcomes, and keeps my works unto the end, to him I will give power over the 

nations. “He shall rule them with a rod of iron; they shall be dashed to pieces like the potter’s 

vessels”. As I also have received from my Father; and I will give him the morning star475   
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It is to be observed that whenever Jesus specified the nature of a reward for loyal service, it 

is nearly always expressed in terms of greater authority or responsibility476. Such applies to 

those who already have responsibility in the Church: 

Who then is the wise and trustworthy servant whom the Master placed over His Household 

to give them their food at the proper time? Blessed is that servant if his Master’s arrival finds 

him doing exactly that. In truth I tell you, He will put him in charge of everything He owns477 

All who are to form part of the mystical Spouse of Jesus Christ must reasonably expect to 

share in His activities, which are bound to involve exercising authority:  

For unto us a Child is born; unto us a Son is given; and the government shall be upon His 

shoulder. And His name will be called Wonderful, Counsellor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, 

Prince of Peace. Of the increase of His government and peace there will be no end, upon 

the throne of David and over His Kingdom, to order and establish it with judgement and 

justice from that time forward, even for ever478  

The concept that the Jesus people are to judge, rule and enlighten others is not restricted to 

Old Testament prophecies, it is evident in the gospels, epistles and Revelation. The qualities 

required for those who are already reconciled to God as His children are faithfulness, 

humility and self-discipline. That is why Jesus taught that it is next to impossible for the rich 

and powerful of this age to enter the Kingdom of God479 for they don’t have the humility 

and, ironically in view of what is being disclosed, believe they have too much to lose. 

Relatively few from the higher ranks of human society have come to gospel salvation. The 

weak and foolish of this world will put to shame the wise and mighty480 so that no one may 

boast in God’s presence.  

People of good will 

Such a description has been utilized by the Catholic Church and can now more clearly be 

defined from Scripture.  As is the case for the Christian, their eventual deliverance from the 

bondage of sin so as to be united to God will have been made possible by divine grace and 

the redemptive work of Jesus Christ, for these are the core elements of all human salvation. 

People of good will may participate even now in the building of God’s Kingdom, for anyone 

who seeks to reconcile and bring peace between nations, families or individuals is acting like 

a child of God481; anyone who contributes to alleviating the plight of the poor and needy will 
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be judged as having succoured Christ Himself482. He who accepts and acknowledges 

someone righteous as righteous is himself accepted as righteous483.  Those who pursue 

truth and justice for its own sake show themselves to be of the Truth484. Indeed, anyone 

who desires from the heart to do anything good and acts upon it is demonstrating they will 

one day adore Jesus Christ, the summit and perfection of all that is good.  

The universal benefits of Christ’s faithfulness 

To be clear how Jesus Christ’s atonement avails for those outside the Body of Christ it is 

necessary to understand what Paul was writing in Galatians 2:16, firstly by discerning how it 

is best translated:  

Having known that a man is not declared righteous by the works of the Law but through the 

faithfulness of Christ; we (Christians) believed in Christ Jesus that we might be declared 

righteous by the faithfulness of Christ and not by the works of Torah, therefore no flesh shall 

be declared righteous by works of the law 

This translation resolves the more usual version’s triple tautology and shows how Christ’s 

faithfulness in terms of His saving work on humanity’s behalf benefits those who do not 

have a personal knowledge of it yet instinctively fear God and “attend to moral discipline” 

as some  early Fathers refer to the matter. Countless billions who have lived have not 

benefitted from hearing a faithful account of Jesus’ teaching and the Good News of His 

Kingdom. Most Church Fathers before Augustine’s fearsome assertions recognized that man 

in his natural state, although unable to raise himself to eternal life had effectual free will to 

choose and practice what is just and in accordance with sound reason485. Likewise, man may 

equally choose to reject the light of Christ provided to all men and become a godless 

unbeliever who is devoid of faith. Romans1:17 summarizes what Paul is saying regarding 

Christ’s faithfulness and human faith: 

For in (the gospel) is revealed the saving justice of God; a justice based on faith and 

addressed to faith. As it says in Scripture, “Anyone who is upright through faith will live”486 

In the universal sense the object of faith is something innate, which is the inward eye of the 

spirit487, referenced by the conscience. Jesus described the little children who were brought 

to Him as “little ones who believe in Me”488 and the context makes it absolutely clear that 
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Jesus is not on this occasion referring to His adult disciples that He also sometimes describes 

in such a way; nor was He anticipating those infants who would go on to “receive Jesus as 

their personal Saviour” or become baptized Catholics, for it was an inclusive observation 

concerning all young children who were placed into His loving embrace489. Their belief in 

Jesus refers to what is innate to all very young lives – the internal witness of the light of 

Christ (the Word/Reason – Logos) through Whom their souls were created, guaranteed in 

their case not (yet) to have been obscured or distorted by the lusts of the flesh or impurities 

of the mind, which when combined with a growing awareness of transgressing God’s law 

defiles the conscience and extinguishes Life490.  

What the Bible means by righteousness 

References in the Old Testament to “uprightness” or people who are “righteous” are not 

referring to moral perfection but a life of integrity or faithfulness. JHWE’s verdict on His 

servant King David was that he had walked before Him in “innocence of heart and in 

honesty”491. That is not moral perfection but purity of heart. Likewise, the New Testament: 

in the account of Paul’s ministry recorded in Acts, Lydia the purple-dyer492 and numerous 

other Gentiles were recorded as God-fearing folk before they responded to the gospel. But 

many Protestant Bible translations such as the New International Version have inserted a 

comma at Rom1:18 where Paul is talking about God’s retribution being revealed against 

men “,” who suppress the truth by their wickedness and go on to be sexual perverts (v27), 

rotten, greedy, malicious, envious, murderous, treacherous, spiteful (v29), libellous, 

slanderous, God-haters, rude, arrogant, rebellious to parents (v30), brainless, loveless and 

pitiless (v31). The translators make this out to be Paul’s description of humanity by means of 

their punctuation493. The apostle is not here referring to all mankind or all Gentiles but is 

linking together various Old Testament scriptural texts which highlight a particular group’s 

wickedness to set out a typically Jewish critique of the pagan world and the inevitable 

consequence of idolatry. He recognized that many Gentiles, though not possessing the Law, 

do by nature the things contained in it in response to their conscience494. The context of his 

tirade against ungodly Gentiles was that those who are righteous live through an underlying 

faith whereas the ungodly do not, hence: “We are sure that the judgement of God is in 

accordance with the truth against those who commit such things”495. 
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He continues in the next two chapter of Romans to challenge the Jews who would go on to 

pass judgement on these Gentiles but who behave in a similar way yet take comfort in their 

heritage. He employs a similar method of critique, linking together passages from Scripture, 

in these instances where God’s own people are being chastised. In Romans3:10-18 he states 

that “not one (Jew) is upright, no not one (v10); not one of them does right (v12); their feet 

are swift to shed blood (v15) and there is no fear of God before their eyes (v18). Did Paul 

actually believe that no Jew ever feared God or ever did anything right? Clearly not, likewise 

with his depiction of the Gentile nations in the previous chapter. It is a literary technique to 

adduce universal sinfulness, i.e. that all are under the reign of sin496; he is not intimating 

that it is in everyone’s nature to act in the depraved manner described in these 

concatenated prophecies. It is those who as individuals suppress the truth God has revealed 

to them who are to come under condemnation. The fact that references to righteous 

individuals in the Bible does not indicate perfection, still less “Christ’s personal justice being 

imputed” can also be demonstrated from verses such as – 

If a righteous person turns from their righteousness and does evil, they will die for it497 

A righteous person as Scripture defines them can fall into sin and spiritually die for it; clearly 

therefore it is their earlier righteousness that was being referred to498. David, king and 

psalmist asked JHWE to “judge him as his righteousness and integrity deserve”499. That was 

his own righteousness: but in Psalm 32, penned after his grievous sin against Uriah to gain 

his wife Bathsheba, he says “I confessed my offence to JHWE and He took away my guilt and 

forgave my sin”. For “blessed is the man to whom JHWE does not impute guilt and in whose 

spirit is no deceit”. God forgave his sin, accepted him as righteous or vindicated him because 

he made confession of it from a pure heart, although he was punished through the death of 

Bathsheba’s son which caused him considerable grief. It is not God imputing His own 

righteousness to another but His declaration that an individual or group are vindicated and 

accepted by Him, or in the formulation of the Psalmist God no longer imputes guilt to them 

for a specific offence.  Had David not confessed such a mortal sin, his spirit would have been 

tainted; his guilt would have remained as would his broken communion with His Lord and 

the Spirit that he enjoyed as anointed king. Likewise, under the New Covenant forgiveness 

of a sin that leads to death; mortal sin as opposed to venial sin500 requires the sacrament of 

reconciliation to restore Life, i.e. fellowship with the divine: 
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If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive our sins and cleanse us from all 

unrighteousness501 

Paul and Justification 

The background to Paul’s polemic against “deeds of the Law” in Romans and especially 

Galatians was that some Jewish converts to Christianity were insisting that Christians 

needed to be circumcised in accordance with Jewish Law to be justified or marked out as a 

Christian in God’s sight. “You foolish Galatians: Having begun in the spirit, are you to be 

made perfect by the flesh?502 

And again: Did you receive the Spirit by works of the Law (i.e. circumcision etc.) or by the 

hearing of faith?503 

Those who complied with this false teaching, Paul declared, had “fallen from grace”504 for as 

he had preached to Jews and God-fearers at Antioch in one of the few references to 

justification within the evangelistic preaching of the New Testament: 

Through (Jesus), justification from all sins which the Law of Moses was unable to justify is 

being offered to every believer505  

Often when Paul is referring to the law, he is referring to the Torah, God’s Covenant Charter 

for His people, for in Philippians3:6 he declares that in terms of righteousness based on the 

Law he was “faultless”. He was not saying he never sinned but claiming that he had perfectly 

observed all the physical requirements to be marked out as a Jew, such as circumcision, 

dietary restrictions and the like, that some Galatian converts were saying were essential for 

Christians to observe to be justified before God. No, said the apostle, we are justified by 

faith in Christ, not the works of the Law (Torah). If righteousness came through the Torah 

then Christ had died in vain506. The Jews also, he said, had approached the Law in the wrong 

way. It is not that they should not have personally striven to keep the Torah, rather that 

they had sought to be regarded as righteous “as it were by works rather than faith”507, by 

which he meant they relied on the deeds of the Law – the fact they were circumcised and 

observed dietary and sacral regulations508 to be marked out as the genuine children of 

Abraham and heirs to the Promise as opposed to being circumcised of heart, being those 
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who deny the disordered desires of the body so as to serve God509. For the letter of the Law 

kills whereas the spirit (of the Law) brings life510:  

But now we are freed from the Law (Torah) that being dead wherein we were held that we 

should serve in newness of spirit and not the oldness of the letter511 

The Law (Torah) had been provided to God’s chosen people to act as a school master until 

Christ came512. But through His death, He “abolished in his flesh the enmity, even the Law of 

commandments contained in ordinances; in the process breaking down the wall of partition 

between Jew and Gentile to make one new assembly, justified by faith in Christ rather than 

observance of Torah513.  

And Paul is adamant that the spirit of God’s Law is fulfilled by love for our fellow man:  

Owe no one anything except to love one another, for he who loves another has fulfilled the 

law514 

Love does no harm to a neighbour therefore love is the fulfilment of the law515 

For the entire law is fulfilled in keeping this one command “Love your neighbour as 

yourself”516 

And Paul is referring as much to the Old Testament Law as he was to the law of Christ, for 

the inculcation of kindness and treating others as one would wish them to treat us was 

Jesus’ own summary of the Law and the prophets517. So whilst the Christian is not subject to 

the dictates of Torah, he must fulfil its ultimate intention in spirit. Even the Torah of the Old 

Covenant was something about which the psalmists frequently eulogised for truly human 

living expressed in fear of God and concern for fellow man was always at its heart. Paul’s 

critique was never aimed at those Jews like King David who delighted in the Torah and had 

earnestly sought to keep it, but those individuals, especially leaders who were obsessed 

with the minutiae of rules, regulation and liturgy and indeed had added to it, laying 

impossible burdens upon their fellows, whilst entirely neglecting the weightier matters of 

social justice, mercy and love. Nevertheless, to keep the Law perfectly in letter and spirit 
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was impossible for anyone and had never been the basis of justification. If acceptance 

before God were on such a basis, then the Law would indeed be something to fear and hate 

for it would condemn us all. The point that Paul wished to make in the context of the gospel 

was that the Torah had now become redundant for “in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor 

non-circumcision avails anything but faith operating by love”518. 

Reconciling Paul with James 

The apostle James makes it clear that works are relevant to (or referenced within) the 

process of justification, but unlike Paul, he is not referring to the outward requirements of 

the Law, but the practical outworking and evidence of a formed faith: 

How does it help, my brothers, when someone who has never done a single good act claims 

to have faith?519 

And again: 

You believe in one God; that is creditable enough, but even the demons have the same belief, 

and they tremble with fear. Fool! – do you not realize that faith without works is useless?520 

James goes on to the give examples of how Abraham and Rahab the harlot were justified by 

their actions. He concludes: 

You see now that it is by works and not only by believing that someone is justified521  

By that he means there needs to be a reference to works, i.e. to see that fruit is produced 

confirming the faith to be formed. It is not really the work itself that justifies but the faith 

from which it springs, for an evil person may perform the very same act for self-centred 

reasons but it will never be from faith and they will not be justified. James is not 

contradicting Paul, who was addressing the problem in the churches initiated by the Judaic 

exclusivists that Peter had also had to contend with in Jerusalem that were insisting that 

Christians be circumcised and keep Torah522. We know Paul is referring to the Torah when 

he speaks of the Law in this context when he says elsewhere523 that the Law was given 430 

years after God’s Covenant with Abraham. James would agree with Paul that only perfection 

would suffice if justification were on the basis of perfect obedience to the Law, and then it 

would no longer be by grace, it would be a wage.  Likewise, Paul would agree with James 

when he insisted that nobody can be justified without the good deeds that flow out from 
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faith, showing that it is formed. For deeds in the form of kindness and compassion are not 

merely the evidence of faith, they are its efflux. Expressed another way there cannot be love 

(agape) without formed faith being present, for love flows out from faith; they are 

effectively a part of the same. James affirms with Paul, the Jewish Law has been replaced for 

the Christian by the royal law of love for neighbour524, a law which the Christian himself 

must fulfil525,  by which he shall be judged. It is a law of the spirit rather than the letter and 

is written in the heart.  Paul regarded himself as being outside the Law, yet at the same time 

under a law; that of Christ526. Anyone who shows kindness to his “neighbour” out of 

compassion or a sense of duty is justified by faith within the Universal Covenant being a 

“doer of God’s law” as both James and Paul have re-envisaged it527; and that applied to 

many Gentiles who did not have the Law (Torah) but are a law for themselves528 which they 

endeavour to obey, whereas as shall be shown in chapter six, some people do not.  

Ubi caritas et amor, Deus ibi est 

Wherever love and charity are to be found within human society, God is there. Love 

according to the blessed apostle is the fulfilment of the Law, and of the three cardinal 

virtues being faith, hope and love, love is the best529. In terms of the individual: where love 

is demonstrated, an underlying “faith” is behind it, but it does not necessarily result in hope 

for the future which requires an informed faith, being a definite creed. John manages to 

summarize the essence of Christian theology and anthropology in a single verse:  

Love is from God and everyone who loves is a child of God and knows God. Whoever fails to 

love is not of God because God is love530  

Love is the beating heart of Johannine and Pauline theology, i.e. “agape”, compassionate 

love: the essence of true humanity and the essence of God.  

Jesus had come to make complete or fill out the Law not to abolish it531; for whilst the Law 

says, “Do not kill”, He says “Do not hate without a cause”. The Law says, “Do not commit 

adultery” but He says, “Do not even lust after a woman in your mind”. The Law made 

allowances for hardness of heart and permitted divorce; Christ’s law says the sons of the 

Kingdom can do better for the Spirit will write these new principles upon their heart and He 
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will aid them. The Law had pertained to the letter; Christ’s law pertains to the spirit and 

mind. The Decalogue was filled out by the teaching of Christ; it was not “fulfilled” by proxy 

so as no longer to be a requirement for the Christian, for it is the doers of the law who are 

justified, not the hearers532. For those who truly belong to Christ instinctively love God and 

their neighbour or they are none of His; they therefore do fulfil the law in spirit and in truth 

– “the righteous requirement of the law being fulfilled in us who do not walk according to 

the flesh but according to the spirit”533. Servants obey commands out of duty but those who 

have become the friends of Christ534 are acquainted with their Master’s business and obey 

Him out of love.  

 Justification – a free gift  

In terms of everyman’s standing before God, the fact that agape love is needed in evidence 

does not detract from the fact that justification is a gift from God535, for all that is required 

to receive it has already been provided. In the universal case, it is the ability to love536. Like 

the breath in his body, a young child possesses agape from birth and like that breath it flows 

out from his God-given spirit in the very process of being human as he bonds with his 

mother. At the exclusive covenant level regarding who is in Christ and who has yet to be 

reconciled to Him, the marker is faith and allegiance to Jesus indicated by incorporation 

within His Body through baptism. The instrumental cause of Christian justification being 

faith confirmed by baptism could never be a cause for boasting. The meritorious cause 

certainly is537: that was the slow and agonising execution of the Son of Man as a sufficient 

atonement for the sins of the world.  

Abraham – Father of the first elective covenant 

Just as Cain and Abel being the first siblings to be born of woman were representative 

players in the Universal Covenant, Ishmael and Isaac are such for the new embedded 

elective covenant established through Abraham. The difference here is that unlike Cain, 

Ishmael was not disqualified by his actions, he just wasn’t selected in the first place, 

whereas within an inclusive covenant all are admitted but some default. Ishmael had been 

circumcised by his father Abraham and blessed by God538 but Sarah’s son Isaac was elected 

to inherit the promises given to his Father Abraham. However, God continued to relate 
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favourably to Ishmael539. He was still accepted within the Universal Covenant of life as 

potentially were his descendants. Others outside or preceding the Abrahamic Covenant 

specifically referred to as righteous in the Old Testament include Abel, Enoch, Noah, Lot and 

Job. As for the Christian: 

You brethren, like Isaac, are children of promise540 

And you sisters and brethren, if baptized, are in the elective covenant that replaced 

Abraham’s and you are there by grace alone. Others like Ishmael are loved by God but not 

elected to that exclusive family predestined before the foundation of the world to form the 

community in which the education and spiritual resources are provided for individuals to 

become holy and faultless in love before God through Jesus Christ541. That is the Church, 

priesthood for the world, brought forth by God’s will to be the first fruit of a restored 

universe. 

The postdiluvian blessing upon fallen humanity  

All who came out of the ark to populate the world after the universal flood were blessed by 

JHWE542. Of the sixteen seeds and nations stemming from Noah’s grandsons, only the seed 

of the youngest son of Noah’s youngest son was cursed for his father Ham’s sake, and his 

name was Canaan. His seed would go on to practice great wickedness as they did in Sodom 

and Gomorrah and would become contaminated with Anakim giants543,  the offspring of 

unions between satanic beings and humans who occupied the Canaanite territories, a 

notable being Og, the Amorite King of Bashan544. From these giants came the unclean spirits 

that roamed the world and were prevalent in Jesus’ day. The book of Enoch fills out much of 

the detail here for it pertains to the Gen6:1 incident concerning the fallen watchers. This 

polluted seed pool needed to be eliminated, explaining the wholesale extermination of 

men, women and children in seven of the Canaanite nations God’s elect race went on to 

inherit, although some of these demonic hybrids continued up to the time of David545.  At 

the other end of the spectrum, the children of Israel stemmed from Arpachshad being the 

firstborn of Noah’s firstborn Shem.  So for illustrative purposes, one of the sixteen 

postdiluvian ancestral lines was cursed, stemming from the lastborn son (Canaan) of Ham 

who had exposed his father’s nakedness, one was the elect patriarchal line stemming from 

the firstborn son of Noah’s firstborn son leading down  through a line of firstborns to 
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Abraham; whilst the remaining fourteen of the sixteen postdiluvian national patriarchs 

retained the blessing imparted to Noah and his family on leaving the ark but were not the 

elective line of firstborns. There is also a motif evident here pertaining to the firstborn being 

the line of special blessing. This can be traced back to Adam’s son Seth; firstborn by default, 

his two elder brothers Cain and Abel having been respectively disqualified and murdered. 

Seth’s firstborn was Enosh, the first to evoke the Lord546. After Enosh came Kenan, then 

Mahalalel, Jared, Enoch who “walked with God”, Methuselah who outlived his son Lamech, 

father of Noah, dying within a year of the Flood. The same motif continues with the Church 

and her Head. The “Firstborn of all creation” is Jesus Christ547; the firstborn of God’s children 

are the elect, who collectively are described as “the assembly of the firstborn” (plural)548. 

Under the Old Covenant with Israel, the firstborn son was always consecrated to the Lord. 

The firstborn sons are typically designated to sanctity and kingship, and through them are 

the whole family blessed.  

In terms of the New Covenant, Luke provides an account of how non-Jews were for the first 

time to be beneficiaries of the Covenant of Promise. This was revealed to Peter through a 

vision and led to his meeting with the Gentile Roman centurion Cornelius549. He and his 

household were described as devout, God-fearing, generous and prayerful.  This Gentile 

non-Christian’s good works and prayers had been acknowledged by God550. Cornelius was 

already participating in the cause of God’s chosen people “giving generously to Jewish 

causes”. The case of Cornelius is the clearest example in the New Testament of a non-

Christian who feared God, acted virtuously and was accepted in God’s sight551. Acts2:5 

refers to the devout men living in Jerusalem from every nation under heaven, who 

assembled on Pentecost, when the Holy Spirit descended on the disciples. In Paul’s sermon 

to a mainly Jewish assembly at Antioch, he addresses them as follows: 

Men and brethren, sons of the family of Abraham, and those among you who fear God; to 

you the word of this salvation has been sent552 .    

Jesus and the apostles acknowledged that many who had yet to respond to the gospel were 

devout, decent and God-fearing, and if we if interpret Paul’s teaching as indicating 

otherwise we are mistaken. The fact that God does not set humanly unattainable standards 
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of perfection but delights in human integrity and efforts to please Him was the starting 

point for the Book of Job as He addresses Satan, the arch-calumniator of human nature: 

Did you pay any attention to my servant Job? There is none like him on the earth: a sound 

and honest man who fears God and shuns evil553 

Yet not all who come to Christ are God fearers, there are also many scoundrels: “And such 

were some of you, but you were washed, you were consecrated, you were justified in the 

name of the Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God”554. Some who practice wickedness God 

punishes by hardening their hearts all the more, whereas with others who appear to be hell-

bent on self-destruction or like Saul of Tarsus before his conversion are misguided fanatics, 

the Lord may show mercy555; yet we may be assured that He would never harden the hearts 

of those who fear Him, for He loves them. 

Conscience as an object of faith 

Conscience is the eluded medium of effectual common grace and pertains to the human’s 

spirit, also largely eluded since the time of Augustine. It serves the natural law, and in the 

absence of a personal knowledge of Jesus Christ is “the impression of a divine Light within 

us, a participation of the eternal law in the rational creature”556. As such, conscience as the 

universal revelation of God, anterior to the Gospel and supreme over all other human 

faculties provides everyone with “a clear and sufficient object of faith”557. For faith is simply 

man’s positive response to what has been revealed to him from God, be it innately through 

the conscience or religiously through a creed. Through it one discerns the nature of right 

and wrong and senses a benefit in practicing the former to be at peace with oneself. The 

cardinal and distinguishing truth that conscience teaches is that God rewards the good and 

punishes the wayward; again, a facet of faith as the Bible defines it558.  Its very existence is 

the consequence of the fact that the human spirit has been created in God’s image and 

enlightened by Christ whereas the vessel that houses it is drawn to worldly lust like a 

magnet, for unlike the spirit it was conceived in sin and shaped in iniquity559. But by 

habitually taking heed to the dictates of conscience, the soul/spirit is effectively relating 

positively to something, in fact Someone superior to itself; hence the person is regarded as 

exercising faith in God and so is justified through the merits of Christ’s atonement. 
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Paul states that the conscience bears witness to God’s moral law, which is engraved in the 

heart560. “To obey conscience is the very dignity of man, and according to it he shall be 

judged”. So teaches the catholic faith561. The New Jerusalem Bible recommended for 

Catholic readers is one of the fewer translations that accurately conveys the meaning of this 

section of Paul’s letter regarding the role of this faculty: 

When Gentiles, not having the Law, still through their own innate sense behave as the Law 

commands, even though they have no Law, they are a law for themselves. They can 

demonstrate the effect of the law engraved on their hearts, to which their own conscience 

bears witness; since they are aware of various considerations, some of which accuse them, 

while others provide them with a defence.562  

“Heautois eisin nomos” (v14) is literally “a law to themselves” but Paul did not mean this in 

the negative English colloquial sense of being lawless or doing things in one’s own way. As is 

clear from the context he means that many Gentiles, not possessing and therefore not 

observing the Torah did by nature the things contained within it, such as care, concern and 

consideration for their fellow man. And so they become a law for themselves as the New 

Jerusalem Bible correctly relays and the Apostolic Fathers understood. That is the result of 

the divinely implanted faculty, which at any particular time we describe as being either 

clear, such that the individual can find no reason for self-reproach, or guilty in which the 

person feels a sense of self-condemnation and shame. However, in the category of people 

to be considered in chapter six, conscience has withered away563 or become fatally 

corrupted564 such that the person loses that most vital and noble part of their humanity, and 

with it any remaining interior semblance to the divine image. Such become absolute 

unbelievers and godless, for the internal witness (seed) of Christ has departed from them. 

They effectively opt out of the human race, for love (agape) is definitive to being human as 

well as reflecting the image of God who is pure goodness, for He is Agape565. 

The sense of satisfaction someone may receive from doing the right thing, regarded by 

certain Christians as a sin in itself, is how conscience functions, which is why Paul writes that 

he as a natural man was gratified by the law in the inward man566. The measure of peace a 

person may receive when acting in a humane way towards someone in need, far from being 
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sin is a reciprocation of the divine faculty of conscience; for God delights in human acts of 

kindness and efforts to comply with the moral code He has engrained within man’s heart; 

He regards it as faith. However, any who brag about their “kind deeds” have already had 

their reward for clearly the deeds were not primarily performed out of compassion or from 

a good conscience but to impress others, which is not of faith but of the flesh. Most who act 

humanely would acknowledge in their heart and to anyone who enquired: “I simply did 

what I sensed I should do as a fellow human being”. Such is the outworking of justifying 

faith in the context of the Universal Covenant. 

Pauline anthropology and its moral outworking 

The moral predicament especially for those outside the Church concerns their inherited 

disordered nature and the struggle the unaided human’s spirit has in controlling it. The non-

Christian’s plight is best summed up by Paul in this passage in Romans, which has been 

amplified in brackets for it is at the heart of misunderstandings concerning the human 

condition: 

For we know that the law (of God – implanted in the spirit and referenced by the conscience) is spiritual but I 

am fleshly sold into bondage of sin. For what I am doing I scarcely comprehend: for I am not 

practicing what I would like to do but I am doing the very thing I hate. But if I do the very 

thing I do not want to do, I agree with the law, acknowledging that the law is good. So it is 

no longer I who am really doing it, but sin which dwells in me.  For I know that nothing good 

dwells in me, that is, in my flesh – for the willing (to do good) is present in me, but the doing of 

the good is not: for the good that I want to do I fail to do; rather I practice the very evil which 

I do not want to do. But if I am doing the very thing I do not want, I (i.e. my soul/spirit) am not 

the one really doing it, but the sin that dwells in me (i.e. in my flesh).  I find then the principle 

that evil is present in me (being) the one who wants to do good (showing at heart I am a good person), 

for I joyfully concur with the law of God in my inner man (affirmed by my conscience and the peace I 

receive when I do what is right), but I see a different law (the triple concupiscence) in the members of my 

body (as their senses are processed through the brain) waging  war against the law in my mind (referenced 

by the conscience) and making me a prisoner of the law of sin which is in my members. 

Wretched man that I am; who will set me from the body of this death? Thanks be to God (it is) 

through Jesus Christ our Lord! So then, on the one hand I myself with my mind (i.e. my eternal 

psyche) am serving the law of God, but on the other, with my flesh the law of sin567 

Commenting on this crucial passage in his autobiographical “Confessions”, Augustine is 

either being woefully inept or deviously subtle, the reader must decide which:   

“For though a man be delighted with the law of God according to the inward man, what 

shall he do about that other law in his members, “fighting against the law in his mind” and 
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captivating him in the law of sin that is in his members? Thou art just O Lord but we have 

sinned, we have committed iniquity, we have done wickedly and thy hand has grown heavily 

upon us and we are justly delivered over to that first sinner, the ruler of death, because he 

(Satan) turned our will to the likeness of his will, whereby he stood not in thy truth 

[Augustine’s “Confessions” Book VII Chapter 21 - my highlighting to demonstrate the 

contradiction]568   

On the credit side, Augustine, unlike many later commentators does not try to make a case 

that the Romans chapter 7 passage was referring to Paul as a Christian (contradicted 

absolutely by chapter 8 – below), the apostle is speaking of man by nature. But then 

observe Augustine’s outrageous conclusions – that it follows from Paul’s statement that 

mankind’s will has been conformed to that of Satan - as if the devil would ever delight in 

God’s law in his inner being. If man’s will had been turned to that of Satan’s, then it could 

never be “free” but could only ever choose what is evil. Unlike Paul’s depiction there is no 

inner conflict in Satan’s mind, he is hateful at heart and unrestrained in his evil pursuits; 

man, even in his fallen state is not. Satan and natural man are therefore quite different in 

nature, for the one has a living spirit referenced by a conscience, the other does not. 

Paul goes on in chapter 8 to confirm that the inability to practice what is right through 

enslavement to the opposing law of the “body of this death” is not the state of affairs for 

the Christian, who is divinely enabled such that he is “not living in accordance with the flesh 

but in accordance with the spirit”569. Paul says at the start of the passage being considered 

that the person he was depicting as himself was “in bondage to sin”: he therefore cannot be 

referring to the Christian – it is man by nature. For - 

You (Christians) however live not by the flesh but by the spirit since the Spirit of God has 

made a home in you570 

Clearly, the person the apostle depicts as himself in the passage is living by the flesh: he 

desires good but consistently fails to practice it because he gives in to the lusts of the body 

and practices what is evil. That assuredly is not the Apostle Paul or else he would be 

contradicting his own teaching that any who do live in such a way shall die (verse below). 

With the help of the Holy Spirit, any Christian (let alone Paul) can and should gain the 

victory: 
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We have no obligation to the flesh to be dominated by it. If you do live in that way you shall 

die, but if by the spirit you put to death the habits originating in the body, you will have 

life571 

The mortifying of the worldly habits originating in the body is further aided by the renewing 

of the Christian’s mind, being enlightened by Christian teaching providing it is sound, and 

the Christian’s spirit is in mystical communion with Christ’s spirit572 so has the potential to 

over-ride the desire of the flesh and carry out what is pleasing to God:   

Be not conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, that you 

may prove what is that good and perfect and acceptable will of God573 

This mystical union of spirits also affirms the tripartite nature of man, for whilst Christ can 

have intimate fellowship with our spirit, He cannot become one with our soul or else we 

become as sinless as Christ, indeed we would become Christ. For the soul is the spiritual 

totality of what we are; it is what is being “saved to the uttermost” within the tent or vessel 

that is our temporary sin-prone body. The non-Christian on the other hand does not have 

the “grace of our Lord Jesus Christ aiding the spirit”574 to help control the impulses of the 

flesh; nor the teaching of the Church and Scriptures to instruct the mind.  

Paul as apostle – assuredly not the chief of sinners 

Every account of the Apostle’s post-conversion life and ministry shows him to be a 

thoroughly spiritual man who declares himself to have “lived in all good conscience before 

God up to this day”575, someone whose behaviour set a pattern for his converts to imitate. 

Speaking of himself and his fellow workers “our exalting is in the testimony of our 

conscience that in godly sincerity and purity, not in fleshly wisdom but in the grace of God 

we have conducted ourselves in the world”576. That is hardly the testimony of one who was 

still the “chief of sinners”577 that some latch on to in order to support their theological 

perspective. That description had been in the context of what he had referred to two verses 

earlier concerning his pre-conversion attempt to tear apart the infant Church of Jesus Christ; 

it was in the past. He also described the Christians in the Roman churches to whom he was 

writing as “full of goodness and filled with all knowledge”578 whereas he described many of 
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the Christians in the Corinthian churches as fleshly or carnal579. It is the same Holy Spirit in 

Corinth as in Rome: the same Spirit, but different spirits and different mind-sets. It is 

therefore inadequate to regard the Church as merely an “assembly of justified sinners”: the 

people consecrated to Christ should aspire to be like the Roman Church of Paul’s day which 

the apostle delighted in - an assembly of those who like the seed that fell on the good 

ground are noble of heart, zealous for good works and bearing much fruit580. They are those 

who seek to imitate the Apostle Paul, who “disciplined his body like an athlete, training it do 

what it should”581, whilst “pressing towards the mark for the prize of the high calling of God 

in Christ Jesus”582. Being already partakers of the divine nature, they endeavour “to attain to 

God”. Such was the language and aspirations of the immediate successors to the apostles. It 

has been described by some as a theology of glory583, yet it is underpinned and enabled by a 

theology of the cross. Reconciling the two provides the basis for explaining the greatest 

mystery of the universe, being the prevalence of evil and suffering within the economy of 

the sovereign God Scripture describes as love personified584. Such will be examined further 

in chapters six and seven.  

No bragging in heaven 

Some protest that the concept of co-operating with grace to obtain a glorious inheritance 

would have Christians strutting around heaven like peacocks. But that is not how holiness 

works, and only the holy will be rewarded in such a way. Being Christ-like means to be like 

Christ who was the antithesis of a strutting peacock; meek and lowly of heart. And “when He 

is revealed, we shall be like Him”585. The divine quality of holiness is the moral cognate to 

love as Paul defines it586: “Love does not parade itself and is not puffed up”. Those who have 

God’s love in their heart and see a lowly person or an animal in need are not inclined to 

strut around with thoughts of superiority but are filled with compassion to help them. Such 

meekness of spirit and genuine condescension is the nature of love and holiness; they are 

the refined instincts of those who already partake of the divine nature. The holy also delight 

in honouring and submitting to those who are honoured above them, as was evident 

regarding Jesus towards His Father during His earthly ministry587, and Prophet John with 

regard to the One he was heralding, declaring “He must increase, I must decrease”.  
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Additionally, worldly pride arises in part from the disordered nature of the vessel the spirit 

currently inhabits. This is discarded at death and will be thoroughly renewed at resurrection. 

The proud of heart do not possess the imparted love of the Father; they are morally and 

spiritually deficient and will one day be recognized by all to be so.  

The beauty of holiness 

On the other hand, those who come to share Christ’s nature and holiness are destined to 

shine forth as the sun in the Kingdom of their Father588. Once frail children of dust, through 

obedience to the gospel they will have drawn life from the Saviour589 and placed their necks 

under His yoke so that through self-disciplined obedience He might be formed in them. For 

God’s healing plan for the world was to purify a special people who would be devoted to His 

Son and the pursuit of good works. In Paul’s words: 

The grace of God has appeared for the salvation of the human race teaching us to deny 

ungodliness and worldly lusts to live sensibly, righteously and devoutly in the current age, 

anticipating the blessed hope and Shekinah of our Great God and the appearing of our 

Saviour Jesus Christ, who gave Himself for our sake so that we should be delivered from 

lawlessness and be purified as a specially chosen people for Himself burning with zeal to do 

good works590  

The purpose of the people chosen for Christ being devout and devoted to doing good apart 

from their own salvation and eternal reward was to bring light and healing to the world that 

God loves and intends ultimately to reconcile to Himself. The scale of His restorative plans 

that shall now be briefly examined is reflected in Luke’s description of Christ’s second 

coming: “Chronon apokatastaseos panton” - the time of the restoration of all things591. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
The Universal Restoration 

 

This brief chapter anticipates the time when the Kingdom of God, present in mystery 

through the Church is at last realized in the presence of the One “whom heaven must keep 

until the universal restoration comes which God proclaimed speaking through His holy 

prophets”592. As a result of the secret hidden in the Father concerning the reconstitution of 

God’s people and the dispensation set apart to establish it, Paul confirms that it is the next 

age that is in a meaningful sense “the Kingdom of Christ”593. In this age the implementation 

of Christ’s reign on earth is confined to His Church for only she acknowledges Him as 

Sovereign and observes His Royal Charter. Luke confirms that it is at Christ’s second coming 

that the restoration promised to Israel by the Old Testament prophets truly comes about in 

the world. Paul speaks again of this consummation in Ephesians: 

God made known to us the mystery of His will, according to His kind intention which He 

purposed in Him with a view to an administration suitable to the fullness of times; the 

summing up of all things into Christ, things in the heavens and things on the earth594   

Reference to the Greek Interlinear Bible clarifies that Paul is envisaging an administration 

that Christ will be heading-up or gathering together into one. Paul refers again to this 

concept of final restoration in his letter to the Church at Rome, placing it in the context of 

their current predicament; not just for the Christian but the whole of creation:  

For I consider that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared to the 

glory that will be revealed in us. For the earnest expectation of the creation eagerly waits 

for the revealing of the sons of God595. For the creation was subjected to futility; not willingly 

but because of Him who subjected it in the certain hope that the creation itself will be 

delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children of God596. 

For we know that the whole creation groans and labours in birth-pangs.  Not only (they) but 

we also who have the first fruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves, 

eagerly waiting for the adoption, being the redemption of our body597 

This passage from Romans chapter 8 is prone to mistranslation for it fits neither traditional 

Catholic nor Reformed apocalyptic expectations whereas the major theologian of the 
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second century (Irenaeus) who will have been acquainted with the immediate successors of 

the Apostles better understood the matter: “It is fitting therefore that the creation itself, 

being restored to its primeval condition should without restraint be under the dominion of 

the righteous, and the apostle has made this plain in the epistle to the Romans when he thus 

speaks: ‘For the expectation of the creature awaits the manifestation of the sons of God’598 . 

With the notable exceptions of the King James Version and New King James Version, there is 

also a reluctance to translate “huion tou theou” as “sons of God” in verse 19. As can be seen 

above, the apostle refers to sons (huioi) and children (tekna) within the one cohesive 

passage inferring two distinct groups. The sons of God will be revealed to creation who in 

turn will receive liberation as children of God. “Sons of God” has both regal and divine 

overtones, for as Paul has just indicated, the Christian is to be adopted as a child into the 

divine family. That will be fulfilled when the body is redeemed (v23), the current version 

being the cause of the Christian’s and indeed humanity’s moral predicament. Christians are 

certainly numbered amongst God’s children – the Spirit confirms it with their spirits (v16); 

the sons of God are those being led by the Spirit of God (v14) who share in Christ’s 

sufferings and will share His glory (v17).  

This is the greater of the two restorations spoken of in Scripture, the lesser being the 

restoration of Christendom to prepare for it so that a coherent gospel concerning the 

Kingdom may be proclaimed599. Then shall the whole earth be seen to be full of God’s 

glory600 and the outcomes depicted in Old Testament prophecies will at last have been 

fulfilled. Below is an example of such a prophecy from the Book of Isaiah that, like all other 

Old Testament prophecy, bi-passes the inauguration of the Kingdom through the Church 

and envisages the joyful events of its fulfilment, which align with Paul’s depiction in Romans 

when “the whole of creation is brought into the same glorious freedom as the children of 

God601: 

And there shall come forth a Rod from the stem of Jesse 

And a Branch shall grow out of his roots. 

The Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon Him, 

The spirit of wisdom and understanding 

The spirit of counsel and might 
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The spirit of knowledge and the fear of the Lord. 

His delight is in the fear of the Lord 

And He shall not judge by the sight of His eyes, 

Nor decide by the hearing of His ears; 

But with righteousness He shall judge the poor, 

And decide with equity for the meek of the earth 

He shall strike the earth with the rod of His mouth, 

And with the breath of His lips He shall slay the wicked 

Righteousness shall be the belt of His loins, 

And faithfulness the belt of His waist. 

The wolf shall also dwell with the lamb, 

The leopard shall lie down with the young goat 

The calf and the young lion and fatling together; 

And a little child shall lead them. 

The cow and the bear shall graze; 

Their young ones shall lie down together, 

And the lion shall eat straw like the ox. 

The nursing child shall play by the cobra’s hole 

And the weaned child shall put his hand in the viper’s den. 

They shall not hurt or destroy in all My holy mountain, 

For the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord 

As the waters cover the sea602  

Aspects of this prophetic revelation that are especially relevant to this chapter have been 

highlighted:  

i) The Man appointed to judge humanity is meek and lowly of heart. He will apply the 

thoroughly comprehensible standards He indicated during His earthly ministry603; 
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ii) The Gospel of the Kingdom is Good News both for the poor in spirit604 and those who are 

materially poor605;  

iii) The wicked as defined in chapter six of this document will have no positive role in the 

new order and will be physically removed from earth. “These shall incur punishment of age-

enduring wholesale ruin from the face of the Lord and the glory of His strength”606;  

iv) The faithfulness of Christ (pisteos Iesou Christou), in particular His atoning death for sin 

will have been the primary means by which humanity is able to benefit from the restoration;     

v) The restoration will be as much physical as it is spiritual incorporating both a renewed 

heaven and a renewed earth; humanity reconciled to itself and to God; the animal Kingdom 

at peace with itself and benign towards man as its caring overseer. 

Jewish expectation of the restoration 

God’s first choice people will have understood from prophecies like this that a divinely 

appointed king would come effectively to restore the Davidic dynasty, ushering in a time of 

peace, justice and security focused around the race of Israel. What they will not have 

expected, even though His death could be understood retrospectively as being foretold in 

the Fourth Song of the Servant607 is that their longed-for messiah would be executed, 

resurrected and returned to heaven leaving the Jewish nation still under the control of her 

political oppressors. Our Jewish fathers in the faith would quite reasonably have expected 

the political aspects of prophecy to have been fulfilled for, after all, it is what their Scripture 

and ours affirmed. Even the preacher of righteousness who was sent by God to “prepare the 

way of the Lord”, having himself been placed in prison became disillusioned and confused 

enough to ask: 

Are you the coming one or should we look for another?608 

Jesus’ reply to John’s disciples who had visited his prison throws further light on the present 

and future context of what Matthew calls “basileain ton ouranon” –  the reign or kingdom of 

the heavens; whilst Luke and Mark, referring to precisely the same concept use “basileain 

tou theou” – the reign or kingdom of God: 
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So He replied to the messengers, go back and tell John what you have seen and heard: The 

blind receive sight, the lame walk, those who have leprosy are cleansed, the deaf hear, the 

dead are raised, and the Good News is proclaimed to the poor609 

From this, the imprisoned prophet was to understand that the Kingdom of God/heaven was 

in the process of initiation. Symbolically at least it represented the overthrow of Satan, the 

one responsible for leading the world astray610 and blinding men’s minds to the truth of the 

gospel611, as well as being responsible for physical sickness612 and more mysteriously, the 

one who has been granted the power of death613 and harnesses the souls of the wicked614.  

Until Satan is placed out of harm’s way, God’s Kingdom cannot be fully realized.  

 Jesus’ ministry was evidence that the Kingdom of God was underway: this is what it would 

be like when Israel’s God came to reign on earth615: the healing of souls, but also the healing 

of bodies, society and ultimately the whole world. But that is not how it has panned out. 

The miraculous healing activity has not been in evidence since the end of the apostolic age. 

The fate of “the prince of this world” was sealed on the cross616 but the fulfilment of his 

demise was deferred, for he still deceives its people such that they are more inclined to 

worship Mammon than JHWE. Further clues to the nature of the Kingdom are provided by 

another statement of our Lord: 

And from the days of John the Baptist till now, the kingdom of the heavens suffers violence, 

and violent men take it by force617    

Jesus was referring to what John Baptist had earlier had to contend with when he was less 

than over-welcoming towards some who had come to him for baptism:  

Brood of vipers! Who taught you to flee from the wrath to come? Bear fruits worthy of 

repentance!618  

These were some of the Sadducees and Pharisees who had come to be baptized in the name 

of the coming Messiah, believing it would as the prophet said, give them final immunity 

from the punishment they deserved. The Jews had expected the Old Testament prophecies 
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to be fulfilled through an administration to be established by God’s anointed one (not 

necessarily a deity), and that he would physically stay at the helm whilst the predictions 

were realized. The reason this did not come about was partly Israel’s failed historical 

mission as light to the Gentiles but also what Jesus came to refer to as “this faithless and 

perverse generation”, who even after His ascension to glory rejected the apostolic witness 

to His Kingship619. As outlined in the opening chapter, Old Testament prophecy has been 

subverted by the fact that a universal church has been formed to replace Israel as 

priesthood for the world620. Jesus superseded the Temple and the Mosaic Covenant to 

provide a new and living way by which those who were now to make up “His peculiar 

people” could be spiritually united with Him and sanctified to serve as kings and priests 

within that Kingdom. He had become the surety of a better covenant with the Torah being 

replaced by the royal law of love for neighbour written on tablets of flesh in the believer’s 

heart621; whilst the blood of bulls and goats had been replaced sacramentally by something 

more precious to be appointed for sprinkling, which not only remits sin and pardons but has 

power to cleanse the conscience from dead works so as to serve the living God622. That was 

the Good News, but there was also a downside.   

An inaugurated eschatology 

The cleansing, restoring and reconciling of creation depicted in the eleventh chapter of 

Isaiah’s prophecy featured above is to be inaugurated but not fully realized in the 

dispensation that succeeds it. The Kingdom of God is arriving in two stages; the rolling 

together of eschatological events having been both re-ordered and re-structured. According 

to Isaiah, when the promised redeemer arrived, the wicked were to be dealt with (i.e. 

removed), the remaining people are chastened but brought to peace with their God and 

each other, the animal Kingdom is tamed and at peace with itself and humanity, and God’s 

Holy Mountain, referring to Jerusalem, is safe and secure under its divine Head. Moreover, 

the whole earth is filled with the knowledge of God for the Lord would have become King of 

the world:  

When that day arrives, living waters will issue from Jerusalem, half towards the eastern sea 

half towards the western sea; they will flow summer and winter. Then JHWE will become 

king of the whole world623 
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Note: “God will become King of the World”. The Creator and Sustainer of the universe does 

not exercise His kingship on planet earth624, yet one day He will do, through Christ with His 

people. Then how beautiful on the mountains shall be the feet of him who comes in the 

name of the Lord and announces to Zion, ‘Your God reigns!” For as Paul well knew such a 

proclamation was not valid at the inception of the gospel age, which is why the apostle 

subverted that prophecy from Isaiah in his letter to the Romans625. The messenger has been 

pluralized for Paul now relates it to the preaching of the gospel by the Church, whilst the 

apotheosis of Isaiah’s message concerning the reign of God on earth has been omitted. 

When God’s Kingdom is realized it will correspond in scope and shape to Paul’s 

eschatological expectations set out in Romans 8:21-25. That will be when Jesus Christ 

commands His angels to bind the prince who continues to have authority over sickness and 

death and destroys his power base in the world. That eradication of wickedness cannot be 

subsumed within the current mission of the Church, who along with the rest of the world 

must wait patiently, for what has been subverted for the greater good has not been 

forgotten626. Such is the “inaugurated but yet to be realized” nature of the Kingdom of God 

as we currently perceive it. It is inaugurated being present in mystery through the Church, 

intended to function as a counter-kingdom. For acknowledging Christ as her Sovereign Head 

and observing His Charter, she is to exercise authority quite differently from the kingdoms 

of this world both in terms of her self-governance and outreach. For just as Jesus’ Kingdom 

was not of this world, likewise the Church’s authority is not derived from this world order - 

otherwise her servants would crusade through the world and seek to convert her by 

force627.  

Everyone incorporated within the Church through baptism can be said in a sense to be in 

the Kingdom of God. Yet Paul had warned Christian disciples at Derbe, “we must all 

experience many hardships before we enter the Kingdom of God”628; and as Jesus indicated, 

it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter it. He 

also told His would-be disciples carefully to evaluate the cost of discipleship, like someone 

intending to build a tower or a king about to go to war629. That cannot be referring to 

obtaining Church membership, receiving a sacrament or making a profession of faith; rather 

it is the assessment to be made by those who are to enter pilgrimage as learners of the 

Christ. Such who are called, chosen and remain faithful will be fitted for Kingdom service in 

eternal partnership with the One before Whom every knee must bow, whether on earth or 

in the heavens or under the earth when He is shortly revealed as Lord of all. That is the 
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context of the resurrection and imperishable crown for which Paul strove and disciplined his 

body like an athlete so as not to be disqualified from the prize630. It would be achieved 

through personal self-discipline aided by grace: - “Strive to enter (the Kingdom of God) by 

the narrow gate, for many I say to you will seek to enter and will not be able” says Jesus. The 

irony is that those who take up the challenge of the gospel and in Paul’s words, “aim for 

glory, honour, incorruptibility and eternal life by persevering in good works”631 will find that 

as they take the Master’s yoke upon them and learn from Him, He is gentle and lowly of 

heart, and they will find rest for their souls. 

This chapter has been distinctly short for Scripture does not provide any detail concerning 

how Christ will restore all things or the exact nature of His people’s involvement in it; only 

that it will be set in motion at His coming. Knowing more detail at this stage could 

compromise the role of faith. What has become essential is a better understanding of the 

Good News message (the gospel) within the churches so that a suitably unified witness can 

be provided to the world. Given the Church’s current configuration that cannot be a painless 

process, still less the purging and regeneration of creation that shall follow it – “the great 

and dreadful day of the Lord”632.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Progressive Revelation 

 

Holy Scripture does not set out the totality of God’s plan for His creation but concerns His 

stratagem for the reconciliation of the world to Himself and the key structures and players 

within that plan. The fuller picture is alluded to in Scripture but only matters directly relating 

to the key human agencies involved within the reconciliation (Israel and the Church) have 

been illuminated. Yet for many that sub-plot has been mistaken for the whole salvation 

story. That has distorted an understanding of the fuller picture (divine providence) whilst 

not preventing the salvific recruitment and enlightenment operation within it proceeding 

according to plan. For God did not send His Son into the world to condemn the world but 

that through Him the world might be saved633.  The whole matter has been in accordance 

with God’s stratagem for the Church and the world, being progressive revelation. 

Natural law – the dark matter of Scripture 

Given the divine intention that all true humanity was ultimately to be restored and come to 

understand the truth634, it was necessary, especially following the breakdown in relationship 

between man and his Maker depicted in the Eden incident that mankind be given some 

awareness of the Creator, how people should relate to their fellows and manage the 

creative order set under them. This was to be by means of natural law, a concept referred to 

indirectly by Paul and accepted to a degree by today’s Catholic Church, having earlier been 

influenced by thirteenth century Thomas Aquinas and his formulations on its primary and 

secondary precepts, and more recently by John Henry Newman’s reflections on universal 

revelation and the role of conscience, the latter having a substantial impact on the Second 

Vatican Council’s articulation of broader benign providence in the 1960s. Many Evangelicals 

on the other hand will be uncomfortable with the concept of natural law playing any 

positive role in human salvation. Yet that description is something of a misnomer for it 

pertains to eternal laws and divinely provided precepts within man that enable him, even in 

his fallen state, to discern good from evil and endeavour to choose the former for his own 

well-being and everyone else’s. Moreover, it pertains to what is spiritual, even the essence 

of Christ Himself, and is directly associated with His atoning death. For the fruits of the 

Passion avail at the forensic level for all who respond positively or “faithfully” to such 

precepts, for as we shall see in the next chapter, not all do. It provides an object of faith, 

independent of special revelation, for God foreknew that the Christian message would 

become confused and distorted, indeed entirely obscured for many as a result of historical 
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cultural and religious developments. Natural law is associated with Christ himself since it 

pertains to an underlying faith in Logos by which little children can do no other than 

“believe” in the Saviour635. This should not be so surprising given that “natural law” is really 

Christ’s law, for all things, nature herself and the precious human soul were created by the 

pre-incarnate Christ as Logos, through Him and for Him636. Amongst the earliest Church 

Fathers such as Justin Martyr and Clement of Alexandria, this principle was articulated in 

terms of the divine Logos (Word) whom they recognized had provided every age, race and 

each individual with seeds of divine truth – the “Logos spermatikos”, leading everyone to 

some knowledge of God and His law, however fragmentary. Origen specifically regarded the 

seed of reason provided to all men equipping them with a measure of wisdom and justice as 

the essence of Christ Himself, as did Justin Martyr637. From such a perspective Christianity 

does not supersede natural law but rather builds on it. Even pagan literature, philosophy 

and mythology contain wisdom that could be regarded as a preparation for the gospel, and 

that is how the apostle Paul utilized it. He drew upon a Greek poet Epimenides and a Greek 

philosopher Aratus in his sermon in Athens (below), but firstly in addressing a pagan 

audience in Lycaonia, the apostle states: 

We have come with Good News to make you turn from these empty idols to the living God 

who made sky and the earth and the sea and all that they hold. In the past He allowed all the 

nations to go their own way; but even then He did not leave you without evidence of Himself 

in the good things He does for you: He sends rain from heaven and seasons of fruitfulness; 

He fills you with food and your hearts with merriment638  

So unlike His chosen people of the Old Testament whose inexcusable idolatry was not 

tolerated and was punished severely, God permitted primitive people to go their own way in 

terms of their search for God, hoping as Paul said that they would recognize the goodness of 

His nature through the natural provisions made for them. According to this apostle’s natural 

theology, God expected primitive man to grope after Him and find Him to an extent: 

And He has made from one blood, every nation of men to dwell upon the earth, and has 

determined their pre-appointed times and the boundaries of their dwelling so that they 

should seek the Lord in the hope that they might grope for Him and find Him, though He is 

not far from each one of us, for in Him we move and have our being; as also some of your 

poets have said, “For we are also His offspring”639    
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This was in response to the Athenian pagans setting up an altar inscribed “To the unknown 

God”. Paul concluded his message: 

Truly, these times of this ignorance God overlooked but now commands all men everywhere 

to repent640 

Paul affirms that God had been willing to tolerate past sins; He was not as it were bound to 

Himself to punish them, and that was in part due to His Son’s atonement for the totality of 

human sin in the middle of history641. This is in marked contrast to how the Lord dealt with 

His own people Israel:  

You alone have I intimately known of the families of the earth. That is why I shall punish you 

for all your wrongdoing642 

When it comes to judgement, God has no favourites; on the contrary He has always made 

generous allowance for the unenlightened  but expects a higher standard from those who 

have been privileged to be acquainted with His decrees, still more have a personal 

knowledge of His Son; for such have been given inestimable privileges, resources and 

opportunities for a glorious inheritance. How shall we possibly escape if we neglect so great 

a salvation?643 How much worse a punishment will those deserve who have trodden 

underfoot the Son of God and have counted the blood of the covenant by which one is 

sanctified as a common thing and so outraged the Spirit of grace?644. For the Lord shall 

judge His people. As for the rest, He has not left them entirely in the dark so the irreligious 

are neither entirely without excuse nor hope.  

The Bible is distinctly cryptic concerning God’s wider providence as a result of which the 

Catholic Church, having been set back centuries in this regard by the theology of Augustine 

in particular, has only very recently come to apprehend and articulate the true scope of 

divine magnanimity, whilst many other Bible believing Christians do not perceive the matter 

at all, strident in their assertion that those not elected to Christian salvation are to be 

damned. The really good news has been saved for last645. Such is the procession of 

progressive revelation regarding providence, but it has also applied to an understanding of 

the nature of the inheritance of the elect which has been obscured and overly spiritualized 

through the influence of Neoplatonism: 
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(May God) give you the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of Him; the eyes of 

your understanding being enlightened that you may know the nature of the hope of His 

calling and the riches of the glory of His inheritance in the saints646 

God and the arts 

As well as the light of reason and conscience, the loving Creator also works through His Holy 

Spirit in the gifts and talents He provides to mankind, for “every good gift and every perfect 

gift is from above and comes down from the Father of lights647. These gifts are by no means 

all religious in nature. The Father of lights648 can reveal something of Himself and His all- 

embracing providence in music, art, poetry and many aspects of human endeavour. An 

artistic creation or composition that inspires or elevates is likely to have been the result of 

its human creator being themselves inspired. Anyone who genuinely admires and 

appreciates such work is honouring and welcoming something of God into their heart; for 

everything that is truly worthy, every good and perfect gift has derived from Him. Within 

the literary arts, any play, book, drama or comedy that challenges people’s prejudices and 

encourages a more considered, open-minded or compassionate way of life is a preparation 

for the gospel. And it was God, not the devil who provided wine to gladden the hearts of 

men649 for as Paul himself affirmed, our loving Creator wishes His human creation to be 

happy as well as holy650. An artistic outpouring that creates a sense of longing and wonder 

that people would not otherwise experience creates the void which ultimately can only be 

filled by God Himself. Science and learning are also gifts from the God who would not only 

have all men to be healed and restored but come to know the truth651. 

At the natural level of revelation, something of God’s providence and power are seen in the 

magnificence of creation and in the more wholesome aspects of human talent and industry 

described above, to which much could be added. The Christian is assuredly not to “despise 

everything pertaining to the senses” as Augustine had asserted652 for not all that is sensed in 

the mind merely excites the flesh but can also uplift the spirit. These are gifts to be 

appreciated and cultivated; albeit not to be embraced as if they themselves were the 

culmination of beauty or joy, for the Christian should discern that their apotheosis is to be 

perceived through them not in them.  
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Special revelation 

The Catholic Church rightly affirms that natural law and human reason play a positive and 

preparatory role in man’s search for God. Human reason is not antithetical to divine 

revelation, indeed is a part of it; yet these faculties are insufficient of themselves to bring 

individuals to the kind of intimate relationship God ultimately wishes to have with the 

creatures made in His own image: 

By natural reason man can know God with certainty on the basis of His works. But there is 

another order of knowledge, which man cannot possibly arrive at by his own powers: the 

order of divine revelation. Through an utterly free decision, God has revealed Himself and 

given Himself to man. This He does by revealing the mystery, his plan of loving goodness, 

formed from all eternity in Christ, for the benefit of all men653  

And God having chosen to work from within, used a people (Israel succeeded by the Church) 

to enlighten and reconcile the people (the world) to Himself. That process was initiated 

when God revealed Himself to Abram and made him Abraham – the father of many nations, 

by whom all peoples of the earth should ultimately be blessed. From his seed would spring 

the nation of Israel, intended to become the priestly people of God. For them, divine 

revelation would no longer be restricted to what could be determined innately or by 

observing creation. God would reveal Himself and His requirements more precisely by 

means of the Law and Prophets. He would even reveal His name: JHWE – “I AM who I am”, 

and something of His awesome power and purity through His presence in the Holy of Holies.  

Later and more overtly, God’s personality and loving purposes for humanity were 

witnessed, albeit briefly and to a privileged few, through the incarnate Word Himself: 

The Word was made flesh and dwelt among us, and we beheld His glory, the glory as of the 

only Begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth…And of His fullness we have all received 

and grace for grace654. 

Now, through the New Covenant initiated by Christ’s blood, God’s saving truth is known 

more fully through the Church and her Scriptures. For this holy, universal and apostolic 

Church is the mystical Body of Christ on earth; His flesh and bones655, the instrument of His 

saving and redemptive mission. The Spirit guides her and progressively leads her into all 

truth656. A further progression of understanding continues in the Church through the 

centuries, but there can be no entirely new revelation which surpasses or in any way seeks 
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to correct the initial revelation itself, merely its interpretation. For the foundation has once 

and for all been laid by Christ and His apostles and forms the scriptural and oral deposit of 

faith which the Church must guard and teach; the faith having once-for-all been entrusted 

to God’s holy people657: 

Yet even if revelation is already complete, it has not been made completely explicit; it 

remains for the Christian faith gradually to grasp its full significance over the course of the 

centuries658  

The revelation that has been completed will have incorporated clear instruction essential 

for the functioning and mission of the Church, much of it provided in verbal form, but also a 

less vital package of mysteries for the Church to unpack during the course of its long journey 

of discovery. No contributor to the canon of Scripture utilizes the word “musterion” more 

than the apostle Paul. A mystery from the human perspective is necessarily a secret or 

veiling from God’s perspective, the Greek word encompassing both aspects. There is the 

mystery of godliness659, the mystery of the Kingdom660, the mystery of the Church661, the 

mystery of the gospel662, the mystery of the faith663  together with the four especially 

relevant to this disclosure: the mystery of lawlessness664, the fellowship of the mystery, 

being the unforetold nature of Gentile inheritance and its implications to wider 

providence665, the mystery of Babylon666 and the final Mystery of God, being His 

providential intentions towards the whole creation667, an apprehension of which would 

bring sweetness to the mouth but bitterness to the gut regarding what had earlier been 

assimilated668.  For the Spirit’s progressive enlightenment both within the Catholic and 

Protestant churches has invariably resulted in a keener awareness of God’s gracious 

magnanimity towards humanity, challenging the harsh and narrow perspectives of the 

fearsome Augustine as well as that of the Reformers who regarded that colossus as “Paul’s 
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most trustworthy interpreter”669. In the context of ecclesiological re-integration, any new 

perspectives must be underpinned from Scripture, and that has involved deconstructing the 

biblical theology that was foundational to the earlier understanding.  

The boundaries of new revelation  

The progressive revelation principle is evinced by an indisputable and authentic 

development of doctrinal understanding and devotional practices through the centuries. 

The Holy Scriptures like the Kingdom can be likened to a storehouse of treasure from which 

may be brought out new things as well as old670. But Martin Luther went quite beyond 

authentic development and still further beyond the bounds of reason when he made the 

following remarks about the Fathers of the Church: 

“OF THE FATHERS OF THE CHURCH” 

Behold what great darkness is in the books of the Fathers concerning faith; yet if the article 

of justification be darkened it is impossible to smother the grossest error of mankind… 

Augustine wrote nothing to the purpose concerning faith for he was first roused up and 

made a man by the Pelagians, in striving against them. I can find no exposition upon the 

Epistles to the Romans or Galatians where anything is taught pure and aright. Oh, what a 

happy time have we now in regard to the purity of the doctrine, but alas we little esteem 

it.671   

In all good conscience, how could God deny the world, the Church or any known assembly 

separated from her any effectual instruction on the means of salvation for over a 

millennium? For none of the known Christian sects that had separated from the Catholic 

Church understood saving faith in the counter-intuitive way Luther conceived it, yet if he 

were right, they could not have escaped perdition unless they had. For, said he: “It is certain 

that a man must utterly despair of his own ability before he is prepared to receive the grace 

of Christ”. This and the other 27 paradoxical theses articulated at the Heidelberg Disputation 

are effectively the foundation upon which Protestant Evangelicalism has been built, so they 

need to be reviewed in a little more detail. 

 28 THEOLOGICAL THESES672 - presented by Martin Luther and Leonhard Beyer to a meeting 

of the Augustinian order at Heidelberg on 26th April 1518:  

Introductory Statement: “Distrusting completely our own wisdom, according to that counsel 

of the Holy Spirit, “Do not rely on your own insight” (Prov. 3:5), we humbly present to the 
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judgment of all those who wish to be here these theological paradoxes, so that it may 

become clear whether they have been deduced well or poorly from St. Paul, the especially 

chosen vessel and instrument of Christ, and also from St. Augustine, his most trustworthy 

interpreter”. 

1 The law of God, the most salutary doctrine of life, cannot advance man on his way to 

righteousness, but rather hinders him. 

2 Much less can human works, which are done over and over again with the aid of natural 

precepts, so to speak, lead to that end. 

3 Although the works of man always seem attractive and good, they are nevertheless likely 

to be mortal sins. 

4 Although the works of God are always unattractive and appear evil, they are nevertheless 

really eternal merits. 

5 The works of men are thus not mortal sins (we speak of works which are apparently good), 

as though they were crimes. 

6 The works of God (we speak of those which he does through man) are thus not merits, as 

though they were sinless. 

7 The works of the righteous would be mortal sins if they would not be feared as mortal 

sins by the righteous themselves out of pious fear of God. 

8 By so much more are the works of man mortal sins when they are done without fear and in 

unadulterated, evil self-security. 

9 To say that works without Christ are dead, but not mortal, appears to constitute a perilous 

surrender of the fear of God. 

10 Indeed, it is very difficult to see how a work can be dead and at the same time not a 

harmful and mortal sin. 

11 Arrogance cannot be avoided or true hope be present unless the judgment of 

condemnation is feared in every work. 

12 In the sight of God sins are then truly venial when they are feared by men to be mortal. 

13 Free will, after the fall, exists in name only, and as long as it does what it is able to do, it 

commits a mortal sin. 

14 Free will, after the fall, has power to do good only in a passive capacity, but it can always 

do evil in an active capacity. 



15 Nor could free will remain in a state of innocence, much less do good, in an active 

capacity, but only in its passive capacity. 

16 The person who believes that he can obtain grace by doing what is in him adds sin to sin 

so that he becomes doubly guilty. 

17 Nor does speaking in this manner give cause for despair, but for arousing the desire to 

humble oneself and seek the grace of Christ. 

18 It is certain that man must utterly despair of his own ability before he is prepared to 

receive the grace of Christ. 

19 That person does not deserve to be called a theologian who looks upon the invisible 

things of God as though they were clearly perceptible in those things which have actually 

happened (Rom. 1:20; cf. 1 Cor 1:21-25), 

20 He deserves to be called a theologian, however, who comprehends the visible and 

manifest things of God seen through suffering and the cross. 

21 A theology of glory calls evil good and good evil. A theology of the cross calls the thing 

what it actually is. 

22 That wisdom which sees the invisible things of God in works as perceived by man is 

completely puffed up, blinded, and hardened. 

23 The law brings the wrath of God (Rom. 4:15), kills, reviles, accuses, judges, and condemns 

everything that is not in Christ. 

24 Yet that wisdom is not of itself evil, nor is the law to be evaded; but without the theology 

of the cross man misuses the best in the worst manner. 

25 He is not righteous who does much, but he who, without work, believes much in Christ. 

26 The law says, do this, and it is never done. Grace says, believe in this, and everything is 

already done. 

27 Actually one should call the work of Christ an acting work (operans) and our work an 

accomplished work (operatum), and thus an accomplished work pleasing to God by the 

grace of the acting work. 

28 The love of God does not find, but creates, that which is pleasing to it. The love of man 

comes into being through that which is pleasing to it. 

Truly, the above would have been an anathema to those who received the Good News from 

the apostles or their immediate appointees. Such cannot possibly have been “the faith once 



for all delivered to the saints”673 or indeed anything like it, for none of the writings of the 

late first and second century Church witnesses most notably Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, 

Ignatius and Polycarp, the latter two known to be fellow-disciples under the apostle John 

understood the gospel in the way the Reformers or for that matter 4th-5th century 

Augustine came to interpret it. Luther himself affirms the matter - none of these Apostolic 

Fathers had understood the gospel in terms of “faith alone”, “resting in the mercy of Christ” 

from the starting point of a condemned humanity incapable by nature of willing and doing 

anything pleasing to God. That is why this Augustinian monk came to regard them as being 

in “great darkness”. From any rational and  experiential perspective it is absurd to assert 

that everything that God does appears evil from a human perspective (#4); that acts of 

kindness and compassion towards those in need are effectively mortal sins (#2); that the 

response of a good conscience is “evil self-security” rather than the reciprocation of an 

innately provided  faculty (#8); that doing what one believes to be right and just could ever 

be a mortal sin (#7); more generally that the vast majority who have failed to interpret the 

“Good News” in such a way are condemned to hell. For as just illustrated, few if any 

Christians in the first millennium interpreted the Gospel in such a way, let alone the rest of 

humanity to whom God has also wished to impart His saving truth. Given that these issues 

pertained to the essentials of human salvation and the historical mission of the Church they 

could never have been truths that were progressively to be revealed but are heretical 

teachings, resulting in the severing of the Body of Christ, hatred between sincere Christian 

believers and centuries of warfare.   

It is therefore important to ascertain how the teaching of the apostles actually was 

disseminated through their successors to the churches being established throughout the 

world. Third century Origen aptly commented that the apostles when handing on the faith 

to the early Church expressed themselves “with utmost clarity concerning the essentials” 

whilst on other subjects “they merely stated the fact that things were so, keeping silence as 

to the manner or origin of their existence, clearly in order that their successors who should 

be lovers of wisdom might have a subject of exercise on which to display the fruit of their 

talents”674. Examining the Ante-Nicene writings it will be discerned that all were in 

agreement concerning certain essentials that have subsequently been the cause of schism, 

whilst other issues including those being dealt with in this document such as God’s dealings 

with those outside the Church and the nature of the age to come were not agreed amongst 

the Fathers for they contained mysteries the solution for which did not form a part of the 

“faith once and for all delivered to the Church” but were data to be subjected to progressive 

revelation. 
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Apostacy foretold 

A partial darkening and some internal corruption was foretold for the Church (initially for 

the Temple) in prophecy and occurred at its appointed time, resulting in apostasy and the 

fragmentation of the Western Church along with the development of some fatally flawed 

theology. But then “there must be sects among you, that those who are approved might be 

recognized among you”675. But in these last days there needs to be unity amongst the 

churches so that the Good News of the Kingdom can be preached coherently as a witness to 

the un-churched before the end of the current arrangements on earth. The Catholic and 

Orthodox churches must be open to the Spirit of Truth, and therefore to new enlightenment 

regarding issues not directly challenging the Creed or Deposit, relating rather to scriptural 

interpretation. That is something in which Protestant scholars often excel; and unlike the 

controversies of the middle-ages these do not necessarily challenge ecclesiological integrity, 

although they may well challenge some established doctrines. For as the Catholic Church 

acknowledges: 

There is a hierarchy of truths since not all truths of the Catholic doctrine are equally 

connected with the foundation of the Christian faith676 

If the Spirit were to encounter intransigence in one quarter, He might very well turn to 

another to spearhead the process and put the former to shame. At the end of the day, 

home must be where the heart is, yet others may become instrumental in leading the way. 

The Head of this fractured Body may of course call upon whomsoever He pleases to 

enlighten the Church, for His ways are inscrutable and He clearly has a sense of humour677.  

Enlightenment through biblical scholarship 

Recent scholarly interest in studying the Bible in the context of other ancient texts aided by 

the discovery of the Dead Sea scrolls has thrown new light on the various forms of Judaism 

that prevailed in the first century, resulting in new perspectives on Paul’s teaching arising 

within Protestant academia.  These have considerably reshaped the understanding of 

justification by faith in the apostle’s thought in the minds of many biblical scholars, although 

the development has had less impact at ground level within independent Evangelical 

churches.  

The chronology of progressive revelation 
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Starting at the point of man’s creation and the Fall: 

a) Natural law and human reason – observing God’s greatness and goodness in what has 

been created and in His kindly intentions towards humanity678; the witness and controlling 

influence of the conscience regarding God’s requirements for human behaviour; 

b) The Law, the Prophets and JHWE’s personal presence amongst His people of the Old 

Covenant; intended also to be an enlightenment to the rest of the world; 

c) The short-lived presence, ministry and teaching of the incarnated Son of God to His 

disciples and others privileged to experience it; largely restricted to Jews and those who 

lived amongst them; 

d) Detailed teaching of gospel salvation through the Church established by the apostles on a 

foundation which cannot be supplanted; 

e) Century by century deepening of the Church’s understanding concerning matters not 

essential to what is required for gospel salvation but beneficial for her devotional life and 

ministry; 

f) Fulfilment of Jesus’ promise that the Spirit of Truth would finally “lead the Church into all 

truth and tell her of the things to come”679; her sagacity perfected through a more complete 

understanding of Holy Scripture such that the churches “come to the unity of the faith to a 

perfect man to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ”680.  

Yet what must be keep in mind is that progression to the fullness of truth will not have been 

a steady upward path, for the faith was not handed down to the Church in the form of a 

book that was progressively to be unravelled, but from a depository preserved and 

transmitted in written and verbal form: 

Therefore, brethren stand fast and hold the traditions which you were taught, whether by 

word or our epistle681 

Whilst the Bible was a vital part of that depository, it was Scripture that had already been 

explained to the churches receiving it, or at least those aspects vital to their salvation: such 

essentials were not to be unpacked through the centuries. So although relatively little is 

known about the Church’s development in the critical late first century period, one needs to 

reflect upon the missionary journeys of Paul in the middle of that century: their 

geographical extent and the numerous individuals that would have been appointed by him 
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and his fellow missionaries. Then consider such biblical personages as Timothy (c. AD17-97), 

Titus (c. AD13-107) and Philemon (timeline uncertain) to whom Paul wrote epistles and 

envisage the numerous and worthy men they in turn will have appointed to continue the 

ministry in accordance with Paul’s instructions. Finally, reflect on the second century Church 

and its writers and perceive that it is quite impossible that all known witnesses from that era 

could have been in error concerning vital aspects of gospel truth.  For Irenaeus’ testimony 

(below) affirms the churches at that time had a reasonably uniform understanding of the 

essentials of the faith: 

“The Church having received this preaching and this faith although scattered throughout the 

whole world yet as if occupying one house carefully preserves it. She also believes these 

points of doctrine just as if she had one soul and one and the same heart and proclaims and 

teaches them and hands them down with perfect harmony as if she only possessed one 

mouth. For the churches which have been planted in Germany do not believe or hand down 

anything different, nor do those in Spain or Gaul. . . But as the sun, that creature of God is 

one and the same throughout the whole world, so also the preaching of the truth shines 

everywhere and enlightens all men that are willing to come to a knowledge of the truth 

[Origen 2nd Century]682 

Even if such a report of ecclesiological unity were exaggerated, the point is surely made: the 

essentials of gospel salvation were known and taught by the second and third century 

churches. We may therefore safely regard ante-Nicene teaching and praxis as normative, at 

least for matters essential to gospel salvation, allowance being made for a progressive 

deepening and maturing of the faith over time through the action of the Holy Spirit and the 

collective sense of the faithful. For any subsequent progressive revelation cannot pertain to 

the essence of gospel salvation: its means of initiation and any essential provisions for 

ongoing sanctification. Given that it was not until the fourth or fifth century that theology 

was moulded into any precision and doctrines were systematised utilizing a relatively 

recently agreed plenary canon of Scripture, the particular interpretations that Late Antiquity 

exegetes came to when interpreting the abstruse pastoral letters of Paul in particular 

needed to have been tested against the universal witness of the immediate post-apostolic 

Fathers. For the latter had not been entirely reliant upon the precarious process of biblical 

exegesis using texts written in a language with which the Latin Fathers in particular were 

unfamiliar. The faith “once for all delivered to the saints” had been received by them either 

from the apostles themselves or their direct appointees. What they had received must have 

incorporated all of Paul’s teaching that was essential to the practice of the faith. It follows 

that there can be nothing essential to gospel salvation that could be discovered, recovered 
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or re-interpreted by Augustine or any of his successors four centuries later, let alone fifteen. 

It is quite impossible that the second and third century churches could have been uniformly 

in error concerning such matters as the nature of repentance (that it pertained to moral 

reform, not acknowledging oneself to be morally bankrupt and hateful to the core) or the 

economy of grace (that God had provided certain spiritual faculties to fallen man: natural 

precepts by which he had effectual free will to desire and do some good such as exercise 

compassion and practice justice, albeit not to be raised to eternal life apart from gospel 

grace). It will have been necessary to understand these matters, not only to discern the true 

essence of human nature and the disposition required for saving faith, but also to give the 

Creator due praise for His gracious magnanimity towards the human race as a whole. In 

many of these considerations, especially those pertaining to natural precepts, grace and 

free will, Augustine came to an understanding markedly different from the teaching of those 

who had been personally trained by the apostles and their immediate successors. In so 

doing he deformed the living tradition of the Church, as some in the East have asserted, 

albeit he never received any formal conciliar condemnation from the Greek Church. Some of 

the distortions derived from flawed exegesis became embedded in the doctrines formulated 

by the Western Church; these were later built upon and reinforced by those (Protestants) 

who separated from her in the middle ages. It should therefore be of no surprise that once 

the Bible is unravelled, the outcome is to be much closer to the understanding of the very 

early Fathers than it is to Augustine, still less to the “Reformers”, especially in those areas 

that were heavily dependent upon an understanding of the Pauline epistles.  

Yet a final resolution should not be expected precisely to match the teaching of the earliest 

post-Apostolic Christian witnesses, partly in view of authentic development and partly 

because Scripture itself affirms there are concepts that were never intended to be grasped 

until the very end, the most fundamental being that the benefits of the Saviour of the 

World’s atonement avail at a forensic level for the world as whole, not just for those who 

have been called out from her to be the human agents of her healing and reconciliation:  

“He gave Himself as a ransom for all; (a fact) to be testified in due time”683 

In contrast to some Christian traditions the Catholic Church recognizes the many things that 

are true, virtuous and holy in other religions as well as in all “people of good will”. She 

nevertheless teaches to all who will receive it that only in Jesus Christ is to be found the 

fullness of Life and Truth, and the only way by which we can experience divine fellowship in 

the present age or indeed can ever have intimate communion with the One True God. Yet 

many more will readily accept the Good News of Jesus Christ’s Lordship and His saving work 

on their behalf when these things are made manifest to all. For God has willed that all 

demonstrating the essence of true humanity are ultimately to be reconciled to Himself and 
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thereby come at last to share Life that is eternal in quality and duration. But such divine 

benevolence does not extend to the human grouping featured in the next chapter. 

  



CHAPTER SIX 
Children of the Devil 

 

If you (Cain) do well, will you not be accepted?  But if you do not do well, the Sinful One is 

crouching at the portal and desires to have you: you need to master him (Gen4:7 from 

Masoretic text) 

As has just been observed, the Bible does not set out God’s plans for His whole creation but 

concerns His redemptive strategy for humanity and the key players within that plan: 

Himself, His Son and Spirit, Israel and the Church. Yet the devil has a role too or else he 

would have been destroyed or shut away long since, for God is sovereign. Satan has no 

autonomous right to continue existing, let alone exercise any authority in the world, and yet 

He does so at God’s behest. The Bible teaches us very little about either the angelic or 

satanic realm; even God’s plans for men and women outside Israel and the Church have 

been obscured, hence such a disclosure at this time. In terms of the realm of evil and the 

numerous legends pertaining to it, this chapter will only consider those aspects which are 

alluded to in Scripture, principally with the purpose of completing the jigsaw regarding the 

eluded Universal Covenant of life and those who default from it.  

The above verse from Genesis was considered in chapter two in the context of such a 

covenant. Because it has been eluded by the churches, so too have been its defaulters; they 

have been lumped together with all who fall outside the New and Old Testaments’ 

Covenants of Promise. In terms of the Church and her mission that has not essentially 

mattered for she is to preach the Good News of Jesus as Lord and Saviour, practice justice 

and offer compassion to all in the world, regardless of how deserving or otherwise the 

recipients may be. The churches have generally understood there to be one covenant for 

each testament period and an exclusive one at that. Such a concept should be repudiated, 

firstly by the reality of Abel and others declared righteous before the Abrahamic Covenant 

was established; still more so by the story of Ishmael. He had been circumcised, blessed by 

God and by his father Abraham, sent on his way in peace yet he was excluded from the 

covenant initiated through his father, for the seed of his union with Sarah were to be the 

children of promise, and such is the Church in the current dispensation684.  Yet through 

Abraham, all nations were to be blessed, and that included the twelve that would spring 

from the seed of his son Ishmael, yet not necessarily through incorporation into an exclusive 

covenant. So now it is necessary to consider how the other eluded grouping, being 

defaulters from the Universal Covenant may be identified. Along with the powerful spirit 
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that becomes their adoptive master they have played a mysterious role in God’s strategic 

plan to raise up the children of Adam, ultimately to divinity.  

The fault-line between those outside the Church who have been planted by God and those 

who are satanic is often more marked than that between those of God’s seed who are being 

saved through the gospel and those who are not currently in Christ. This is reflected in their 

behaviour when one knows what to look for, and it impacts upon their future destiny as far 

ahead as Scripture permits us to discern it. As with other aspects of natural law, these 

mysteries concerning broader providence have lain almost imperceptibly beneath the pages 

of Scripture, yet references are made there to this grouping, but as already indicated they 

have been understood by most to be referring to non-Christians, whereas:  

This is what distinguishes the children of God from the children of the devil; whoever does 

not live uprightly and does not love his brother is not from God… Do not be like Cain who 

was from the evil one and murdered his brother685 

Let us love one another since love is from God and everyone who loves is a child of God and 

knows God. Whoever fails to love does not know God because God is love686 

Those who can love but do not possess “agape” 

It is necessary in this context to distinguish between agape and other forms of love, for 

those of the devil’s party can exhibit the one but not the other. Those devoid of agape may 

love in a romantic way and to form friendships but it will always revolve around themselves. 

They may show fondness towards an individual, but it will always be on the basis that if that 

person were removed from their life, their happiness would be diminished. That is an 

entirely valid emotion that a saint might share, but it isn’t agape. For agape is ek tou theou 

(derived from God)687 so a child of the devil will not possess it. Augustine had been perfectly 

logical in his insistence that only a Christian can empathize and genuinely care for another 

human being688; if there were only two categories and every non-Christian were a child of 

the devil as he believed, such would be the case; but it is neither the observable reality, nor 

is it scriptural. Most Old Testament Gentiles and present-day non-Christians are assuredly 

not “derived from the Evil One” (Greek: ek tou ponerou) but they do inhabit the sphere of 

darkness still controlled by that prince and are yet to be delivered from it689. Most evidently 
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possess agape which pertains to compassion and empathy; an internal urge to show 

kindness to a fellow human being which extends to any living creature in need, regardless of 

whether there is any benefit to the benefactor.  

Retaining God’s seed 

John also tells us that:  

Whoever is born of God does not (habitually practice) sin for his seed remains in him; and he 

cannot (habitually practice) sin because he has been born of God690  

Note his seed has remained; it is not referring to something that is either accredited or 

infused through spiritual regeneration but to that which has been present since birth: 

 “That the working of the Father and the Son operates both in saints and sinners is manifest 

from this, that all who are rational beings are partakers of the Word, i.e. of reason, and by 

this means bear certain seeds implanted within them of wisdom and justice, which is Christ” 

[Origen]691  

This third century theologian affirmed Paul to be saying as much in the passage where he 

writes “Say not in in your heart, who shall ascend into heaven (to bring Christ down from 

above) or who shall descend into the deep (to bring Christ up from the dead). But what says 

Scripture? The Word is near you even in your mouth and in your heart”692, by which “Paul 

means that Christ is in the heart of all in respect of his being the Word or reason”693. 

Referring back to John’s verse, the apostle well knew that even the children of God commit 

sin, but he is saying that those in whom God’s seed remains do not consistently practice it. 

That is because they are restrained by God’s implanted law in their heart694. Those who are 

of God maintain sound reason and exercise restraint; they do not consistently practice what 

is wicked. The children of the devil do; it is or has become all they know, and they also fail to 

love. When one who is of God sins grievously, he hurts others but also grieves himself. 

Unless he is a masochist, he will not consistently practice such wickedness, or if he does, he 

will be thoroughly miserable.  When a child of the devil causes hurt by his actions, he is 

simply being himself and feels serene or even exhilarated; he may boast of his exploits in 

the courtroom when hopefully he is apprehended. Such a positive delight in evil practice is 

what motivates serial killers to offend repeatedly; it is within the nature of godlessness. 

Frequent reference is made in the Bible’s Wisdom literature to those who go in the way of 
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Cain by “leaving the paths of uprightness to walk in the way of darkness695 as opposed to 

those who continue to “walk in the way of good men and who keep the paths of the 

righteous”696; for the day shall come when “the upright shall dwell on the earth and those 

who are perfected will have pre-eminence in it, whereas the wicked shall be cut off from the 

earth and the treacherous ones rooted out of it”697. Of course, if all had been born in a state 

of depravity none would be in a position to leave the paths of righteousness for they could 

never have been on them in the first place. Those heading for perdition are not those who 

have failed to apprehend the grace and healing of Christ as it is offered through the gospel, 

for contrary to the teaching of Arminius and the understanding of many modern-day 

Christians, man has no innate ability to respond to the grace of Christ. No one may come to 

the Saviour unless the Father draws Him698 as Paul well knew: “for those He foreknew, He 

had predestined to become conformed to the image of His Son…  and these He predestined, 

He also called; and these He called, He also justified; and these He justified, He also 

glorified699. Yet God is just, for those who are to be punished in the age to come have 

irrevocably rejected the Word’s interior witness. They are without excuse for all have such 

an enlightening deposit in their nature, at least to start with, so those who turn their back 

on it, evidenced by the misery, despair and often destruction they cause to their fellows will 

have to face the consequences.  

God fulfils His wondrous purposes for the ultimate deification700 of frail children of dust by 

permitting certain souls to succumb to the control of the devil. The Cain and Abel story 

identifies the instrumentality of human free will within that process, in which the elder 

brother chose a course of evil so as to be later classified in Scripture as “ek tou ponerou”: 

derived from the Evil One701 

The children of the devil are variously described in Scripture as:   

• Twice dead, plucked up by the roots702 

• Having their names missing from the Book of life703 
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• Devoured by Satan704 

• Having forfeited their soul705  

• Having gone in the way of Cain706 and departed from the path of righteousness707 

• “Goats” – humans devoid of compassion708 

• Not having retained God’s seed or image709 

• Those who destroy the earth – the ones to be destroyed at final judgement710 

• Those who cause or encourage others to sin: the ensnarers711  

• Having had their conscience seared or withered away712  

• Devoid of truth713  

• Belonging to Satan714 

• Planted by Satan715 

• Messengers or agents of Satan716 

• The desolate ones717 

Cain as a type  

Adam and Eve were the progenitors of fallen humanity718. Their disobedience put a 

temporary end to the prospect of eternal life for all humanity: 

As through one transgression there resulted condemnation to all men, even so through one 

act of righteousness, there resulted justification of life to all men719 

Adam is the type and federal head of fallen humanity that lives under the reign of death. 

Cain who was in a literal sense the firstborn of fallen creation is the type of individual 

reprobates, being those who become rejected by rejecting the interior witness of Christ in 
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their hearts. In his short epistle, Jude warns against false teachers who would come into the 

Church, whom he describes as deluded, defiled, disregarders of authority and blasphemers 

of the glories, both barren and uprooted so twice dead. He adds: 

Woe to them for they have gone in the way of Cain720 

Cain was a murderer, not a false teacher, yet he is referred to in type: the human first-plant 

and the first person to be cursed by God and given over to the devil who according to the 

Genesis account he was potentially capable of mastering. Scripture affirms Cain to be 

wicked, satanic and the type of those devoid of moral restraint or compassionate love – 

inhumane, heartless psychopaths: 

For this is the message that you heard from the beginning, that we should love one another; 

not as Cain who was of the wicked one and murdered his brother.  And why did he murder 

him because his works were evil and his brother’s righteous721 

Cain’s parents had been banished from the Paradise garden and the source of eternal life. 

However, they and their offspring had not been banished from JHWE’s benign presence722. 

They continued to worship and bring offerings to God, as did Cain and Abel. But after the 

elder son’s defiance in rejecting God’s personal plea to him to resist the Sinful One 

crouching at the portal of his soul, after slaughtering his righteous brother a further degree 

of banishment from God’s presence was established in his case: 

My punishment is more than I can bear; surely you have driven me out this day from the 

face of the ground; I shall be hidden from your face723 

Cain - the first defaulter from the Universal Covenant of life 

Cain defaulted from covenant for wilfully defying the God who had pleaded with him and 

failing to do what he was perfectly capable of doing: maintain his integrity and thereby not 

permit the Evil One to get the better of him by slaughtering his brother and showing His 

contempt for His Maker. Having defaulted, he becomes alienated from the rest of humanity 

(“whoever finds me will kill me”) and from God’s providential care (“from today I will be 

hidden from Your face”). Cain is the type of those who become entirely alienated from God 

(the godless), having rejected and subsequently lost the witness of the divine will for 

humane living provided to the spirit and referenced by the conscience. Externally such will 

still be aware of standards of acceptable behaviour and will maintain it to a degree to be 

accepted in society; so even they do not usually exhibit “absolute depravity”. As for such 
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who operate within the Church to pervert doctrine or bring about schisms, a still higher 

degree of subtlety and sophistication is required if an agent of Satan is to be transformed 

into an agent of light724. To appear the spiritual master, apart from being erudite and 

voluminous, such must incorporate much that is seemingly sound and spiritual within the 

poison they are peddling if a sufficient number of the faithful are to be deceived. Their true 

nature and intentions may be discerned by their character and legacy but by then it can be 

too late; the damage will have been done. 

For here is another mystery: God through His only begotten Son created all things including 

the human soul, but they were not all planted by Him725. Who was planted by whom will be 

determined by the outcome - whether they are finally rooted up726, but from a human 

perspective it will have been a matter of free will. Similarly, the elect are those who from a 

human perspective respond to the gospel and persevere in the faith, even if from God’s 

perspective they are foreknown and were divinely enabled to apprehend Christ. Defaulting 

covenant is referred to in the New Testament as becoming reprobate (adokimoi – 

disqualified) or being removed from the Book of life727. No names are ever added to this 

book, only removed, which is the outworking of an inclusive covenant.  

The counter-church 

Those who go in the way of Cain are in effect an inverted image of that other vocational 

group called out from the world to go in the way of Christ. Like Christians, the devil’s 

children are also no longer their own; they are in the ownership and service of another728; 

they too are spiritually directed and empowered by the effectual working of their lord729; 

they too are no longer one of the lost: the “sheep without a shepherd” upon whom Christ 

will have compassion730. These are not lost for they have found their herdsman or rather he 

has found them. He had been prowling around seeking whom he may devour731; he had 

crouched at the portal of their souls desiring to possess them. It looked promising, and so he 

had sifted them as wheat to see if there be any underlying faith within them732. Such an 

analysis will appear obscure and arcane to many: but it is scripturally based and pertains to 
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the mystery of evil; by far the most intriguing aspect of divine providence required to unlock 

the Mystery of God.  

The elect: assigned to Christ 

The elect are planted by God and earmarked for Christ, as affirmed in His high-priestly 

prayer: 

I have revealed You to those whom You gave Me out of this world. They were Yours – You 

gave them to Me and they have obeyed Your word733 

Note how our Lord prays: “they were Yours”. Surely everything is God’s, but He means they 

were of God and not of Satan, like Cain who was of the wicked one. The genitive (of Satan)  

pertains neither to creation nor procreation but to planting, ownership and party. 

The wheat and darnel: inseparable within the gospel age  

The two planters of souls are figured in the parable of the wheat and darnel734, which has 

particular relevance to the subject of this chapter as well as providing an indicator for the 

age to come. Whilst it is only a parable, it is explained by Jesus Himself on this occasion. It 

will not do to try to restrict it to the Church as Augustine and many others have attempted. 

Of course, it is analogous to the visible Church and the invisible wheat within her, for those 

in Christ who bare no fruit will be rejected735, but Jesus explicitly tells us it pertains to the 

world and everyone in it736. The parable suited to the Church is Paul’s concerning the “great 

house” and the vessels of honour and dishonour within it737. In Jesus’ parable, the wheat 

represents all men and women who are planted by God in the sense described above. The 

darnel represents human seed planted by Satan738 whom Jesus specifically describes in the 

parable as “children of the Wicked One”739. Jesus characterises them as distinguishable by 

their own wickedness and the fact they ensnare others into sin740, just as in nature darnel 

can damage and poison wheat. As the darnel is gathered together and burnt, a similar fate 

awaits the satanic seed, but not until the end of this age. Keeping in mind God’s undoubted 

sovereignty and the fact that Christ has already triumphed over these evil entities, their 

continued presence must be by divine prerogative; likewise, the planting or assigning 

arrangement. A further reference to this mystery is provided by Paul, for the seed planted 
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by Satan equates to the instruments of God’s retribution created for destruction to whom 

the apostle refers741.  In the same chapter, he mentions “instruments of His mercy” which 

he makes clear exclusively refer to elect Jews and Christians. It is therefore assumed by 

many there are two groups whereas in fact there are three. The third are the bulk of 

humanity who are neither destined to be co-inheritors with Christ, nor those “created only 

to be captured and destroyed”742; the souls who Paul says have been adjusted or adapted743, 

being foreknown and destined for satanic use to fulfil God’s wondrous purposes, such as 

having His own Son betrayed and executed for the salvation of mankind and the ultimate 

defeat of His arch-enemy. This is typified in the example Paul himself provides in Romans 

chapter nine to explain the purpose of such vessels of destruction: the exaltation, hardening 

of heart and final humiliation of the Egyptian Pharaoh to display JHWE’s power to save and 

deliver His people from their oppressors.  

Three eschatological outcomes are evident in Scripture old and new. In God’s Revelation to 

Jesus Christ relayed through John, the largest eschatological group are pictured as the 

“nations of those who are saved”, whose kings bring their treasures to the city in which 

Christ is enthroned with His elect who are privileged to see Him face to face744. In Isaiah, 

they were (under Plan A) those who from Sabbath to Sabbath would come to the holy city 

where the elect dwell with their Lord and bow in the Lord’s presence, “and on their way out 

they will see the corpses of those who rebelled against God who will be an abhorrence to all 

humanity”745.  In the Gospels they are the sheep of Matthew 25; the elect having already 

been gathered to Christ so as to be spared the climax of tribulation746. In the epistle to the 

Romans the majority are those longing to be liberated as children of God who do not have 

the first fruit of the Spirit waiting for the revelation of the sons of God who do747. As for the 

Lord’s related parables, darnel is never converted into wheat nor goats into sheep – they 

are different in in nature from their conception; rather, some of the lost sheep are found 

and “saved to the uttermost” – hence the three categories. God’s special blessings and 

curses are applied to a small proportion of the human family as was the case in populating 

the postdiluvian world. The Book of Enoch distinguishes between the “holy and elect” on 

the one hand who will be honoured at His coming, and others who will not be honoured but 

having repented will be “saved in His Name” for “His compassion is great”748. As always, 
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there is a third group who will be unwilling or unable to repent or bow the knee and they 

will not be spared. 

Some will understandably be mystified by Romans chapter 9 and the concept of souls 

adapted for destruction in terms of God’s justice. As Paul wrote, it is not for His own 

pleasure that God endures these people’s abhorrent ways, but for the ultimate benefit of 

those He would bring to glory (v22,23). As for God’s justice, these are often persons of great 

renown749 who enjoy wealth, power and prestige in the world such as the example of 

Pharaoh given in Romans 9. As well as enjoying a sumptuous lifestyle they may be influential 

in politics, industry or religion and be greatly esteemed and respected, even by the good, as 

were certain hypocritical Pharisees in Jesus’ time and as recently as the last century, a 

democratically elected Chancellor of Germany. For often being respectable these people will 

not be easy to identify. Only God and on occasions those filled with His Spirit may gaze into 

the window of their souls and discern the emptiness there750. Evil being a deficiency, these 

people are not to be defined so much by what they possess and practice as by what they 

lack and so fail to practice. Such people leading the Jewish community in Jesus’ day could 

not fool the Saviour who declared quite plainly: “You are of your father the devil”751. That 

was not the way Jesus generally addressed or approached “sinners”; the multitudes whom 

He loved and regarded as sheep without a Shepherd752. Others within the devil’s party more 

readily display their affiliation, such as those criminals who abuse, dehumanize or destroy 

others without mercy or remorse and take pleasure in doing so. The behaviour of such can 

be so inhumane as to be beyond the comprehension of ordinary people. Their absence of 

conscience, remorse and an empathy for their victims has been the common observation of 

judges, juries and victims’ families when such people are brought to justice. For if the divine 

light provided to the mind’s eye of natural man still leaves him in the dark and in need of 

spiritual healing, how deep will a man’s darkness be if the eye itself is darkened. As Jesus 

expressed the matter, though it is invariably mistranslated, “if the light that is in you is 

darkness, how much darker is the darkness”753. Thankfully, the majority of people 

demonstrate by their moral restraint and empathy that they have a working conscience. 

Their mind’s eye is enlightened, yet they will continue in a measure of darkness until they 
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are finally liberated from the bondage of corruption into which they were born754 or 

encounter the grace of the gospel in the meantime.  

Indifference to truth 

The other feature common to the human category being focused on regardless of whether 

they are outwardly respectable or plainly criminal is indifference to truth. Their adoptive 

father was described by Jesus as the “father of lying”755 so those he masters are pathological 

in that trait. Having no working conscience they will only speak the truth if it is convenient 

for the purpose in hand: there will be no other incentive. Anyone who is of God may lie but 

will never feel entirely comfortable about it unless, perhaps, it is a white lie so as to avoid 

hurting another, which on at least one occasion is commended in Scripture756. Those who 

are indwelt by the Spirit and already united to Christ will be highly sensitized in this area, 

wishing to avoid even so much as a hint of exaggeration. For truthfulness is integral to 

holiness; which is why the promises of God are so dependable even if He fulfils them in the 

most surprising ways.  

Children of the devil in Jesus’ ministry 

Jesus portrayed starkly contrasting attitudes to the people he encountered during His 

earthly ministry, all of whom were to one degree or another sinful. It will be surprising to 

some that in calling his disciples there is little if any reference to their sinfulness. These were 

ordinary working men: Simon Peter was conscious of his own unworthiness when he 

became aware of his Lord’s divinity757, but Jesus’ only recorded comment concerning the 

moral state of His new recruits was a positive one regarding Nathanael: “Behold, an Israelite 

indeed in whom there is no guile”758. Nathaniel was something of a cynic759, so not perfect 

but those who are perfect such as the incarnate Word look for the good in people and love 

them for it760. He did not ask His disciples to “acknowledge their lost estate”, simply to 

follow Him761. Unscrupulous tax collectors on the other hand were required to turn their 

lives around (repent) and make restitution. Note Zacchaeus’ childlike exuberance: 

 Zacchaeus stood up and said to the Lord: “Look Lord! Here and now I give half my 

possessions to the poor, and if I have cheated anybody out of anything, I will pay back four 
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times the amount”. Jesus said to him, “Today salvation has come to this house because this 

man too is a son of Abraham”762 

The Man who has been appointed to judge the world was remarkably tolerant towards the 

human weakness of His disciples and ate and drank congenially with tax collectors and 

sinners, much to the contempt of the religious leaders. Consider His gracious dealings with 

the woman accused of adultery. Having challenged her accusers with “Let he who is without 

sin among you cast the first stone”, He asks the woman: “Did no one condemn you? Neither 

do I condemn you. Go and offend no more”763. Yet when faced with wickedness and 

hypocrisy amongst religious leaders, the tone sharpened noticeably: 

Serpents, brood of vipers! How can you escape the condemnation of hell?764 

Jesus was addressing certain scribes and Pharisees who are confirmed as occupying the seat 

of Moses; in view of which, He said, they should continue to be obeyed by His followers. 

Their position of authority was one reason Jesus was so scathing: they of all people were 

without excuse. As He told them: 

If you were blind, you would not be guilty, but since you say, “we can see”, your guilt 

remains765 

These wicked tenants of God’s vineyard had refused John’s baptism unlike the majority who 

had acknowledged him to be the “prophet of the Most High” and an “esteemed preacher of 

righteousness”.  In so doing, these leaders had thwarted God’s purposes for them766. For if 

they had been good tenants, teaching and pasturing God’s people in the ways of 

righteousness, these erudite and revered religious leaders would logically have been the 

ones to take the work of the Kingdom forward. Yet in rejecting these leaders of His people, 

Jesus did not there and then “turn to the Gentiles”. That was to be Paul767; that was to be 

later; that was God’s secret plan768. The inauguration of God’s Kingdom remained a strictly 

Jewish affair: Jesus appointed a motley crew of small businessmen, fishermen, a physician 

and a tax official for His immediate circle and prepared them to build the Kingdom of God in 

His temporary absence. Those more established leaders who had expected to be the princes 

of God’s Kingdom rejected Jesus and all He stood for. It was largely through their 
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influence769 that many of the palm-waving crowds that had been heralding King Jesus as He 

triumphantly entered Jerusalem would become a baying mob calling for the Messiah’s 

crucifixion a short time later. For it is in the nature of lost sheep easily to be led astray. Jesus 

was handed over to Pilate “because of envy”770. Ordinary Jewish folk were hardly envious of 

Jesus, but their religious leaders were, because their flock were looking to Him rather than 

to them, and under Jesus they knew they were to be axed. In their teaching these blind 

guides were “straining out gnats and swallowing camels”; neglecting to teach or practice the 

weightier matters of the Law – justice, mercy and faithfulness771. There was a stark contrast 

between the attitude of these Jewish leaders and many of the people they led. It is typified 

in this verse concerning Jesus’ daily preaching in the Temple: 

Every day He was teaching at the temple. But the chief priests, the teachers of the Law and 

the leaders among the people were trying to kill Him. Yet they could not find any way to do 

it because all the people hung on His words772 

Most people Jesus encountered were excited by His ministry, and not only the miracles, but 

as Luke affirmed, they hung on His every word of teaching. This reality needs to be grasped: 

had they not been so cajoled by their leaders, the Jewish people would have welcomed 

Jesus as their messianic king, whereas many of those leaders whom gospel writer John 

unhelpfully labels “the Jews” wanted Him dead, and since that was in accordance with the 

divine plan, they soon got their wish. Little did these leaders realize they were being used; 

for through divine ingenuity the satanic seed were playing into God’s hands as they always 

do. For a section of the religious leaders who conspired against the Messiah were the devil’s 

children, and as is their wont they went on to ensnare a sufficient number of the people 

who looked up to them to bring about, humanly speaking, the most perverse injustice in 

human history, enacted at the place of the skull. Their Victim was aware of these leaders’ 

origins: 

You are of your father the devil, and the desires of your father you want to do. He was a 

murderer from the beginning and does not stand in the truth, because there is no truth in 

him773 

Note again how the devil, like his children, is defined by what he does not possess: “there is 

no truth in him”. Likewise, his children are devoid of truthfulness, moral restraint, remorse 
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or pity. In contrast to many of their leaders, Jesus received respect, love and honour from a 

good number of Jewish people He encountered during His ministry as Luke also observed: 

Jesus increased in wisdom and stature and in favour with God and man774 

The majority were of God; desiring a Good Shepherd to lead them but easily deceived and 

led astray; as were many such people including a good number within the Christian 

community nineteen hundred years later, adoring and cheering their political messiah in 

Germany who went on to leave much of Europe in ruins. “God has at last given the German 

people a pious and faithful ruler in the person of Adolf Hitler” affirmed the Protestant group 

calling themselves “the German Christians” in the 1930s; and a good number of Catholics 

were equally deceived. Likewise, during the time of Christ’s earthly ministry, if it were not 

for the devil working in the minds and hearts of those that he controls inciting the Jewish 

people against their true Messiah and a devilish disciple betraying Him, Jesus would never 

have been crucified. But then God’s plan for humanity would not have been fulfilled, for the 

crucifixion was according to “the definite plan and foreknowledge of God”775 and Satan’s 

seed were an essential part of it. For it was necessary not only that the Son of God should 

die for mankind’s sin, but that He died when He did and how He did within the narrative of 

the Israel project and its transmutation into the Church project. The children of the devil 

had unwittingly played their part in bringing about the ultimate victory of God assured 

through the cross, and they continue to play a role in the world including the churches, 

mosques, synagogues and temples, especially keen to pervert religion and the meaning of 

holy writ for their own destructive ends – “for offences must come, but woe to the ones by 

whom they come”776. The reason such offences must continue for a little longer is outlined 

in the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
The Theodicy 

 

It is the understanding of many Christians that the cruelty, injustice, broken relations, 

sickness and death that have become an inescapable aspect of life on earth are the result of 

an act of disobedience by the first human couple. Non-Christians presented with such a 

concept are inclined to regard it as facile, and with some justification, for it is only a third of 

the story when understood from a more enlightened Christian perspective such as that 

possessed by the apostle Paul. But before coming to the providential dimension to which 

the apostle alludes, he also affirms that there is a realm of evil extraneous to humanity that 

took the lead in that apparent catastrophe; a sophisticated principality of wickedness that 

endures as a force in the world to the present day:  

For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, 

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places777 

The verse is addressed to Christian believers, but the One who remembers the needs of 

sparrows is aware that the activity and influence of this evil realm impinges upon the whole 

human family and all created life. It will appear to many that we are in fact wrestling against 

flesh and blood for the diabolical activity that Paul was referring to is largely exercised 

through the human agencies under its control. These are the human seed considered in the 

previous chapter – they are the darnel poisoning the wheat that must remain until harvest. 

Of course, the rest of humanity sins and causes plenty of trouble as well, the more so for 

being led astray and corrupted by Satan who deceives the world through the people he 

controls. But God holds Satan rather than mankind personally accountable for the world 

being in the state it is; he will pay by far the greater price, as will his agents. A more 

profound mystery is why these wicked beings continue to thrive, influence and offend. As 

one traces events back to the Fall, one should discern that it is not entirely a matter of free 

will that resulted in wickedness being retained on the earth but divine decree. Yet evil does 

originate from a malign exercise of the free will that the Creator is bound to give to any 

being to whom He wishes intimately to relate, starting with the angelic realm. However, it 

must be acknowledged that the extent to which a created being having chosen a course of 

evil is then permitted to continue practicing it and hurting others is a matter of divine 

prerogative, or else impotence or indifference which is certainly not the case here. 

Adam and Eve had been warned that if they disobeyed God, they would die that very day. 

That warning did not refer to physical death for they continued for centuries, nor what 

would happen to their souls after they died, but to the disruption in their relationship with 
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God whilst they were in the body778. Yet this pair could have been eliminated there and 

then, feasibly with a better outcome for humanity, for they had been created pure in soul 

and body and unlike fallen man were potentially capable of full obedience. God was not 

obliged to establish His human creation through such corrupted progenitors; He was well 

aware of the dire outcomes when He chose to reject what might appear to human minds to 

have been the logical rebooting option. Yet this incident in the Paradise Garden and the 

inscrutable way that God chose to handle it is in fact the most staggering aspect of His love 

for humanity, especially in view of the personal cost to His only begotten Son.  As for His 

earthly creation, many were now to be subjected to a life that was frustrating, vain and 

unfulfilled779. For the bulk of humanity that has been the case: their lives have certainly not 

been without purpose or a measure of fulfilment and joy, but the primary intention for 

which they had been created was not accomplished during their earthly lifetime. That had 

been to experience a living relationship with God and His Christ, described in the Bible as 

having eternal life780. Very shortly after the incident in Eden the divine prerogative was 

exercised again with the first man to be born of woman. Cain had become entirely alienated 

from God781, yet He still ensured that this psychopath and his seed survived. Again, he could 

have been eliminated for his fratricide and insolence towards God but instead was provided 

with a mark for his protection such that he and his accursed seed would continue up until 

the time of the Flood. The book of Enoch relates how the spirit of Abel petitioned God for 

Cain’s seed to be annihilated, which duly occurred through the worldwide flood. This 

clarifies Gen4:10 and Heb12:24 concerning the reference to Christ’s blood speaking better 

things than Abel.  This inspired book also expands on Gen6:1,2 alluded to in Jude1:6 

concerning satanic unions with women and the irretrievable corruption it caused. But what 

cannot be perceived without reference to Enoch yet is needed to understand the rationale 

behind the universal flood is that these satanic collaborators had imparted knowledge to 

humanity that the Lord had intended mankind gradually to discover over many centuries.  

As with Adam and Eve and the forbidden fruit from the tree of knowledge, humanity in its 

infancy was not ready for such knowledge which would lead to their destruction, yet could 

never be unlearnt, hence the need for a radical universal cleansing by water. Enoch19:1 

explains that these rebellious sons of God who left their appointed habitation782 and were 

responsible for the global contamination and the thwarting of God’s plans for mankind’s 

development were able to assume different forms to carry out their illicit unions783.  

Through the mercy of God, the bulk of humanity who ignored Noah’s warning and perished 
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in the Flood has subsequently had the Good News preached to them by Jesus Himself784, as, 

the apostle Peter indicates do all the dead have opportunity to hear the Good News so that 

although having been punished in the flesh “they might live according to God in the 

spirit”785. This is yet another “problem verse” that becomes more intelligible once one 

understands the context of gospel salvation within God’s broader reconciliatory plans. 

These imprisoned spirits were given the opportunity to repent and acknowledge Christ’s 

lordship; they were not to be betrothed as His eternal Bride, nor did they escape 

punishment for they had been imprisoned for centuries.  

Although all who came off the ark were blessed by God, one of the sixteen seeds stemming 

from Noah’s sons was cursed, leading to the wickedness of Sodom, Gomorrah and the 

Canaanite territories resulting in their partial annihilation. Of course, wickedness continued 

through till the time of Christ and until the present day, and that is not surprising in view of 

the role Satan himself has been permitted: 

Then the devil taking (Jesus) up on a high mountain showed Him all the kingdoms of the 

world in a moment of time. And the devil said to him, all this authority I will give you and 

their glory for this has been handed over to me and I give it to whomever I wish; therefore, if 

You will worship before me all will be yours786 

Satan is a liar, but he had no hope of deceiving the Son of God on such a matter, nor did 

Jesus deny Satan’s claim to have been given authority over the world’s kingdoms, rather He 

would later affirm it. Jesus described Satan as the “leader of the world order”787, whilst Paul 

refers to him as the “prince of the power of the air”788 and John as holding the whole world 

under his control789. Unlike in the coming age of the Kingdom of Christ, Satan is not 

currently prevented from deceiving the world790 but in spite of the salt and light provided by 

the worldwide churches and many people of good will outside them, he continues to 

preside over a principality of wickedness that impacts upon nations and their governance, 

greatly adding to people’s suffering. This prince had not been cast out after the resurrection 

of Christ791 – it looked initially as though that was being indicated by the short-lived witness 

of expelled demons and miraculous healings, but the Adversary’s final ignominy has been 
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deferred. The Great War and Jewish Holocaust of the last century reinforce the fact that 

Satan’s influence has scarcely been eroded nineteen centuries into the Christian era.  

Yet God is Love personified and He knows best. Suffering is no accident: “I form the light and 

create darkness; I make peace and create calamity. I the Lord do all these things”792. 

Spiritual masters have proposed solutions in the past: Thomas Aquinas asserting that “God 

permits evil so as to bring out of it a greater good”. More specifically he proposed that 

“diverse grades of goodness occur in things, many of which would be lacking if no evil 

existed; indeed, the good of patience could not exist without the evil of persecution"793. 

Without evil and the dysfunctional practices associated with it, there would be no place for 

virtue, or it would not so clearly be seen to be virtuous and something to delight in; not only 

in human affairs but in the worshipful admiration of God Himself. If Satan had not been 

permitted his triumphs there would have been no victory for God and His Christ for there 

had been nothing to conquer. How could God have demonstrated the extent of His love and 

grace if He could have spared His only Son?  If Adam had not sinned or the humanity project 

rebooted, there would have been no need for a Saviour. And what a Saviour: O felix culpa, 

quae talem ac tantum meruit habere Redemptorum794.  

The ultimate purpose of human suffering 

But this is not the whole story: evil is a temporary yet essential component within the plan 

of human destiny. Suffering is neither a result of divine impotence nor a miscalculation; as 

well as being the backdrop to highlight the beauty and loveliness of the good and therefore 

of God Himself, its principle purpose is to prepare humanity for the next phase of her 

development. That is not mere philosophical speculation, it is a biblical reality that again has 

been historically eluded through a failure to grasp both the context of gospel salvation 

within broader providence and the nature of the age to come. Human beings created to be 

a little lower than the angels and currently possessing bodies originating from dust795 are 

destined for glory and service at least as splendid as that of the angels796. Suffering and 

consequently the existence of evil is a necessary part of deification which requires human 

beings to be, as it were, stretched or go beyond themselves in order to be fitted for such a 

destiny. The Son of Man set the pattern: He tasted death for every man for our salvation, 

but there is something else we are told about His death: 
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Looking unto Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith, who for the joy that was set before 

Him, endured the cross and despised the shame, and has sat down at the right hand of the 

throne of God797  

The highlighted phrase is not the one on which one would normally focus. The Godhead’s 

love for humanity and the Son of God’s obedience and suffering to deal with our sin are 

rightly the usual focal points. But Jesus’ awareness of the joy and glory awaiting Him is 

nevertheless referred to and it hints at what is being adduced in this chapter: the divine 

principal that suffering is beneficial, indeed necessary for those who are to be glorified. 

Jesus might appear to be the exception, for He is worthy of glory through divine birth right. 

Nevertheless: 

It was fitting for Him, for whom are all things and by whom are all things, in bringing many 

sons to glory, to make the captain of their salvation perfect through suffering, for both He 

who sanctifies and those who are being sanctified are all of one, for which reason He is not 

ashamed to call them brethren798 

And later in Hebrews: 

Though He were a Son, He learned obedience by the things which He suffered, and having 

been perfected He became the author of eternal salvation for all who obey Him799 

In Jesus’ case His suffering could have nothing to do with personal purification, for He was 

without sin. It pertained to His personal capacity and office, especially that of High Priest: 

Therefore, in all things (Jesus) had to be made like His brethren, that He might be a merciful 

and faithful High Priest in things pertaining to God, to make a propitiation for the sins of the 

people, for in that He Himself has suffered, being tempted, He is able to aid those who are 

tempted800 

His awareness and personal experience of human suffering also prepares Him for His role as 

Supreme Judge of humanity. It set a pattern and example for those who as co-heirs must 

support Him as priests, kings and judges; they are to share in Christ’s glory but must firstly 

share His suffering:  

Now if we are children, then we are heirs: heirs of God and co-heirs with Christ; if indeed we 

share in His sufferings in order that we may also share in His glory801 
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Here is an advantage that human beings have over the angels of heaven: a personal day-to-

day experience of sin and suffering. Such might not be advantageous if human destiny were 

to be confined to the spiritual realm: a blissful stasis beholding the vision of God’s glory, 

wonderful though that is for those who have fallen asleep as Scripture describes the 

temporary separation of body and spirit in heaven. But the emphasis from the Old 

Testament prophesies, the gospels, the epistles and Revelation as far as the next age is 

concerned is for the elect of God to be “the children of the resurrection”802. For the 

believer’s destiny once resurrected does not merely consist in beholding but participating 

with God in eternal union with His Son. But as with any marriage, howsoever the 

Bridegroom may relate to His Father through eternity so must His Bride for they are now in 

union; and whatsoever His Son’s activity and domain, so shall His co-heirs share in it803. 

Clearly the spouse concept is mystical in the sense of the “wife” being a corporate identity, 

but so is Christ’s bride-in-waiting the Church, which functions as His Militant Body on earth; 

each person playing his or her role as a member of that spiritually directed administration. 

Paul also affirms that eternity will comprise numerous ages804 and, no doubt, many 

surprises. If the Church thinks she can be clear about the precise nature and procession of 

eternity, she must surely think again. For this few millennia of human history on this 

pinprick we know of as earth is in terms of time and space a grain of sand within the desert 

of eternity. Who knows what plans God has for the limitless theatre that is His universe? For 

God’s Word became flesh; Jesus being from two natures, human and divine, yet essentially 

one subsistent nature as the incarnate Word of God. Humanity has therefore been 

permanently incorporated into the Godhead, indicating future physicality and terrestrial 

activity as well as the prospect of beholding the divine Glory that historically has tended to 

be the focus and expression of the Christian’s future hope. Yet the faithful shall not be 

disappointed, for being in eternal union with the One “in whom dwells the fullness of the 

Godhead bodily; the Head of all principalities and powers, we shall be complete in Him”805   

Yet it is the whole human family that suffers in the present through the devil’s malevolence, 

and for a similar purpose; for all the scattered seed of God will in due time enjoy future 

communion with the divine glory; it is a question of staging, the faithful of the Church being 

the first fruits. For when Jesus comes again: 

He shall be glorified in His saints and be marvelled at by those that believe on that day just 

as our testimony among you was believed806   
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This is re-affirmed in Paul’s letter to the Corinthians: 

For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive; but everyone in his own 

class807: Christ the first fruits; afterwards those who are Christ’s at His coming808 

 “Christ the first fruits” refers to the Church809 which on one occasion Paul simply refers to 

as Christ810 for it is, after all, His mystical Body on earth. Christians are the first fruits of 

creation811. Jesus is also described as the first fruit but He was never “dead in Adam” in the 

Pauline sense being Himself the Second Adam; and He cannot be a “class of those in Christ” 

for He is the Christ. Moreover, Paul is referring to those who would be made alive in the 

future which cannot include Christ Himself but to Christ’s elect and those who believe at His 

coming.  

The above aligns with Old Testament prophecy that all who shall call on the name of the 

Lord will be delivered from perdition. Logically the same principle applies to those who have 

died having never had the opportunity to know the Saviour, and that is substantiated on 

two occasions in the first epistle of Peter812. On the other hand, those alive at His coming 

who are not of God and refuse to obey the gospel of Christ will in Paul’s language be set 

ablaze813, removed from God’s presence and everyone else’s. By “not obeying the gospel” is 

meant refusing to acknowledge the Lordship of Christ even after His identity has been 

manifested. For one can only obey or refuse to obey what has been clearly presented and 

understood. So when Christ re-appears on earth and indeed wherever He has presented 

Himself in person there can be no excuse for those who reject Him. Likewise, if a universally 

agreed announcement of the coming Kingdom of Christ were provided to the world from a 

re-unified Church it would be a clarion call that would seriously need to be heeded814.  And 

such would be the roll call: Who is on the Lord’s side; who will serve the King? 

The Church as the Kingdom of Christ on earth is involved in a spiritual battle with satanic 

forces but cannot eradicate them. World peace and Christian dominion cannot occur in this 

age. The darnel will grow till the end of the age, then the reapers (God’s angels not the 

Church) will remove it and destroy it815. The Pilgrim Church was never intended to be in the 
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business of “ruling the nations with a rod of iron”816. That refers to what is to be done in the 

next age such that when all earthly authorities have been subjected to the Arbitrator817, His 

Kingdom will be handed over to His Father for whatever subsequent ages may hold in store 

within a restored heaven and earth818.    

Christian submission to earthly authority 

The Christian gospel was not intended to be subversive in terms of its adherents’ approach 

to earthly authority. Jesus is Lord of the Church and King of the believer’s heart, but the 

Christian is to render to “Caesar” that which is his or her due, otherwise he is denying the 

faith819. Yet if a particular tyrant should require the Christian to worship him or her as a god 

or directly oppose the teaching of Christ then to render to God what is God’s may require 

the ultimate price of martyrdom.  For most that is not the reality, though of course it hasn’t 

always been the case. Yet even Paul lived happily in Roman lodgings for two years teaching 

and evangelising “without hindrance from anyone”820. His principal opponents and the 

instigators of his frequent imprisonments were more often unbelieving Jewish leaders than 

the civic authorities. Likewise, he instructed the churches to respect and pray for those in 

authority over them, as these were established by God for their good821.  

However, the current structure and composition of the earthly authorities is not as a 

reigning King Jesus would wish them to be, for the personal qualities required for those 

participating in any administration of His would be quite different; more in accordance with 

His predecessor David: people after His own heart. For what is subverted by the Christian 

gospel is how authority is to be exercised – both now in the Church where he who leads 

becomes the servant of servants, and in the future where it will not be the militarily 

powerful who inherit the earth but the gentle and the peacemakers822. Even the Son of Man 

did not come to be served but to serve and give His life as a ransom for many. Under the 

present arrangements the gentle, the merciful, the pure of heart and the peacemakers are 

the people least likely to be running the kosmos (world system); nor have they ever been 

throughout the gospel age; nor can they be because of the continuing presence and 

influence of Satan and his seed. For when Jesus is King in an executive sense, Ephesians2:2 

will not apply - Satan and his hold over people, death and sickness will have decisively been 

dealt with, not merely assured for the future. Spiritual renewal of individuals through the 
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centuries has been the Church’s other vital function in order that elect people from every 

nation and age, the chosen and faithful will have been prepared to participate within God’s 

realized Kingdom at their resurrection together with those alive at His coming. 

In the current age, as the apostle Paul refers to the matter, God has placed all things under 

Christ’s feet, but as ultimate victor and overseer rather than reigning Monarch, albeit that 

He already is Head over all to the Church823. The kings of the earth are inferior to Christ and 

answerable to Him in final judgement, but they do not currently take their orders from Him 

more’s the pity. That is why the Christian’s citizenship is said to be in heaven, for that is 

where His ultimate allegiance lies, where his Lord is located and his spiritual treasures are 

being deposited. The Old Testament prophets on the other hand expected the promised 

messiah to be based in Jerusalem, enthroned as king of Israel and thereby king of the world, 

acting as Great High Priest for the Jewish nation who in turn were to function as a Kingdom 

of priests and monarchs for the world824. But for now, “He has to remain in heaven until the 

time comes for restoring everything”825.  

The Messianic Kingdom 

The Catholic Church has long rejected pre-millenarianism as an approved doctrine, although 

it was the predominant view of the ante-Nicene Church Fathers including Justin Martyr, 

Irenaeus, Hippolytus of Rome, Tertullian, Cyprian, Barnabas and Lactantius and by 

deduction others who they had instructed or by whom they had been instructed. Such were 

supported initially by Augustine of Hippo together with a good number of his 

contemporaries inside as well as some breakaway groups outside the Church. It was initially 

Marcion who challenged the consensus in the second century; he was later clearly shown to 

be a heretic. The other key influences were Augustine who changed his mind and Origen of 

Alexandria who was inclined to a Platonic spiritualism; these colossi of the Western and 

Eastern Church ensured that Millenarian views came to be rejected by the fourth century, 

no doubt reinforced by the conversion of Roman Emperor Constantine which transformed 

the Church’s perspective with regard to its relationships with the political structures of the 

world. The Eastern Orthodox Church has regarded the final book of the New Testament (the 

Revelation of Jesus Christ provided to Him by God)826, as very much a mystery and is 

predominantly a-millennial. For an outline of why pre-millennial views had largely been 
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abandoned by the middle ages, Wikipedia proves useful background827; the consensus being 

that (once again) Augustine’s influence was a key factor. 

Yet such is God’s wisdom, for the vague and predominantly spiritualized eschatological 

understanding that the Apostolic churches in East and West have held for centuries has 

been perfectly suited to the recruitment process for Kingdom. Unlike early chiliasm, 

particularly in its perverted hedonistic form, the predominant Church teaching since the 

beginning of the middle ages will have held little attraction to vain, faithless, materialistic 

glory-seekers and such are not the people the Lord has wished to recruit into His service. 

That was evident at His first visit, where the superior and erudite of the religious 

establishment were bi-passed and the angels’ “Good News of great joy that shall be to all 

people”828 was announced to shepherds on a hillside. Its propagation was spearheaded by 

an apprentice carpenter from Nazareth of all places829 who turned out to be the promised 

Messiah. He in turn had recruited uneducated fishermen and the like to support Him and 

they would go on to turn the world upside down. It is only now as the end of the age 

approaches that those who think of this as the millennial age depicted in Revelation are 

liable to become discouraged and be unprepared for the lead-up to what is to follow. 

In terms of fleshing out more eschatological bones the Bible does not lend itself to 

dogmatism, nor has “eye seen, nor ear heard, nor has entered the heart of man the things 

which God has prepared for those that love Him”830. So whilst Peter foretold the destruction 

of the heavens and earth at the time of Christ’s coming, he was in no doubt that a new 

heaven and earth would be created831.  Others understand Peter’s reference to the 

vanishing sky and burnt-up earth to be a typical use of cosmic language to denote a 

cataclysmic event within the time-space universe, a hypothesis supported by extra-biblical 

writing of that period. Paul, John and Enoch all of whom were physically or spiritually 

transported to heaven to glimpse the future indicate that the Son of Man is coming to 

restore and liberate creation, although that will be a devastating and destructive event for 

those who continue to resist the Good News of His Kingship once that has been 

elucidated832. Most accept that planet earth and certainly the kosmos (world order) will be 

radically altered after Christ’s coming, though quite how different the former will be has not 
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been elucidated. There have always been certain data the Lord would not supply to anyone, 

even those who were about to establish His Church833. 

The Enoch perspective  

Although ex-canonical, the Book of Enoch is regarded by many as inspired, valid for 

reference and introduces itself as something written for the express benefit of those living 

at the very end of the current age834. It foretells a messianic rule on earth together with the 

“elect and holy”, whilst at the same time envisaging an entirely new heaven and earth that 

will be prepared for the time of the General Resurrection and Universal Judgement of 

mankind and the angelic realm. It provides a little more detail on the physical means by 

which human life and wellbeing are to be sustained prior to that. Politically, the whole 

“structure of unrighteousness would be removed”835; those not of God, having made their 

irrevocable choice for destruction are necessarily culled and a righteous rule established. It 

distinguishes more clearly between the righteous or what John in Revelation describes as 

the “nations of those who are spared”836 and the “elect who cling to the Elect One”837. 

Describing the respective fates of the three main categories of people at the end of this age, 

Enoch foretells: 

The righteous shall be victorious in the name of the Lord of Spirits and He will cause the 

others to witness this that they may repent and forgo the works of their hands. They shall 

have no honour through the name of the Lord of Spirits yet through His name they shall be 

saved, and the Lord of Spirits shall have compassion on them, for His compassion is great. 

And He is righteous also in His judgement, and in the presence of His glory unrighteousness 

shall also not maintain itself: at His judgement the unrepentant shall perish before Him838. 

The sequence of events according to Enoch is set out in chapter 91839. As the end of the age 

approaches, wickedness, violence, uncleanness and apostasy will have increased. The first 

universal judgement had been by flood, the last on the current earth would be in the 

presence of the Lord, when the roots of unrighteousness and idolatry will be removed from 

under heaven (v9) and the righteous (only) would be raised from the dead (v10). This 

initiates the Messianic Kingdom which would be a period of righteousness in which “sinners 

would be delivered into the hands of the righteous” (v12), after which the righteous “would 

acquire houses through their righteousness whilst a house will be built for the great King in 
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glory” (v13). At its conclusion comes the great white throne judgement when all the dead 

are raised, the world having been written down for destruction after which all mankind shall 

look to the path of uprightness (v14) within a new heaven and earth. Then, “all shall be in 

goodness and righteousness, and sin shall no more be mentioned for ever” (v17). This goes 

beyond but doesn’t contradict the Revelation account and re-affirms a terrestrial age to 

follow this one in which the wicked are removed and the elect support Jesus Christ as He 

“subjects all things to Himself”.  

The Fall of Babylon 

“MYSTERY: Babylon the Great, Mother of all prostitutes and all filthy practices on earth”840, 

the “great city that has authority over all the rulers on earth”841, by whom all the ship 

owners and merchants have been made wealthy and who has been responsible for all the 

blood ever shed on earth842. Given the universality of its impact, this “city” must refer to a 

mystical entity, for no one country, city or institution could be responsible for all corrupt 

practices on earth or all its slaughter. It is the “structure of unrighteousness” referred to in 

Enoch, and in terms of personnel “the wicked” in Old Testament writing; “children of the 

devil” in the New. The two key points for those inclined to dismiss a period of messianic rule 

on earth to note is that “Babylon” is to be destroyed in order that the spiritual and political 

framework of evil can no longer function in the world.  Currently, wrote John, “we are of 

God but the whole world lies under the sway of the wicked one”843. The fall of Babylon 

cannot pertain to the end of the time-space universe for the people of the world 

subsequently mourn over her demise. The rich and powerful are distraught at her downfall 

whilst God’s chosen people celebrate. Clearly even “Babylon” cannot be directly responsible 

for all bloodshed and depravity on earth but as far as God is concerned she rather than the 

world is ultimately liable and will bear the punishment of destruction; the second key point 

then being that “Babylon” is destroyed but not the earth along with her. It is not always easy 

to distinguish between past and future events in Revelation but here the sequence at least 

is clear: not until “Babylon” has been destroyed can “the reign of the Lord God (on earth) 

begin” and the marriage of the Lamb take place, the wife having at last made herself 

ready844.  That reflects Old Testament prophecy in which the reign of Christ with His people 

invariably follows the destruction of their enemies.  

Cyrus: a type of Christ     
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The Neo-Babylonian empire, who under king Nebuchadnezzar had destroyed the first Jewish 

Temple and brought God’s people into exile as slaves in Babylon was defeated by Cyrus the 

Great. God used this enlightened Gentile to liberate His people from Babylon and through 

his sovereign edict, their temple was rebuilt. He was described by Prophet Isaiah as “God’s 

anointed one” or messiah845. The self-styled king of the world destroyed the Babylonian 

hold over God’s people and cleared the path for them to worship JHWE in the city of the 

great king. This prefigures the end-time destruction of “Babylon”, representative of the 

mystical, invisible body of satanic evil, currently functioning in the world in opposition to the 

mystical, visible Body of Christ: the one seeking to bring light, truth, peace and healing, the 

other moral degradation, greed, deception and destruction. That is the nature of the 

struggle; it is not the Church versus everyone outside her as depicted in Augustine’s “City of 

God”; it is a two-way battle for allegiance from amongst the World’s inhabitants. The 

Church and “Babylon” are both seeking to woo people to themselves but for opposite ends, 

resulting in three outcomes: the saints, the satanic agents and the rest of creation who will 

one day after much tribulation be “delivered from the bondage of corruption into the 

glorious liberty of the children of God846.   

Since flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom847 we look to heaven from whence the 

Saviour will come “to change our lowly bodies to be fashioned like His glorious body 

according to the operation by which He will subject all things to Himself”848. For those 

resurrected at that time will have an incorruptible body, which as well as being 

indestructible will no longer be subject to the corrupting influence of the “body of this 

death”, so they will no longer be inclined to fleshly passion and pride but to righteousness 

and peace. Those worthy to attain that age and the first resurrection849 will be like the 

angels in heaven yet still able to relate on earth to those subjects in corruptible bodies just 

as the risen Jesus related for a time with His disciples, as did angels with the likes of 

Abraham and Lot. Paul had described this particular resurrection as being a “prize he was 

striving to attain”850 whereas all who have died are to be resurrected at some point so Paul 

cannot have been referring to the general resurrection for he was seeking to attain a prize 

provided to the few851. Two resurrections are also indicated in Paul’s first letter to the 

Thessalonians852 in which he states that at Christ’s coming, the dead in Christ will be raised 

before the living elect join them “in the clouds” having been raptured so as to be spared the 
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hour of testing that the rest of the world must endure when the wicked are ingloriously 

removed from the earth by His holy angels853. Those remaining on earth will have cause to 

mourn over their rejection or ignorance of Christ854; many of whom will call upon His name, 

accept His Lordship and accordingly find mercy. The two resurrections are explicitly set out 

in the Revelation of God to Jesus Christ855 and Scripture should surely be taken at its word 

unless obvious symbolism is intended. There is no textual justification to treat this particular 

datum metaphorically especially as no one has come up with a workable suggestion as to 

what two resurrections could symbolize.  

The hierarchical nature of Kingdom 

Revelation depicts the New Jerusalem coming down from heaven as “the Bride that the 

Lamb has married”856.  This is currently the “heavenly Jerusalem” described in Hebrews857, 

for that is where Christ is installed as King with His angels and saints who are in mystical 

union with His Pilgrim Church on earth.  The New Jerusalem is to be the inhabitation of all 

the elect, whilst the nations outside will come to its light and the kings of the earth will bring 

it their treasures858. So there are to be principalities and powers in the next age as well as 

this859 which Christ will still be heading, the difference being that everyone will know about 

it. Given such indubitable physicality, not everyone once resurrected can be in intimate 

communion with the Lord of glory; some must admire from afar. An eternal egalitarianism, 

apart from being unbiblical could only function in an environment in which disembodied 

souls became, as it were, absorbed into God or are in a permanent dream-like state. The 

latter may be the case for disembodied spirits currently said to be “sleeping in Christ” or 

“resting on Abraham’s bosom” but it cannot be so after the resurrection, for each will be as 

physically substantial as the resurrected Jesus before His ascension860. For He is the “first 

fruit of them that sleep” just as His people are currently a kind of first fruit for the human 

creation, most of whom are yet fully to be made alive861. Mankind is to share in God’s 

divinity yet will remain distinct from the Father in His essence. Man obtains intimate 

communion with the Godhead through the mediation of the Son. The Christian is already 

described as being in the Son whilst the Son is in the Father and the Father is in the Son862. 
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But after resurrection there will have to be an order as there is in the angelic realm863 yet in 

due course every soul may be fulfilled in accordance with its established capacity; hence the 

importance of life in this body; hence the value of anything by which that capacity might be 

enlarged; hence the value of temporary human suffering: the grist for glory.  

Angelic intrigue 

Given the reality of Lucifer, that supreme angel of light who became Satan (the Adversary), 

not all the heavenly host were content with God’s plans for humankind and some revolted. 

Surely, thought they, it would be the Godhead with the princes of the angelic realm who 

were destined to rule the heavens. Those who were content within their own sphere and 

remained faithful are nevertheless intrigued and desire to look into these matters864.  Little 

wonder, for the extraordinary transition that is required of fallen human beings to fulfil such 

a destiny is staggering, and it is referred to by the writer to the Hebrews: 

For He has not put the world to come of which we speak in subjection to angels, but one 

testified in a certain place saying: “What is man that You are mindful of him or the son of 

man that You take care of him? You have made him a little lower than the angels; You have 

crowned him with glory and honour and set him over the works of your hands; You have put 

all things in subjection under (man’s) feet. For in that He put all in subjection under man, He 

left nothing that is not to be put under (man). But currently we do not see all things put 

under him. But we see Jesus who was made a little lower than the angels and because He 

suffered death has been crowned with glory and honour, that He, by the grace of God, 

might taste death for everyone865   

The author of Hebrews indicates that whilst we currently do not see all things subjected to 

human beings, that is the eventual plan. What Christians can see by faith is the Man Christ 

Jesus already crowned with glory because of His suffering866, so as to bring many human 

sons to glory. As all the letters to the Asian churches through John in Revelation make clear, 

such privileges are not for all who have been incorporated into the Church through baptism 

but those relatively few867 who are deemed worthy868. God calls many into the Church 

(ekklesia - the called-out ones); of those only some are deemed worthy to inherit the 

promises of Christ869. For they had been called out of the world to be sanctified, requiring 

their personal co-operation, application and perseverance which not all provide or have 
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even understood to be the case. It is therefore expedient that all who are sincerely seeking 

to be faithful to Christ within the various churches at the current time know what is 

expected of them in anticipation of His coming. 

Scripture is explicit: the suffering that Jesus endured on our behalf also perfected Him for 

His future Office as well as being an example to those who are to follow Him to glory870. It is 

all the more necessary for those whose current bodies originate from dust and are tainted 

by sin to experience suffering to perfect them for the future privilege of sharing their 

Bridegroom’s life and domain. For within God’s economy those called to lead are to do so 

through serving and must be prepared to suffer on behalf of those they are to lead: 

I (Paul) now rejoice in my sufferings for you, and fill up in my flesh what is lacking in the 

afflictions of Christ, for the sake of His Body which is the Church871 

He also told the Corinthian Church that their own salvation was being perfected by their 

sharing in the apostles’ suffering872. The same apostle had received certain revelations 

concerning future glory873, in which he was “caught up into the third heaven”. To prevent 

him from bursting with joy or becoming conceited he was given a physical affliction – a 

thorn in the flesh. God permitted Satan to inflict this physical discomfort on His beloved 

apostle for his own good, and so that God’s strength may be made perfect in Paul’s 

weakness. 

The more one begins to comprehend God’s exhilarating plan for humanity, or as much of it 

as has been disclosed, the more one should begin to perceive a positive role for human 

suffering in the present preparatory age. Through Paul’s revelation in the heavenly realm, 

he had an exceptional grasp of this matter such that he positively rejoiced in his own 

sufferings for the Church874 and knew that as the Body of Christ, the Church must suffer for 

the world: 

For I consider that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the 

glory that is to be revealed in us. For the earnest expectation of creation eagerly waits for 

the revelation of the sons of God875 

For the elect’s tribulations that anticipate their glory are also a reflection of God’s universal 

justice and equity:  
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Your tribulations are a manifest witness of the righteous judgement of God, that you may 

be counted worthy of the Kingdom of God for which you also suffer seeing that is a 

righteous thing with God to recompense tribulation to them that trouble you876.  

And as James also wrote: 

Consider it pure joy, my brothers and sisters whenever you face trials of many kinds, because 

you know the testing of your faith produces perseverance. Let perseverance continue its 

work so that you may be mature and complete not lacking anything877 

Trials incur suffering but help a Christian persevere and spiritually grow towards moral 

perfection. It is also linked to the need for discipline, which is more readily understood from 

our experience as children or parents: 

God disciplines us for our good in order that we may share in His holiness. No discipline 

seems pleasant at the time, but painful. Later however it produces a harvest of 

righteousness and peace for those who have been trained by it878 

Suffering endured by wider creation 

The many people who have not heard or heeded the various presentations of the gospel 

cannot be expected to understand the need for human suffering, for the Church herself has 

scarcely comprehended the mystery of evil. As the Catechism of the Catholic Church 

acknowledges: 

 It is a great mystery that providence should permit diabolical activity, but we know that in 

everything God works for good with those who love Him879 

This chapter is setting out how the devil’s mischief works for our good but the Church will 

not perceive or be able to explain the need for human suffering if she does not pay heed to 

what Scripture testifies are the future roles and responsibilities that she as Bride may share 

with her Royal Husband. And as more and more within the churches are grasping, the rest of 

human creation is not to be assigned to oblivion (or worse); it too is suffering for a purpose. 

In terms of the elect and those they may come to rule, it is a question of ordering and 

staging within the process of the enlightenment and deification880 of humanity so that all 

might come to share in the felicity of the children of God.  
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It is surely right and just that human beings endure the trials that they do in view of the 

privileges that await them. All will suffer at some point for everyone must be salted881. But it 

is better to suffer for doing good than for doing evil882; better to be a miserable beggar like 

Lazarus and be comforted in the spirit after death than to live a careless life of ease like 

Dives who must suffer for much longer: “Remember that in your lifetime you received good 

things and likewise Lazarus evil things, so now he is comforted whilst you are tormented”883. 

And the Master again: “Woe to you who are rich for you have received your consolation 

now”884. The fear of God is the beginning of wisdom: those who respect God through 

religious creed or conscience make the better choices for their eternal welfare. Yet he who 

would valiant be let him come hither, for it is finest of all to suffer for Christ: “For our light 

affliction which is but for a moment is working for us a far more exceeding and eternal 

weight of glory”885. So shall every sacrifice be seasoned with salt886.  

Being unaware of these matters it is hardly surprising that the world along with many less 

enlightened Christians hanker for something very different: a life as free of suffering as 

possible. Christians should recognize that life in the present, though not without its 

blessings, is merely the birth pangs887 leading up to the glories that await those who love 

God or are capable of doing so once they apprehend His glory. In that same passage, Paul 

refers to the involuntary aspect of the human predicament: 

For creation was subjected to frustration, not by its own choice but by the will of the One 

who subjected it, in certain hope that the creation itself will be liberated from its bondage 

and decay and be brought into the glorious freedom of the children of God888 

It was in accordance with divine providence that His creation be submitted to frustration 

and vanity. God well knew the outcome would be even better for all and would 

demonstrate His glory and grace more fully than if events had taken a different course, and 

humanity will have been better prepared for the challenges they are to face in the future889. 

Human suffering will not have been wasted; not only will it be compensated for at the 

individual level but will have been the efficacious means by which the souls of frail children 

of dust could be disciplined, shaped and extended for a future experience that will include 
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for some, not only worship and adoration from afar but an immediate and intimate 

association with the Lord of Glory890.   

Such is the wisdom of God, and such was the role for evil and the realm of darkness. Its 

prince’s mischief has been utilized by God as grist to prepare children of dust for a glorious 

inheritance. There are related truths that are both observable and borne out by Scripture: 

the greater the pain, the greater the joy. If every day were the first day of spring how 

diminished it would be if winter had not first been endured. It appears sweeter to regain 

something that was lost than if it had been there all the time. This is evident in the parable 

of the prodigal: the wayward son returning home to his father was more cause for 

celebration than the one who had remained faithful. The angels rejoice more over one 

sinner that repents than ninety-nine not needing repentance. This is linked to another motif 

traceable in Scripture: divide to reconcile. Through God’s inscrutable providence it applied 

to man’s broken relationship with His Maker, reconciled and restored through Christ. God’s 

first choice for the Kingdom the Jewish people failed to appreciate the day of their visitation 

allowing Gentile members into that privileged role; the partition having been broken down 

between Jew and Gentile through the cross to create one divine assembly. And it is to be 

hoped before too long, the Western Church - divided through internal corruption and a 

break-away movement; Mother and her separated children reconciled891, bringing with 

them the untold wealth contained in Christ’s gospel, the full extent of which may yet have 

remained undiscovered had the Church never divided and gone its separate ways. Through 

God’s wisdom it was deemed fitting that ecclesiological unity be re-established from division 

and plurality rather than a historically maintained integrity. Likewise, may Western 

Christianity be re-affiliated with Eastern so that once again the Church may breathe with 

both lungs. All in time for the greatest reconciliation of all: the whole created order purged, 

restored and re-united with its Creator. Division always involves suffering for the parties 

involved, but the joy seems all the sweeter when they are united at last.   

The suffering of God 

Suffering for all parties, for our God is no deistic, impassionate chess master overseeing this 

wondrous plan. He had been perfectly entitled to enjoy unbroken felicity but for mankind’s 

sake He was prepared to endure the agony of observing His only begotten Son’s humiliation 

and death. If Satan had been barred from planet earth or Adam and Eve had been erased for 

their disobedience and replaced, Christ need not have died. But He permitted His enemy 

what appeared to be an extraordinary victory for the sake of what He knew would be the 

ideal preparation for the beings created in His image to be raised from dust to glory. This is 

the third reason apart from Satan’s treachery and our first parents’ disobedience that things 
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have been as they have been in the world and in the Church. Suffering partnered with 

essential spiritual healing and progressive enlightenment are the means by which God is 

drawing man toward his ultimate destiny as exemplified by His Son’s own experience.  

The precise nature of human experience through eternity, although hinted at through the 

various offices and titles applied to those chosen for Christ, “cannot and may not be spoken 

of by any human being”892. What we have been told in Scripture about our future life with 

God and His Son (and most have yet to grasp that) pertains to the immediate future in the 

context of eternity, which is as much as most human minds could currently sustain. To know 

too much would anyway undermine the principle of faith. God’s nature and covenant 

faithfulness towards those that love Him can and never will change, yet the creative energy 

of the Universal Deity is incomprehensible, and whatever He has prepared for the future, 

His divine Son as Agent and Overseer of all that has been created or has yet to be 

established within the universe will be at the centre. As joint heirs His redeemed human 

family will spearhead that activity along with the hosts of angels and the rest of God’s 

salvable earthly creation. If even an nth degree of this can be grasped, human suffering will 

have been worth it as it will undoubtedly have enlarged the human capacity to enjoy a fuller 

communion, companionship and participation with the Divine Glory. Such will have been 

the meaning of life. So, who now will discern as much, re-evaluate the understanding of 

their faith in light of this disclosure and where necessary reorder their lives in preparation 

for what must shortly come to pass? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

I (the Lord) have kept silent for a long time; I have kept silent and restrained Myself 

Now like a woman in labour I will groan, I will both gasp and pant 

I will lead the blind by ways they have not known along unfamiliar paths I will guide them 

I will turn the darkness into light before them and make the rough places smooth. 

These are the things I will do; I will not forsake them893 . 

 
892 2Cor12:4 
893 Is42:14,16 


